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ect Confirmation 
Dominion Purchase 
O f 85 Relief Cars
Wealthies, Macs and Jonathans to Make up Most Cars to 
be Purchased by Federal Government for Distribu­
tion to Prairie Centres— Local Committee to Send 
Eleven Cars to Alberta
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Captains W ho W ill Guide Schoolboy Traffic Patrol;
n u m i {|<:k  12




jr . 'H  fC o i'U 'iB t A ’^PoLtr/t
HWAv; ,t>Arppi
Domestic Movement Slow but Export Sales Stronger
Th e  B. C. Fruit Board is anxiously awaiting confirmation this 
week of orders for eighty to eighty-five cars of fruit which will 
be purchased by the Dominiori government for distribution to relief 
districts in the prairie sections which are still in a depressed state. 
First intimation of the government intention in this, regard was re­
ceived ten days ago, but actual confirmation has not. been received. 
Billings Made Direct 
Last year more than 170 cars of 
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W inter Ferry Schedule 
M ay Be Extended 
Until Twelve O ’clock
Department of Public Works Considering Suggestion to
Increase Run from Nine to Twelve O ’clock__Would
Make Enormous Difference in Valley’s Business Life
To Build New Ferry Here
V H A T  the department of public works is considering the sugges- 
tion that the winter schedule of M.S. Holdup be from eight in 
the- morning until twelve at night, is the information The Courier 
receiv ed on Wednesday. The board of trade ,on that day passed a 
resolution supporting the suggestion,
II/ffTTILTiriin A ■ st-'fit-'dido of the HoldupMUNICIPALITIES ,‘r t  ,Z
MEET HERE TODAY ti-Lr/oS
______  louna and to this city from the south
Members of the Okanagan municipal S n U e ‘S'trim'eIll''\,M a,id‘
association are meeting in Kelowna social life of the Valley as l ad been 
this afternon, as guests of the Kelowna proven in nasi years "
city council, with Mayor O. L Jones in During recent weeks the public 
the chair. Delegates from Kamloops works department has had tlm
—  ------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------  -----  -■ — u- u ones who received their Sam Brown belts on Monday afternoon at the iunior nortlg to Penticton in the south drawn to its attention and it is nrob-
as chosen by the department of agn- Spurrier, Mr. and Mrs. C. M. DeMara, high auditorium from Mayor O. L. Jones and prepared to take over their duties in the new schoolboy traffic patrol ^ v °  present. able (that a decision will Uc made
government to purchase for each car Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Maxson, Mr. and whicK operates on Richter street in the school zone. The boys were snapped beside the provincial police highway r?  ' Provincial health within the next few days While no
culture in Ottawa. . Mrs. Bert McKim, Sergt. A. Macdon- Patrol car following the inaugural ceremonies on Monday afternoon. They are from right to left- EugenrRvan Jack u' official word has been received locxil
The board recommended the 76 Hy- aid, M. Lane, R. F. Parkinson, Miss Morrison, Ernest Gordon, Guy Roxby, Bruce Fraser and George Patterson. We almost lost Patterson becauL k  the assistant, w ill be the principal people have every confidence that the
KS;¥S*i
iiff!'
GAME DINNER FOR A.-G.
A  small game dinner was held on 
ernment for distribution mainly in Saturday evening at the City Park 
Saskatchewan and in parts of Alberta. Cafe in honor of Attorney-General 
These cars were mostly shipped to a Gordon S. Wismer, who was a visitor 
government agent in Regina and re- here over the week-end for the open- 
distributed from' there, but this year ’ ing of the pheasant shooting. Venison 
.the cars will have billing direct from and ducks were the main items on 
the Okanagan to destination points, the bill of fare. Mr. and Mrs. J. B
■ i i i  I I I
slop crabs, 200 Wealthies, 200 McIntosh Audrey Hughes and Miss R. Brown nervousness of the cameraman. Roxby is substituting for Floyd Caza, ’who was ill on the day this nicture was gathering and will dis- winter schedule will be extended to
100 Jonathans, 100 sundries, and 80 were among those in attendance. taken, but w ill resume his duties in a few  days. ^  picture was cuss many angles of principal interest twelve o’clock ‘
Grimes or Winter Bananas. The gov- ----- .......................................
emment wired back that it could not ___  __  _  ____________ __ ________ _____
the construciion of theQuantity Discounts Cause of 
Grower Discontent with Resultant 
Resolution from Southern Meeting
accept HyslOps, so a further recom­
mendation was sent east to increase 
the Wealthy and Mac amounts.
In the meantime, requests have come 
into the Okanagan for relief cars to be 
sent to Alberta points, similar to those 
which have been donated by the Ok­
anagan in past years. The Okanagan 
prairie relief committee had not in­
tended to operate this year but so
urgent were the pleas from Alberta Haynes Co-operative Growcrs Protest Against Practice




Schoolboy Traffic Patrol System 
Inaugurated with Addresses in 
Auditorium to High School Pupils
of Single-Desk Agency in Allowing. Rebates— Puts 
Small Man at Decided Disadvantage is Claimed
Combines Act Commissioner In­
terviews Leading Figi 
Alleged Combines Case
HAS F U L L  RESPO N SIBILITY
that it was decide
cars to Alberta this year.
Gordon Herbert, whose energy has 
been responsible in the main for the 
organization of relief cars for Saskat­
chewan and Alberta in such quantities 
during the past few  years, states that • 
no more than 11 cars w ill be sent. One
has gone forward already. r« • >> ' 'p ----------------------________________________________
Billings are arranged by the Alber- B.C. Frmt Board have been heard. These quantity discounts have The attention of the Okanagan has , u xu u x re x i "  ’
la bureau of relief and public welfare, been allowed the jobbing trade for some time, it is understood but been focussed on Vernon this week  ^ schoolboy traffic patrol was inaugurated and the insignia
H w S  f w f  weerfhat"^ire« s” es ° " 'y  ''ecently have they been brought into the direct limelight of captains.
to Okanagan cities and municipalities. a  letter from the Western Bridge
Company which has the contract for 
i t  now ferry 
which will replace the Holdup, states 
that the company has definitely de­
cided to assemble the craft in Ke­
lowna. This confirms the report The 
Courier carried several weeks ago 
that such a decision had been made 
and that construction would commence 
ab9ut the first of December. The con­
struction company also informed the 
board of trade that Col. MacKenzie,
T
h r o u g h o u t  the Okanagan, rumblings of grower discontent An*- w xi, x t>
regarding the quantity discounts being allowed by the single- ' Without _ Recourse
desk agency and announced with the first regulations issued by^he Labor Minister
i  i  i ures in “It is Smart to be Safe” Comments Corp. B. W . Smijthe an official of the company, would be 
^ Speaking to Students on Safety on the Highways—  to make aii
Constable Secord Talks on Need of Obeying T raffic  w o ^ ^ S r  construction
Regulations— Belts Presented by Mayor O. L . Jones
to
o f apples would be cancelled in one 
Alberta district if a relief car was sent 
there, and Mr. Herbert states he wired 
Alberta to that effect. Otherwise, the 
Okanagan committee has no authority 
in designating the destination of the 
relief cars.
In the past year considerable crit- 
Turn to Page 6, story 1.
the growers.
miTHd d h . NEWMAILROUTEW IT H  due pomp and ceremony another milestone in the life of r ir iT  nrw
tf the Kelowna schools was passed on Monday, October 17, | D
ANDGLENMOREstarted On Tuesday
GIVE B.C. CANNERS
R.R. 3 Will Have Length of Over 
Twenty-six Miles
THREE VAUEY MEN 
TO VISIT WINNIPEG
W. E. Haskins, C. A. Hayden and 
E. J. Chambers to Attend Con­
ferences
of the department of labor, Ottawa,
Fruit Board Renlv branch, has been in t^ - Under the supervision of the pro- f j l  ¥ l  A rUT'CI•■’f  -  FREIGHT RATES
discounts are feasible and under a one- on Monday and at once commenced a of making the nunils more traffic con- 
liSit aSd 'the^rr^ ’'® brought into the Personal examination of the evide scious and teaSiiSg them to practice 
, S I  x S  f  T f -  ® T  °PBP^t- Wednesday safety measures at all times.
observe the night the commissioner refused to On the platform of the junior high
T h l stetement excepting that he auditorium on Monday afternoon were ^  -o • • i .  c,,---------- —
--------- The Haynes Co-operative Growers, was continuing his investigation until Mayor O L  Jones Dave Chapman Prairie Markets—At least so, Belgo and Glenmore districts.
Few Parties Bag Limit on Open- ^^.J^^^^atisfied that there was ample school board chairman, Bert McKimi Ontario Canners Claim—Tell . Covering a total distance of twenty-
ine Afternoon as Wilv B irds caiw record as emphati- evidence, or there was not, to proceed traffic committee chairman of the jun-
o ^ . . v  f  o r .  r ^rr j  nr fnrm ^ Shape ui^er the act. ior board of trade, which organizationbcuttle for Safety from H o rd es  or form the quantity discounts or any Since coming to the Valley Mr. Me- sponsored the organization of the nat-
-------  rebates in excess of the normal Gregor has interviewed Mr. Isaacs, rol Corp B W Smiithe and Con-
stable Ira Secord of the provincial




A  new rural mail route will be es- 
A I W  A A inn  A tabUshed from the local post office as A ll V A ¥ I AllPi contract is let. \The new
V 1 A TxM AJ route which will be known as K e­
lowna R.R.3, will cover portions of
SEASON LA STS U N TIL 
NOVEM BER 15
Minister so
MARKETING ACT IN 
ONTARIO
sevenTtenth miles, the mail 
will leave the local post office at nine 
a.m. in the winter and eleven-thirty 
a.m. in the summer and proceed east 
on Bernard to the. Vernon road and 
north to the Black Mountain road,
W. E. Haskins, _C. A. Hayden and E. Ducks Said to be More in Evid
ence This 
Many Years
_ __ _ J-  ^ • ■ „  — -^-- f —  ------- - jjcuiLii liigii piiiicipcu. r'upiis oi me
J. Chambers are leaving this week-end ence T h ic  ^M<son T'Vian frtt- ^ mscounts are ^ t  allowed, ney-generals department at Victoria, junior and senior high schools formed
reason  Ih a n  tor the jobbers will seek another method Mr. Clyne of McRae, Duncan & CIyne, the audience.
Capt. Bull’s ranch, thence east to 
Wightman’s corners," thence north via 
Dick road and Duncan’s corner to the
_ ______ _______  ___ ___  ______ .. ____  Canners
fo r  Winnipeg, where they will attend 
sessions of the Canadian chamber of 
agriculture and the western agricul­
tural conference. The latter is being King Pheasant is on the run. He 
field on October 26 and 27 and. the being chased by hundreds of Okana- to Harvey avenue. Eugene Ryan, from BriUsK rohimhia Harvey's
chamber conference on October 28 gan sportsmen as well as a horde of the payment of all just Gregors visit. Mr. Wismer and Mr. George Patterson and Floyd Caza are "  British Columbia which eive the raneh o xu----------- -
and 29. visiting gun toters from all parts of , ^  ^°™™ssions to shippers and MacDonald returned to the coast on Turn to Page 7, Story 2.
Mr. Chambers is a director of the the province and from the United recognised as legal pay- Timsday.
of obtaining rebates by means of solicitors, Vancouver, W. R. Long, Pen- James Logie is in charge of the sen- rp. x x • x x ----------- — ---------------- -'x
claims on any and all cars received. ticton lawyer, and a number of others. ior high patrols, which operate on tomato processors are gravel pit, thence east to Willett’s
ig . ^°Bowing is the text of the resolu- Mr. McLean is staying in the Valley to Richter street from Bernard avenue ^^aicapped m doing^business on the corner, thence to Black Mountain road.
Canadian chamber and Mr. Hayden is States. Since 12 o’clock on Saturday,  ^ Wednesday, R. B. Staples and a C T A D T  H lD I l/ I ?  C A D
secretary of the B.C. chamber, while October 15, hundreds of hunters have method of secret re- representation from Sales Servic Ltd., 5 1 A K 1  L I K I V L  I * U K
Mr. Haskins has been invited to ad- been trailing these elusive birds in all ^ known as quantity discounts were interviewed by the commissioner, 
dress the gatherings on the British Co- parts of the Okanagan. J; is supplementary to the normal Mr. McGregor is the commissioner
lK?pi?vy c o S lY e c L fo "^  w U h tv tw !  elusivi pSnt^goeft?wh^n^^runJ^^^ dS?t aTinTeit^^^^
H S  Subscribe
oineT provinces pressing tneir legis- the day before the season opens gets when tho onp nlnn wac on+orow  ^ 4- u +u 5ft? non canners rommittee phairman no efn-f- ai_____  _ . .
iatures to adopt similar legislation, and the dav before the oenenn r>r.pr.d entered decision as to whether the investiga-
HIGHWAY FUNDS
ritis  ol ia ic  give t e ra c  to Gibson’s corner, thence north 
B.C. packer a decided advantage in via Gibson’s lower road to Simpson’s 
that market, was the statement made ranch corner on old Vernon road 
by a committee of Ontario canners iif  thence south and west via old Vernon 
interview with Hon. P. M. Dewan, On- road to Reid’s corner, thence west on 
tario minister of agriculture, during Rutland-Glenmore road to Seath’s 
which a marketing act was discussed, corner, thence north to Ritchie’s 
“Freight rates being lowered from thence west to Hume’s, thence south 
British Columbia, the Pietpn (Ont.) to Reid’s, thence enst to packing house 
Times, published in the heart of the thence south to Glenmore store, thence
Iat res to a o t si ilar legislatio , a  t e ay efore t e seaso  onens rp____  > xj • , ,v ---- * — ™ ------ -
ultimately to have the Dominion gov- thousands of birds may be observed TpSe s to S ra S ''^   ^ ^  ’ proceeds or not under the act is
emment to come into the picture once in the Okanagan and yet when the ana
Turn to Page 6, Story 3
$2,000 to Start Hope-Princeton canners’ co ittee chair an as stat- to Hardwick’s corner, thence east to 
Campaign log,, gives British Columbia a decided Glenmore store, thence south via golf
... apparently in his hands. Moreover, it Definite arrangements have been Turn to Page 6, Story 4 course road to Bernard avenue.
WHEREAS quantity discounts tend would seem that should a full dress made for the organization of a drive ' ..... - ■ , ' .
to maldistribution owing to the fact investigation be inaugurated that Mr. for private funds to complete the Hope- m
that it puts the purchaser not in re- McGregor would be the commissioner Princeton at an estimated expenditure f  A n A H j l j a n  X
ceipt of special rebates at a decided as the act has been amended to make of $60,000, it is stated from Penticton.
disadvantage and will eventually put the appointment of any other person Tliere is a gap of 12 miles between the t  r ' '
such purchasers out of business leav- unnecessary. I f  this be the case the two ends of the road. A  contractor \ / ! m  m , .  j q -j-I s X
mg to the preferred purchaser an ah- prospect of Lewis Duncan being en- has given a written undertaking to do " l l J ^ n C S  t  i r i ^ y Q r U  Q l, f V l l S S I O n
Sagod to investigate a second alleged the job with proof of security. ______  _________ _^_______________ _____________
WHEREAS growers returns are get- combine case is extremely remote. ‘ First four business men of Princeton - ox
_ ting less and less, crops are becoming Mr. Wismer. provincial attorney- to be approached on the deal subscrib- Average of Twelve arid a Half wires strung between stout
-r « T • • M .. J  ^ • more costly to produce, yet certain general, spent the week-end in Ke- ed $2,000. •t ' a t-> j . m Posts sagged heavily. In some places
Local Institution One of Three 1 U , -X 1  ^ standard in purchasers through the medium of lowna potting the odd pheasant and All this winter there will be a con- Tons per Acre Believed to Top the weight of the crop pulled all the
Interior Hospitals That Meet o ^ocai Hospital. Tree Fruits Ltd., have demanded and duck before meeting the federal in- centrated drive for funds with the hope Production Mark staples in a post loose and the wires
Before any hospital can be approv- ^^e being paid fees in addition to their vestigator in Vernon on Tuesday. that the contract will be let in the ------^  were held by the upward thrust of
Kelowna Hospital ^gain Approved 
By American College of Surgeons
Rigid Requirements ed by the American. College of Sur- whilst growers in some
geons any hospital must meet certain do not get a return of pro-
^Kelowna General Hospital has again definite requirements. These include costs
been approved by the American Coll- a modern physical plant assuring the RESOLVED that this meet-
ege of Surgeons for 1938 according to patients comfort and proper care- goes on record as most emphati- 
an announcement of 2,664 hospitals in dear definition o f organization duties’ protesting against the payment in
the United States and Canada approv- responsibilities and relations in the rebates in exce.ss of the nor-
ed last week in New York. The Kam- hospitals constitutions, bylaws rules brokerage fee, and that a copy of
oops and Nelson hospitals were the. and regulations; a carefully selected ’^^solution be sent to the Tree
of governing board with complete super- "w^o are again: this year
spring, wRh completion early in. the a  Canadian record, it is believed, Sosined ’ s tS e ^
. ■ just been achieved by a Kelowna Luscious big, ‘blue Sheridans were
vineyard with the completion of the evident on every hand Bunches 
harvesting of the three and one-tenth weighing a pound and a half w eSPAYS FINE FOR INFRACTION
this province to meet the necessary visory authority; a competent trained Tree Fruits Ltd., contemplat
-I- 1 X. A . superintendent responsible to the board method, also.
American for carrying out its bolicies’ adeauate  ^ copy be sent to the Executive
college of Surgeons means that ttie and effi^ieJt S r s o n S  p ^  the B.C.F.G.A. and the Hon. K. C.
people o f  this district have a hospital ganized and competently supervised- MacDonald, minister of agriculture as 
SCTVice of a very high typo av^ailable. organized medical staff of ethical, com- the Valley press.
importance who,, it is potent physicians and surgeons; ade- ------------ ----------------
>^^ ^^ 0 diagnostic and therapeutic facil- U. B. C. RE-UNION SUCCESSFUL
some hospital as°"a patien1'"!nd'"thS i“ s ? o n "T c u r? t? ^ a n l1 o m S  a l l ^ " 'T " ‘/ tH '
out of every fourteen persons, one w ill records; readily accessible  ^ for re- ”  as well
and follow-up: regular group 
hospital care is fundamental conferences of . the administrative staff
ONE-DESK DEAL
ALREADY SHOWING - s - B - F  - fc-
court on Wednesday. eight and one half tons of grapes have -bunch was a picture of large closely
been taken off the three and a tenth packed and fully developed^rapes of 
acres, averaging twelve and a half the finest type  ^ f, P s orGOOD RESULTS A. J. HUGHES SERIOUSLY ILL
A. J. Hughes, Canadian National tons to the acre which is believed to----, ------- -------- --------- A , ,  , .. While Sheridans produced the larg-
„  , Railways agent in Kelowna, is a pati- considerably exceed any former pro- est crop, they are but one of the many
E, Haskiins Feels Gomplaints ent in the Kelowna general hospital. figures in this country. In varieties which Mr. Hughes grows on
From Prairies Have Ended Bis condition on* Wednesday was fairly addition to this figure the cleanup has his two ranches in the Mission dis-
-------  serious, due to a run-down condition yet to 1^ made and this will swell the trict. Mission and Pioneer. B i" red
Already there are indications that and an attack of influent. figure by a consMerable amount as Agawans vie with Sheridans for^pop-
the single agency scheme, for operating ----------------- ------- — ' r J p i w a s  so heavy a clean first ular favor. Neat little bunches of
the fruit marketing deal this season, is KELOWNA PEOPLE ATTEND M ART ^ a impossible. Delawares crowd and jo.stle each other
meeting with good results. KENNEY DANCE AT VERNON xu on the vines until they eventually find
After merely a w-eek under the new More than 500. persons attended the can give no^aSJuSe^ideT°if ^ the^ ^^  ^ Island and a winery.
as scheme, favorable reports are forth- Vernon iunior board of trade danee nf __ j x'u. ____ x.-x__ score or more types are in the cx-
several give 
things in years to
process and to the main- -and of the medical staff for reviewing Anne TiotcT .i"*" x^  VTx® mere was a literal Day and the trio “Three of a Kind,” long staples'were” nufled”  from The
lieaiih  ^ general average of activities and results so as to main- union was as usml an telegrams being played and sang. Among the big posts. .
n any community. The recog- tain a high plane of scientific effic- success and all nvacont crowd were about seventy-five Kel-
annreeiaf local hospital should be iency! a humanitarian spirit-the
mdication that mary consideration is the best care of Pettman’s the local authorities are making every the patient. ir'citman s
The Hughes’ vinej'ard.s have been 
busy places for the pa.st two months.
nri nnim XI, i pi’esent Seemed to ing charges of chiselling, that stuff owTa'" perTons^wiTo mVde The'^trip'^To lai^a**^^nrt!nn  ^ foliage hid a As an indication of the activity, there
f j  . Chas. could be obtained at cut rate prices hear th?s famous hand. TheV em onor. m J f  the fact that one day la.st week.
dance music.
Imperials
S U .P ... . .e  X .O . g ™ .  k ! H ij—  “  “
the affair..
I l i i l l l f s l l .
PACK TW O THE KELOW NA COURIER THURSDAY. OCTOBER 20. llKiB
THE KELOWNA COURIER
I'NtuhllsIucl V M H
/\ Hf-u Np.ipf? .|r\nii (| (o ilir ijitrir-iiM <»f tlir Kelowna Diitrict 
of flu* OIiRM.iK.iM \ ;jll< v in Mulish ( ‘otHtnlua, ptihli!>iliril cvrry 
'riiiiinMay inoiniiii; hy iIm' KcIowim ( ‘oiiiifM Ll«l. 'The Kelowna 
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The Kclowiiii Coiiticr Ii.tn by fur tlio KrcateHl circulation of 
any iicwn|iapcr clrculatiiii; in the Central Olratiai’ au Valley.
THURSDAY. OCTOBER 20Ui, BKiO.
A  Cheering Note
A chtierin;' note came into tiu? allt!j'ed combines 
uituation hist week wlien one of tlie B.C.F.G.A. locals 
saw fit to |)ass a stroii)' resolution approvin/? the 
eilorts of the B.C.F.G.A. to secure an investigation into 
tlie alleged eombine. Tliut it was the Pentieton local 
that toolc tills step was rtdher surprising because it 
has been in tliat district wiiere carping criticism of 
the eiforts of Uie growers’ body were most strongly 
heard. It would seem to be a fair conclusion to as­
sume that if tlie Penticton locid is in strong support 
of the parent body, the large percentage of the whole 
body of growers has confldenee in the executive body. 
During the past month the growers have naturally 
been concerned that steps towards an investigation 
have not moved more rapidly and there have been 
murmurings against the committee in charge of hand­
ling the application. In every group there is always 
a certain percentage “agin’ the government’’ at every 
point and it has been rather significant that in the 
present instance the loudest murmurs have come from 
those growers who have in the past taken a stand 
against the present setup. For this reason a large 
section of the growers, who were equally as anxious 
to have an investigation pressed for, looked with sus­
picion on the eiforts of independent committees, feel­
ing that the leading spirits were motivated not so 
much by a spirit of furthering the investigation as 
by a desire to shake the growers’ confidence in their 
own organization, the B.C.F.GA. Happily the situa­
tion improved last week when President A. K. Loyd 
did a Chamberlain and met the recalciti'ant committee 
in Penticton and straightened out many matters.
While progress towards an investigation has been 
slow, it is rather difficult to see just what more the 
committee of three appointed by the B.C.F.G.A. could 
do to fui-ther the investigation. The series of tele­
grams and letters between the committee and both 
provincial and federal ministers .has been constant, 
with the commititee at this end continually urging 
some action by the governments. Victoria replied 
that it was a matter for the combines act and Ot­
tawa said it was a matter for the sales on consignment 
act and the investigation for some weeks fell between 
the two.
Mr. Godfrey Isaacs, who originally made the 
charges and who challenged the governments to take 
some action, is a member of the B.C.F.G.A.’s commit­
tee of three and as he has made no intimation to the 
. contrary, he is, presumably, entirely satisfied that the 
committee has been doing everything in its power to 
obtain an investigation. Indeed, Mr. Isaacs is the 
mainstay of the committee and the whole case, as it 
was he. who made the charges and who stated that 
when more evidence was required he would produce 
it. He fired the first shot and is supplying further 
. ammunition.
. That the growers have been impatient of the delay 
is not surprising and it is possibly natural also that 
with the delay there should be a desire for independ­
ent action to hasten things along. This week, how­
ever, the entire body of growers seems to be united 
for just one purpose. To bring the matter of an official 
investigation to a head. A  federal official is now in 
the,Valley and it is probable that he will be acquaint­
ed with the additional evidence which Mr. Isaacs 
doubtless has. “If an investigation is to be undertaken 
it is probable events will move swiftly from this point.
Willi the local bnmcli of tlio Canadian Club in- 
iiiiipiraling its current .se.i.sun this (Tluirsday) eve­
ning. it may be opportune to recall lliat of all tlie or- 
((anizatlon.s of tills (ype in Canada, tlie aims and ob- 
jeets of tlie Canadian Club are perliaps the least ini- 
(k'lstood by tlie large majority of iieople. For instance, 
many persons in Kelowna doubtless tliink lliat the 
Canadian Club is u lecture society wllli .social inelitui- 
tluns. Such, however, is far from tlie ca.se.
'riie Canadian Club is an organization witli a de- 
lliiile program dcsig'ned to bring about a more united, 
more liappy Canada, a greater nation. Tlie local 
braiicli does meet only to hear lectures as its mcm- 
IjL'i'.ship roll is sucli lliat active undeiTukings are almost 
inipossibile. However, if tlie local brancli were sup- 
IKirted by all tliose Kelowna people wlio have the 
interests of Canada 'd heart the organization might 
bc> able to underlaki some of tlie aims and objects of 
tile Association of Canadian Clubs of wliich it is a 
member.
Canadian Clubs througliout tlie counti’y work to 
foster and encourage a national public opinion and 
spirit, to stimulate intelligent citizenship, to' awaken 
an Interest in public ailairs and to cultivate an at- 
tnclunont to the institutions and soil of Canada; to 
support the participation of Canada in the League of 
Niitlons, and in the work of establishing a stable and 
peaceful world society; to foster friendly and equit­
able relationships between the two great races of this 
country in full recognition that each race is equally 
entitled to express and preserve its own identity and 
culture; to assist now Canadians in becoming part 
of the life of the country and to encourage them to 
become acquainted with Canadiap institutions and 
history of Canada, its economic organization and its 
problems generally, and its traditions of British jus­
tice and liberty; and otherwise to assist in making 
Canada a strong nation united from sea to sea.
Kelowna In Bygone Days
(From the flies of the Kelowna Courier)
Prepare For W inter
The chilly nights of the past week have made one 
thing vei'y clear—now is the time to check over your 
heating plant, be it the humble heater, cook stove 
or more elaborate furnace. Stove pipes should be 
checked thoroughly and cleaned. If there is the 
slightest doubt about them, buy a new outfit for the 
cost is small and the danger of corroded pipes is great. 
Give the stove a thorough overhauling. I f the fire­
bricks are damaged, have them replaced. Make ar­
rangements to dump your ashes in a safe place. Do 
not keep them in the cellar where they may start 
a fire in the early hours of some morning from which 
you and yours may not emerge alive.
Even in this salubrious climate of the Okanagan 
a fire once in a while is required and while it is not 
winter yet, from now on there w ill be the odd time 
when you will be glad to have a fire in furnace or 
stove that has been lying idle since last spring. Heed 
the warning of the weather and do not delay having 
your heating plant checked over. Your plant will 
then .give you great economy and the danger to life 
and property w ill be considerably lessened.
TH IRTY YEARS AGO 
Thursday, October 15, 1908
When his horsb bolted and he was thrown out 
of his I’ig, L, Holman met with a painful accident 
on Saturday, as he broke his arm at the elbow.
itf  ^ m
Old bedding, piled against the side of the Dahl- 
berg building, opposite the Courier office, caught fire 
on Saturday and threatened to destroy the building. 
Fortunately the blaze was discovered in time.
m ■ * m
J. W. Milligan has sold the Royal hotel to J. E, 
Wheeler of Mortlach, Sask.
' « « V
The new public reading room in the Boyce build­
ing was opened on October 14, with D. Leckie, pre­
sident of the Kelowna Literary Institute giving the 
opening address.
The first game of football to be played under 
Rugby rules was played on October 10, with Oka­
nagan Mission defeating Kelowna 15 to 8.
m m m
The new post office on the Black Mountain road 
has been opened under the appropriate name of Rut­
land. D. E. McDonald is postmaster.
Kelowna took first place in the district fruit ex­
hibition at New Westminster with a total of 846 points 
out of a possible 1,000. J. L. Pridham, also an ex­
hibitor, won 21 prizes.
on any terms, provided the German people are safe­
guarded.
' 4i .* •
A stylish wedding took place at the Baptist church 
on Thursday, October 10, when William Thomas Pat­
terson, son of Andrew Patterson, and Miss Gertrude 
Alice Gowen, daughter of Mrs. E. J. Gowen, were 
united in marriage by Rev. W. Arnold Bennett, as­
sisted by Rev. E. D. Braden.
« I# «
R. B. Kerr was guest speaker to the board of 
trade on Tuesday and his topic, “Conditions after the 
War,’’ was intensely interesting as he dealt with the 
prospect of providing employment for, the thousands 
of soldiers who w ill return with altered tastes and 
conditions.
TEN YEARS AGO 
Thursday, October 18, 1928
City council on Monday decided to reserve a large 
section of property in the north end of the city for 
airport purposes. Alderman Rattenbury and Aider- 
man Morrison took the lead in this move. A ll the 
property between Ellis and Richter streets from Bay 
avenue north to the city limits is being removed from 
tax sale for this purpose. Land and seaplane pilots 
have stated that this property would be ideal with 
some alterations, it is said.
HOW OFTEN HAVE you read lliat some person 
had just celebrated their hundredili-odd birtiiday and 
felt u little bit of doubt about tlie figure’/ How many 
persons wlio have reached a liuiidrcd years do you 
actually know’/ I knew one grand old man who the 
records show reached his ninety and ninth year but 
lie passed to his reward a few inontlis a/;o without 
reaching the century mark. Tlien there is that old 
couple who have been happily niun ied for sevenly-Hvo 
years and some odd months. They are, Jf I remember 
correctly, ninety-five and ninety-four and are the 
longest married couple on this continent if not In the 
world. But I have never known any person who 
touched the century mark and I Imagine tliut very 
few  of us have. Remember a few years ago a Turk 
received a great deal of publicity because he claimed 
he was a hundred and forty’/ There are some extra­
ordinary misconceptions as to longevity of both an- 
‘clents and moderns and wlien you see a report that 
so-and-so has celebrated his hundredth-odd birthday 
you will be pardoncxl if you suspect that the record 
has become confusjfid in some manner . . . .
r p m
SOME OF THE ERRONEOUS impressions are 
discussed in an article in the current issue of “Health*' 
. . . .  There is the famous case of Thomas Parr who 
is said to have been born in 1483 and died 152 years 
later. He is supposed to have been married at 88 and 
had two children but the course of true love did not 
run smoothly and so he married again . . . .  this time 
at the ago of 105 and his choice was a widow who 
herself was 122. Being a pathological curiosity, he 
was brought from his English countryside to London 
to meet Charles 1 and h;id a i(?ondcrful reception and 
for the first time in his life  tasted wine and . . . .  died 
shortly after! William Harvey who discovered the 
circulation of the blood, performed a post-mortem on 
Thomas Parr but tells us that he found nothing wrong 
with his organs. “Health” says that of this and other 
legendary cases of longevity, one can say with as­
surance that the records were inaccurate. Since the 
means of registering births has improved there has 
been no such extreme cases. As a matter of fact only 
about one person in seventy-five thousand reaches 
the age of ninety . . . .
r p m
IN  THE PROVINCE of Quebec the births, mar­
riages and deaths among the French Canadians is 
practically complete for more than three hundred 
years. A  study of the period from 1608 to 1876 reveals 
the truth about longevity. Up to the latter date 421 
reputed centenarians had died in Canada. Many o f 
these had been immigrants or Indians, the date o f 
whose birth could not be verified. Further accurate 
study reduced the list to 82 whose ages coiild be ab­
solutely proved by authentic documents. 73 were 
positively shown to be less than a hundred years old 
and only nine have been genuine centenarians. O f 
the nine only six lived over a hundred years. The 
only remarkable instance was that of a man who lived 
to 113 and who had. as a matter of fact underestimated 
his age which was given as 105 at the time of his 
death. His son, age 82, was at the funeral. Francoise 
Lecompte, who passed as upwards of a hundred when
Burning Leaves
We have gone from the dreary hot summer into 
the cool of the fall. Now enters that period of purple 
haze with a harvest moon riding low in the skies and 
the haunting aroma of burning leaves reaching into 
the memory.
There is no season that can match its dying 
beauty; no day in June possesses the gorgeous and 
tremendous wealth of color. And for a brief interval 
there will be a hush o f infinite sadness and silently 
the fulness of the earth and the creatures of the air 
will disappear, leaving the fields bare and'the skies 
void of their songs. And with the falling of the leaves
--------— there will be a moment of mourning.
U  J  • more of breathless beauty could we expect
r iC C lg in g  than this. Autumn is m ade of fragile gossamer and
^  cobweb. It could not endure forever; we would not
n n i n T o H f  . these columns want it that way. There is a hint of tremendous sad-
pointed out dial Hon. J^E. EUiott, minister of labor ness, an air of great sorrow that touches the heart
and awakens the echoes of the soul, so . that the
dieariest street takes on a new glow and river and
TW ENTY YEARS AGO 
Wednesday, October 16, 1918
FLASH—-London, October 17—The British Navy 
occupies Ostend. , German armies in France and Bel­
gium have been ordered to cease devastating the oc­
cupied areas. The entire Germany arm of Von Arnim, 
comprising 17 divisions, is in full retreat in Belgium. 
The Allies have captured Lille, Courtri, and 20 v il­
lages.
« * «
For the last 18 hours the whole world has been 
standing on edge of expectancy awaiting confirmation 
of the runiored reply by Germany to President W il­
son to the effect that Germany is willing to sign pebce
Hon. W. D. Euler, minister of customs, on meeting
E. M. Carruthers, E. J. Chambers and Thos. Bulman ___ _ -ii: , -  w ,.— -----
in Vancouver, expressed sympathy w ith the Okanagan virtoria ’<5 Duke of Kent, Qimen
fruit growers plea for dump duty protection and • to stationed at Quebec,
asked for a submission in writing. ri? been only ninety-four when she!
* * • died in 1793. And so, if you are a trifle skeptical
Princeton and Merritt and various Kootenay ^\,bomes to ages, appar-
points expressed their intention of entering Interior ^ ^ v y  right to be . . .  .
basketball circles at the annual meeting of the Interior 
association in Vernon last Sunday. R. F. Parkinson 
was re-elected secretary, and J. Gordon McKay 
treasurer.
Erection of the new United church school on 
Bernard avenue w ill commence this week.
Mrs. H. F. Rees won the Collett cup and the ladies’ 
golf club championship, defeating Mrs. Collyer in the 
final.
This Changing W orld  » » » >>
Sir Eyre Crowe, one o f the greatest permanent 
officials in the history of the British Foreign Office, 
wrote a memorandum in 1907 regarding the founda­
tions of Pax.Britannica. In that memorandum he laid 
it down as axiomatic that Britain must maintain the 
dominion of the seas against any possible enemy. Yet 
he added, a significant corollary. “Unless,” he said, 
“the British wished to arouse reisentment and jealousy 
as a result of their enjoyrnent of sea power, our policy 
must be closely identified with the primary and vital
the House of Commons, replyir.g to a question of Hon. 
Grote Stirling, stated that in the opinion of the gov­
ernment, the merest suspicion of the existence of a 
combine was quite sufficient to inaugui’ate an inves­
tigation under the combines act, and he was reported 
by hansard to this effect. Mr. Elliott made the re­
marks for, the purpose of making the government’s 
position clear in the matter.
Hon. Norman Rogers, minister of labor in the 
present King administration, has chosen to sidestep 
tUfti opinion, of the former minister and thus to in 
some measure alter the policy of the Ottawa govern­
ment. Replying to a telegram sent by A. K. Loyd, 
president of the B.C.F.G..A., in which his attention 
was drawn to the government’s attitude as laid down 
by Mr. Elliott.. Mr. Rogers replied “. . . . I believe it 
is only proper that I should again refer to your atten­
tion the sales on consignment act as being the legis­
lation enacted tp meet the need mentioned. The 
provincial act was passed a few months after the min­
ister’s statement was made, on the basis of a draft 
prepared bj^  the commissioner who made the inves­
tigation under the combines investigation act.”
Mr. Rogers’ reply is one of those typical expresr 
sions of opinion which so frequently come from the 
pens of politicians. It is neither meat nor fowl; 
neither food nor drink. It is however, a fine example 
of how to reply to a question with some fine sounding 
words and say exactly nothing.
Mr. Rogers apparently found it convenient to over­
look the fact that the Liberal policy as enunciated by 
the King government in 1926. through Mr. Rogers’ 
predecessor, referred to the combines act and that 
the combines act is still on the statute books. In what
interests of a majority of other nations.” Sir Eyre 
said those primary interests were two; independence 
and trade. Therefore, he went on, British policy must 
lake become a line of Scriptural beauty In the vei'y maintain free trade and at the same time display “a 
approach of death there,comes a great light from the S u  „ a ? £ n s ° - i n d e p e n d e n c e  of
skies and invisible voices are heard singing their 
requiem.
No element can ever change this about; no force 
made of man can hope to ti .ge it even minutely. 
Nor will we ever weary of it. It comes silently out 
of its hidden recesses to clothe us in a momentai'y 
array of flashing colors and purple sunsets, and then 
it disappears into the starkness and decay of winter.
Face and Fill
All invading troops loot more or less, and Ger­
many just cant keep her soldiers from taking 
provinces.
The next revised edition of “How to 'Win Friends, 
and Influence People” w ill carry a footnote explain­
ing Hitler—or should.
A  top general in the Soviet army has disappeared. 
No one knows where but if ,you have used up one 
guess, you still have two left over.
Yet another road w orker has been injured when 
the support on which he was leaning gave way. They 
do not even build shovels the way they used to.
On this basis. Great Britain played the part of 
ultimate World power. It did not “run” the world, but 
it came pretty near to doing so. Last summer in 
Scandinavia I  found a certain nostalgia for those old 
days. ‘.‘When Britaimkept some kind of order” was a 
frequent reference. In the palmy days of Pax Britan- 
nica. they told me, they’d never realized the potency 
of British power. This was because British leader­
ship derived chiefly from the maintenance of reputa­
tion’ and credit in such a way as to render the exer­
cise of power unnecessary. However, as Philip, Louis 
XIV, Napoleon, and the Pan Germans could have tes­
tified, that power ultimately rested, in Trevelyan’s 
phrase, upon “the battleships of England tossing far 
far out at sea.”
This regime came to an end with the World War. 
The sea sovereign was then dethroned. During the 
fighting world power had crossed the Atlantic, and 
lodged in the United States. A t successive naval con­
ferences the fact had to be ratified. At first this was 
done with considerable reluctance, a reluctance which 
is easy to appreciate when you recall that never in 
world history had a sea sovereign relinquished its 
status without a war. Not till the ’thirties did the 
British fully accept the idea of maritime parity with 
the United States. Moreover, the conquest of the air 
had introduced a new element into power, and Britain 
never even got on terms of parity in the air.
The eclipse of British power had its own corol­
laries. It prevented Britain from dictating a fair
peace at Versailles. It prevented Britain from trying 
to soften the effects of that peace. Instead Britain, 
her decisive voice subdued, kept up a semi-attach­
ment to the French kite, and fear-struck France was 
concerned only with keeping Germany down. There 
might have been no problem in Czechoslovakia to 
come to a head if  Britain had still remained the 
world’s kingpin.
Without sea or air supremacy there was a waning 
interest among British policy-makers in identifying 
British policy with “ the primary and vital interests” 
of mankind. Sauve qui peut became the dominant 
note. Free trade was abandoned, and in its place com- 
niercial policy was concerned in developing a near­
exclusive trading corporation out of the British Em­
pire. Only on such terms, probably, could Britain 
have kept the post-war Empire from flying apart. 
The independence of small nations? Several times 
Britain has started to act in the classical manner of 
Pax Britannica, but each time has drawn back. Man­
churia, then Ethiopia, and now Czechoslovakia.
In these case': action to restrain, aggression on the 
lesser powers would, it is true, have produced allies at 
Geneva and friends outside. The League had replaced 
Trevelyan’s navy as Britain’s center of gravity. But, 
when a showdown came, centuries of relying on her 
own power prevented Britain from relying partly on 
others. She backed down rather than co-operate. Es­
pecially in regard to Czechoslovakia must she have 
regarded both Soviet Russia and France as uncertain 
reeds.
Instead of challenging aggression, therefore, Brit­
ain went in for pacifying it. In Czechoslovakia, in­
deed, she acted as Hitler’s stalking horse when the . 
German Chancellor began to bristle with bellicosity. 
Certainly Britain as world power never would have , 
negotiated the dismemberment of Czechoslovakia un­
der such threats. Incidentally, this is what bothered 
this writer, not the refusal to'fight over Sudetenland.
r p m
MUCH OF THE current news contains little to 
smile about but nevertheless if  one chooses one can 
obtain a lot of smiles from a newspaper. It is the 
little homey items which strike the funnybone and 
it’s peculiar how other people’s problems so frequently 
cause one to smile . . . . in sympathy perhaps. During 
my week-end reading I made a note of a few  items 
which made one forget all about apple marketing and 
the European situation. Here are some of them . . . .  
Maybe a reader or two may obtain a smile from them 
. . . .  Down in Pennsylvania a chap obtained a job 
cutting corn and set out to show his farmer-employer 
he was worthy of his hire. In no time at all he had 
cut thirty shocks and was still working when the 
farmer came along and stopped him. He’d been work­
ing in a neighbor’s field . . . .  Down in Boone, Iowa, 
the people are scratching their heads. Ah ivy has 
been found growing through the brick wall of a 
school and beginning its journey across the ceiling. 
A  weed patch has been found growing atop the city 
hall in cracks in ^ the cornice. Well the residents at 
least know their town is hardly going to seed . . . .  
Dowi, in Rock Hill, South Carolina, someone phoned 
the police that an automobile was being driven reck­
lessly up and down the street. He gave the licence 
number of the car^too. Tvyo olflcers cruising in a 
patrol car were ordered to hunt down the offender. 
They hunted until finally one happened to notice that 
the number reported was that of their own car. There 
were no arrests . . . .  Then from the same paper comes 
this: A  man in Kirksville, Mo., handed a jeweler a 
wrist watch he had found on the running board o f 
a car, to hold for a claimant. A fter several days no 
one had claimed the watch and the jeweler proceeded 
to examine it. It looked familiar and repair marks 
he had made told him it was his w ife ’s. He looked 
again at the licence number of the car. It was that 
of his own . . . . And then there is that Kelowna 
woman who bought a new electric refrigerator. She 
was very proud of it and had an electrician up to the 
house to put a plug in for it. She had a plug for a 
toaster and he told her she could use the same plug. 
“But,”  she protested, “ I want one to put out cold, 
not heat” . . . . I read this the other day and the first 
part at least is true—a man who gives in when he 
is wrong is wise, and a man who gives in when he is 
right is married . . . .
r p m
Chamberlain realism is really a recognition of 
British limitations. It is no mere coincidence that the 
present Prime Minister was the first ever to acknow­
ledge that the' United States is the world power. It is 
hard for some Britons to swallow Chamberlain’s 
realism. The hot-blooded want Britain still to act as 
defender of the peace, and cannot “sit silent when 
base deeds are done.” Middle-of-the-roaders, as well 
as Chamberlainites, however, count the cost of knight- 
errantry, and are not willing to pay it.
Still the crusaders may yet have the chance to■------;— of the arguments advanced by a committee of canners
Arab uprising in who interviewed the Ontario minister of agriculture rally^ta andeaHstk;"sLriTard!"For Hha'^^^
r'aiesnne nas become more serious. Is it an indica- to discuss the marketing act which is to be enforced realist whose policy is dictated by Britain’s limita-
wav dopq thf. thnt p,.if u r- , , . Britain in that agreement in that province next season. The meeting was re­
pass the sales on eons'rr T ° s a w  fit to ^  being taken by the Arabs as a sign o f weakness? ported in the Picton (Ont.) Times in an interview 
pass the sales on consignment act subsequently affect Or is it that the German and Italian money and pro-
the Dominion government’s policy as applied to Do- paganda have increased? Or both’’ 
minion legislation?
Probably the truth of the matter is that Mr. Rog- British Columbia growers and canners will be in- 
ers found^ himself embarrassed by the Courier’s pub- terested to learn that, on account of the freight rates 
icity of me hansard report of his predecessor and, from this province to prairie points they have a dis- 
s ie fr ,^  ^^'"self in a bit of a hole, was willing to tinct advantage in their competition with Ontario 
c e upon any excuse, no matter how obvious it might canned goods. They may not know it but it was one
with the chairman of the committee. The canning 
and the tomato growing business in this province is 
in a sorry state but we imagine that the growers and 
processors are not so downhearted .that they cannot 
enjoy a chuckle at the Ontario canners statemeni 
about the freight rates, albeit the chuckle will be 
tinged with resentment that the Ontario men. should 
stoop to such absurdly false statements.
tions, has taken on commitments in the Munich settle­
ment which would be staggering in the days of Brit­
ain’s “splendid isolation.”
He has guaranteed Czechoslovakia’s shorn fron­
tiers. From the w h ite. cliffs of Dover, to the Rhine, 
now to the Carpathians—Britain’s frontier marches on 
to- what Mr. Chamberlain himself called “a distant 
land,” though Britain’s prestige declines. This irony 
of ironies is the anti-climax of Munich. No longer 
power itself, Britain is essaying more or less on its 
own the uneasy role of balance^ of power, a sort of 
straddle between “realism” and responsibility.— H^. B. 
Elliston in the Christian Science Monitor.
ON MONDAY I RECEIVED a shock. The first 
Christmas advertising copy came into the office to 
appear in Tuesday’s Advertiser. “Buy your Christ­
mas gifts and toys,” it said . . . . and it sent me 
scurrying to the calendar to see if Christmas actually 
is that close. Sure enough it is only sixty-four days 
away. Count ’em yourself . . . .  Then sure enough, 
as it so often happens, further proof that Christmas is 
just around the corner came on the next express. 
Advertising mats with Santa Clauses of all shapes 
and sizes and a whole flock of new Christmas de­
corations with which to dress up the ads of the 
Courier advertisers during the great pre-holiday 
shopping season. It is h^d to realize that Christ­
mas is only a few short weeks away. True, there 
has been a chill in the air, the leaves are gradually 
dropping and a white frost has made everything a 
mass of diamonds in the early mornings, but the 
bright Okanagan sunshine does not speak o f Christ­
mas. I suppose, however, that the calendar does not 
lie and that “ Do your Christmas shopping early”  
and “Mail your Christmas parcels early” w ill soon 
bo current watchwords . . . .
r p m
AND THE END OF October approaches and that 
means that the summer schedule of M.S. Holdup is 
supposed to stop and the curfew bell system of nine 
o’clock last ferry to be inaugurated . . . .  That is un­
less the powers that be relent sufficiently to have the 
Holdup continue to provide a later schedule . . . .  The 
matter is of course in the hands of the “Gods” . . . .  
bqt w ill we have to seek our downy b6ds -by ninp- 
o’clock this winter simply because the Holdup has 
gone to hers? . . . .
IHI
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LABOR AGITATORS ADD BURDEN 
TO OKANOGAN FRUIT RANCHERS
CIO Agitators Cause Strike at 
Big Ranch Near Okanogan. 
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General rtilter von Ijceb had the 
honor of leading the; "legalized” in- 
va.sion of Siidetonland when German 
troops under lii.s command ero.ssed the 
former German-Czeoh border to begin 
the occupation of the .section of the 
former Czech territory provided for 
in the agreement signed by the four 
great poweis at Munich.
Roy




Your family will always find 
friendly company on Canadian 
National tourist cars . . . the 
economical way to travel. 
Tourist class fares are lowef, 
berths are cheaper. Yet the 
cars are fully air-conditioned, 
the beds soft and comfortable; 
Small kitchen and constant 
hot water available to prepare 
children’s food . . .  or, eat 
in the luxurious dining car. 
Light, city-priced lunches 
brought to you from the 
dining car, if you wish!
The Continental Limited is the 
DDSECT route via Jasper, Ed­
monton, Saskatoon. Connecting 
Train leaves Kelowna daily for 
the East 5.05 p.m., except Sunday.
, For information", 
Call or write any 
C.N.R. Agent or 
E. H. Harkness, 
Traffic Represent­
ative, Vernon, B.C.
TWO BAD ROCK 
CUTS REPAIRED 
ON ROAD PROJECT
Gather Cut and Slope Nearby on
Naramata Road Now Greatly shouted to the assemblage. He seemed
"Mr. I.annbc'o, wc don’t give a 
( XXX)  whellK.T yom- apples rot on 
llie ground or orr the tre(?.s or whether 
the grower.s natke a dime- we want 
.') e<!nts a box for jricking!"
'riuis .spoke an a.sserted CIO labor 
a/p'tator, in jail at Okanogan Wa-sli., on 
Wedne.sday, October 12, during the 
height of excitement at the big B. .'iiid 
O. oi'ehard, located betwt.'en Malott 
and Okanogan, when IV.*) workers 
.struck, the majority of tlicm allegedly 
through intimidation.
Excitement ran l)i/;li at the rmicli 
and not a single ajJiJle was jrieked, 
according to members of the Associat­
ed Farmers of Wasliington. Several 
Wenatchee members ruslied to Okano- 
gati when a general call wont out for 
assistance. Farmers converged on tlie 
town from all points, including Lou 
Pruitt, Wenatclice, state vice-presi­
dent of tlie organization, but were ask­
ed not to go to the ranch until a 
peaceful .settlement had been attempt­
ed.
Ring-Leaders Spotted
Lee Grubb, who went north with 
Pruitt, said: “When we got there all 
work had clo.sed down and there was 
a crowd outside the big packing sheds. 
The ring-leaders were spotted by the 
officers and taken to one side. When 
one officer took the fellow who was 
doing most of the talking to one side 
he refused to talk man to man but
not abuse the original puri)o.se foi' 
wliicli tljey were organized.”
"Tlip B. and O. lia.s a line erog) and 
ii would be a shame (o have it siilTer 
(lie loss a .strik*' would cause," SherilT 
Boyd llildebr.ind .said.
“Tlie t;reat majority of those work- 
in/; out  ^there are well satisfied and 
we aren’t /;oin;; to have outside a/’ it- 
alors eomin/; in /md stirrii//; up any 
trouble.’’
About 2,50 jii'i'son.s are employed (.in 
(he oreliard, wliicli is bein/; operated 
tliis year by .Jolm l.jarrabee, Pateros 
growl!!',
’‘■Workin/; conditions at the B. and 
O. orchiird iire tlie best obtainable,” 
said Pruitt. “ 'Tlie bimli houses and 
eats are fine. Most of tliose wlio walk­
ed out liad been intimidated. They 
didn’t know what to do'about it as 
lliey liad been threatened they would 
Imve tlieir heads bashed in if they 
didn't strike -
making ,$.'5 to ,$(i daily. Of course some 
slower ones make less. The' trouble 
•started early ycsterda.y morning and 
lasted until noon. A t 1 p.m. every­
thing was running smoothly again.” 
Tliosc arrested are Joe A. Stevens, 
37, Seattle, and Arthur Johnson, 37, 
Arkansas. Fifteen transients wore 
placed aboard a freight train and or­
dered to keep moving.
Of the 17.5 who walked out 150 re­
turned to their jobs immediatelj'^ after 
the agitators had been taken to jail 
and 28 dissatisfied ones quit when 
company officials told the assembled 
group that checks awaited tiiem.
DEATH HAS CALLED 
MRS. C. M. BARNES
Kelowna Resident for Twenty 
Years Passes at tlie Kelowna 
Hospital
Tweiily yctirs’ re.sidence in ICelowiia 
came (o an end ;it the li-elowna /'.eii- 
eral ho.spilal on k’riday morMin/;. Oc­
tober I't, wlien Mrs, Cliarles M. Barnes, 
w ill’ Ilf C. M. B.'irnes, pa.ssed away at 
the a/;e of 73. Her hirdiday had been 
fnnr ilay.s pievious.
Born in Belfjist, lrel;md, in Kl(i5, (he 
late Mrs. Barnes fame to Canada in 
(1107, livin/; first in Albi-rla fur six 
.yeiir.s and liiter at tlie eoa.sl and in (lie 
J'’raser Valley for anodier five years. 
Twenty yejirs a/;o she and lier hus­
band and family moved to Kelowna 
wliere they resided ever since.
Besides lier luisb.'ind, slie leaves a 
son, Walter Johnston in Kelowna, a 
daugliler, Mrs. E. O. StaulTei’. in Osli- 
awa, Out., ;uid a sister, Mrs. J. G. Gor­
don, Viinciniver.
, Pnneral service was belli from the 
Most of die worlcers are Kelowna i''urniture Co. parlor on Sat­
urday afternoon, October 15. at 2 p.m., 
with Rev. W. W. McPlierson olTiciat- 
ing. Interment was in the Kelown:i 
cemetery.
Improved by Drilling to want to make a speech. Things
Fruit pickers in the Okanagan Val­
ley of British Columbia receive be­
tween three and four cents per box 
according to variety. Most growers
-------  came from all directions. One of the
Sunday was Sons of England day on ^wo men arrested told Mr. Larrabee, 
the Naramata Road. Altogether there ranch operator, that the apples could
was a turn out of twenty-five and the THe wanted five cents a box for pick- 
weather was perfect for working. ing.
The drill kindly loaned by Pumps “Then there was a general invita- 
and Power Limited had done excellent dori to all the dissatisfied ones to go 
vyork in the week it had been opera- to the office for their checks. About 
ting. Gather Cut, which has always 25 or 28 left in cars and trucks pro- 
been such an obstacle, had been blown vided for them. The balance, or about
looked pretty hot for a while. Farmers pay*iig four cents but there is still
a number of growers in the Kelowna 
district who only pay out 3;^ , cents 
per box. Never in the history of the 
Okanagan Valley has the price paid 
to pickers reached five cents per box 
as a standard wage.
out the night before and the gang .star­
ted to work getting rid of the rock. At 
the end of the day one of the best 
jobs yet done on the road was com­
pleted and Gather Cut had been made he sent one of his men back for some
150 workers, stood by and cheered as 
the agitators left.
"Sheriff Hildebrand came on the 




sufficiently wide for two big trucks to 
pass. The edge of the slope has been 
- built up solid and would hold a steam 
roller. Nothing remains to be dime 
except a little surfacing, after which 
this part of the road will require no 
more attention. It took a lot of time 
but the results justify it.
The remainder of the rock cut from 
Gather Cut down the slope above Kel- 
ata Cottage has been drilled and 
blown and it is hoped will be cleared 
up this week. In the meantime the 
road is. blocked at this point with 
rocks. As a result this rocky ledge 
. which has always been too narrow 
will be widened three or four feet and 
the edge built up solid.
Next Saturday the high school stu-
Fall Fair Fund to Have Added 
Cash Balance from Proceeds Of 
Annual Affair This Year
equipment including gas shells.”
Griibb said there was some grumb­
ling and low talking going on among 
those who quit when they got their 
checks at the office.
“Someone heard one of the fellows Endorsation of the resolution passed 
say they would be back at night to at the convention at Vancouver by 
burn the sheds, and he was placed the' Women’s Institutes providing for 
under arrest,”  said Grubb. a per capita tax of 30c per member
Special deputies ivere placed on the for provincial and federal was given 
ranch at night to guard against van- at the ,meeting of the Peachland Wo-
o men’s Institute on Friday afternoon. 
A t the present time a 15c per capita 
charge is made with an added call for 
delegates’ expenses during the con­
vention year. The 30c tax is designed 
to cover all requirements.
A  balance of $36 from the fall fair 
was reported and this is to be put into 
the fall fair fund. A  resolution was 
passed providing that any cash bal­
ance in any year w ill be put to the 
fall fair fund. An annual fall fair was
V-62-38
dalism and “fire-bugs.”
First Trouble for Years
It was the first labor disturbance of 
the 1938 apple harvest in North Cen­
tral Washington. Four weeks ago CIO 
labor organizers were reported due in 
the Okanogan valley to attempt or­
ganization of agricultural labor. No 
dents have an • expedition organized one showed up at a scheduled meeting, 
and present indications are that about and it is believed by i^embers of the 
thirty-five w ill turn, out. They are Associated Farmers of Washington
splendid workers. as the difficult sec- that organizers slipped in quietly, , ., , .
tion known as “High School Heights” choosing the big B. and O. to work ■ for improve-
bears witness. on. CIQ organizers from Seattle were to be made at the November
On Sunday the Elks are turning out reportedly inviteej to work in the Ok- 
and the following week a large crew anogan district by the Workers’ Alii- . The^school section of the prize list 
from Rutland. , ance, W PA labor group of that dis- if ^  m the hands of Mrs. M.
\ 1 XI- , trict E. Dell, secretary of the school board
Unfortunately the forward prijgress ' in collaboration with the teachers,
has been arrested to take fu 1 advan- Farmers Organized Barwick, principal of the
tage ot the two weeks drilling but Organization of 300 growers, and public school wrote to ask for some- 
the improvement to the fully ranchers as Associated Farmers?,ip the one to teach the girls knitting, sewing,
JUS ties^it and in .a very short time Okanogan district has been completed, etc., and Mrs. F. Wraight offered to do
the imsh for Horse Creek will be re- g^d are now ready to combat violen'be this work.
sumed. or delays in fruit movement, although Mrs. T. Redstone and Mrs. J". Stump
The funds of the association are they reiterate the farmers’ policy of volunteered to act on the Christmas
running low again. “unions are fine things when they do tree committee.
. ——  — - I - A  humorous recitation by Miss
__ Sheila McKay and two duets by Mrs.
”■ E. H. Hunt and Mrs. G. Watt accom-
It’s Sliced DON’T FORGET the Beys’ Band Concert in the Junior High Aud­itorium, Friday, October 28th.
S U T H E R L A N D ’S B A K E R Y  has 
introduced the latest in the bakery 
trade— Bread sliced with an auto­
matic cutter which gives you a loaf 
far more convenient and preserves 
that fine texture.
T H E R E  A R E
12
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A SK  FO R  A  
L O A F  O F
SLICED
BREAD
T O D A Y
Phone 121
panied by Mrs. V. Milner-Jones were 
appreciated, while community singing 
led by Mrs. R. Nourse was also en­
joyed.
Bigger Shipments
Sixty-two cars have been shipped 
from Walter’s packing house this year 
to October 12, eleven more than last 
year at the same date. Twenty-seven 
straight cars of Macs were included 
in this nurriber. A.pples are being 
cleaned up rapidly here with the Jon­
athans practically' all picked and the 
later varieties coming in fast. Walter’s 
Ltd. expects to pack into November 
but the Greata Ranch and the G. Gar- 
linge . packing house w ill finish this 
month, it is expected. The vyeather 
has been ideal for picking with no 
frost in this district until October 16.
* m ' m ■
Two municipal properties were sold 
at the council meeting on 'W^ednesday 
evening. The upset price of $410, half 
cash, was offered for the Bryson 
Whyte property by Mrs. M. Witt and 
her son H. M. Witt of Bayonne. J. A. 
Maddock offered $125 cash for lot 61 
block 1184 on behalf of his brother R. 
W. Maddock of Winnipeg. Accounts 
for September amounting to $1,025.08 
were passed.
»
A ll four teachers. Miss .1. Shaw and 
E, H. Bowering of the high school and 
Miss L. Mo'rsh and M. N. Barwick of 
the public school attended the teach­
er’s convention at Penticton Friday 
and Saturday.
* • * *  ^ '
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Hunt announce 
the engagement of their younger 
daughter Emmie Marion to Melvin N. 
Barwick, youngest son of Mr. and Mrs.
N. Barwick of Merritt, the wedding 
to take place at the United church, 
November 9.
Mrs. M. Witt and her son H. M. Witt 
left on Thursday morning for Bay­
onne, near Nelson, after visiting here 
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. Ibbot- 
son.
m m *
Mrs. Seaton of Vernon is the guest 
+. the home of her daughter and son- 
V. Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Miller.
TEA SERVED from 4.00 to 5.bv.^ • * * * x x
^vmame entertained the
jj—— J— 1^ ^  of the United
■^ular meeting on
BAIijrAN _  PF D ’» '
Wednesday afternoon.m m m
Mrs. E. H. Pierce in com/jany with 
her daughter and son-in-law Mr. and 
Mrs. D. K. Penfold of Kelowna left 
for a motor trip to Washington and 
coast points on Saturday, ^
G R E A T
OPENING SALE
COX’ S EMPORIIIU
We welcome all our old and new customers to our new 
location in the old Post Office building opposite 
the Empress Theatre.
ALIx LINES GREATLY REDUCED
WALL PAPERS BORDERS Vz PRICE
C O P P E R  W A S H  B O IL E R S — Keg. S.l./.i,
R O A S T E R S — Reg. for  
r o a s t e r s — Iveg'. $.■>..^ 0, for
V A C U U M  b o t t l e s
C O C O  D O O R  M A T S  ...................
C O C O  D O O R  M A T S — Reg-. !A)e. for ......
LONG HANDLE SHOVELS WITH SOLID SHANKS—
Regular $1.50; for ..........................................................
W E D G E W O O D  d i n n e r  s e t s — Reg $39
BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFTS 
WHILE SALE IS ON AND SAVE 20%.
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FRIDAY, OCT, 21, 8.30-9.30 P.M. 
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P B E L  f I T
o PLENTY OF ACTION 
fakes plenty of vitality. 
Enfoy crisp, nourishing 
foods that release en­
ergy without burden­
ing digestion. Kellogg's 
Bran Flakes moke o hit 
with people who do 
things..
m i
*  BACK TO SCHOOL with vocation vigor. Hold on to 
this summer fitness. Kellogg's Bran Flakes ore packed 
with the wholesome goodness of whole wheat. Each 
flake is toasted to o delicious crispness children love.'
o HIT THE SPOT for fla­
vor and nourishment with 
a crunchy bowl fu l  of  
toasted Bran Flakes. The 
Kellogg kind ore crunch- 
ier and always oven-fresh. 
Always ready to serve. 
Always nourishing, with 
enough extra bran to be 
mildly laxative. Mode by 
Kellogg in London, Onf.




for EX1RA FUVdR— 
EXTRA CONVENIENCE
Iras
PAGE FOUR THE KELOWNA COURIER ’I'HUHSDAY, OC'l'OllKK 20, 103«
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•' I 1 ! , .
OVERNIGHT SERVICE to and from VANCOUVER
VIA
Greyhound 0:00 p.m.
Bub ........  10:10 p.m.
No. 11 ....  10.30 p.m.
No. 11 .....  10:00 a.m.

































Travel Eastboiind via Sicamous.
.Ask about Fu.st Service to Eastern Canada.
C. SIIAYLER—City Ticket Agent—Phone 104; or G. D. BROWN, 
Station Ticket Agent—Phone 10—Kelowna, B. C.
C A N A D IA N  P A C I F I C
A r e  y o u  o n e
o f  th e
2 0 0 , 0 0 0 ?
T H A T ’S the appro.ximale number of men and 
women who come of age every year in Canada.
Some start work at fourteen, sixteen or twenty; some 
go to college; some graduate from the school of hard 
knocks, and some/lerrr graduate from it.
But there is one common ground on which all can 
meet, and that is the habit of saving money and putting 
it in the bank regularly. A good habit, from which all
conditions of men and women
8 Things \  
to  SAVE fo r
Regularly recurring 
expenses, such as life 
insurance premiurns. 
A home of your.own. 
A child's eduedfion. 
Your wedding. 




. A real holiday.
Aloney in the bank is far
■ more
6i,
than a reserve for 
‘ rainy ”  days. To each of 
this year’s 200,000 a bank 
account will megm confidence, 
so essential to youth’s suc­
cess; and when opportunity 
comes along, a fund of ready 




KELOWNA BRANCH H. J. WILLIS, Manager
ELEPHANT BRAND FERTILIZERS MAKE
PROFIT & QOAllTr
GO H A N D -IN -H A N D
Farmers who make quality their aim by fertilizing with 
Elephant Brand Fertilizers, not only produce better crops 
year after year, but also reap the rich reward of bigger 
yields and better profits.
Elephant Brand Fertilizers are a quality builder, but 
they also increase yields. Thus you profit in two ways. 
Fertilization is your insurance of YIELD  plus QUALITY 
year after year.
FIND NO FUNDS 
AVAILABLE FOR 
SCHOOL REPAIRS
scon's S C R A P  B O O K
LEAPE.R.-5 
A-r avm cah  
Boat aro.
DR.UMMER.S
Com|)arisoii with Budget Reveals 
to Kelowna School Board tliat 
Exj)enditures arc Heavy
By R. J. SCOTT PEACHLAND HEARS 
OF BIBLE SOCIETY 
WORK IN SPAIN
Rev. Nelson Harlcness Addresses 
United Church Gathering on 
Spain and Outlines its History
DJ.IKSTIIATED MK 'HIKI! IIERK
Ib'v. F. W. I'iiUj.soii, M.A., of .Simi- 
nH'i'liiiiil, who will bo romoiiihorotl for 
liii; !K'i'0|)tablo .siiinmor miiii.stry in 
Kolowna, will give an illiis1ia(<'cl lee- 
liii'(' on "1), L. Moody, Hu- Vaiikee 
A|)o.sll(‘ ol Lovo." in (ho UniU'd eliiirch 
on l''riday <'viMiing. Oolobor 21, at ii 
o'chn'k. Mr. Pat (Ison is known a.s an 
ou(s(anding k‘c(iii'or. and hii.s clio.wri 
an iidorosUng siibjocd.
BIGGER ENRO LLM ENTS
'( lii.s advoi lisoiiu'id i.s lint piililislied or di.splayed by the Liquor 
Control I’o.ird or by (bo ( io\'onmiciit ol Hriti.sli Cnluinljia




OF CANADA LIM ITED
Distributed in British Columbia 
by Buckcrfield’s Ltd., Vancouver, 
who will answer any inquiry.
LOCAL DEALERS:
B. C. Fruit Shippers, Kelowna 
B. C. Orchards, Kelowna 
Growers’ Supply Company, Kelowna 
Kelowna Growers’ Exchange, Kelowiia 
Okanagan Fruit Shippers Limited, Kelowna 
Occidental Fruit Company Ltd., Kelowna 
Okanagan Mission Producers, Kelowna
Supervisor of Home Economics 
for B.C. States Part-time In­
structions Must be Employed 
Soon
Kelowna .school trustci's, JnsL when 
Uicy were preijaring (o .spend ap|)rox- 
iin.alely .$105 for nuieh-needed repairs 
(o the primary school building, were 
rudely jolted by the presentation o<i 
Wednesday evening, October 12, of a 
tlnaneial statement showing (he e.x- 
iJcndUures by departments I'oi- the 
year to date, as against tlie budgeted 
I'xpemliture,
Tlio trustees received a sliock a.s tlie 
llf^uros indicalc'd (hal llu? oxjJUMdilures 
came closer to the budgeted ligure.s 
Ilian over before at tliis season of the 
year. Tlierefore, the primary sehool 
alterations, mueli a.s (liey are needed, 
will liave to wait until anolliei- year’.
A form of liomogeneous grading has 
been atlopied by tlie elementary 
.seliool and is now working fairly 
smoollily, F. T. Marriage reports. His 
enrollment is C07 pupils. At the end 
of September the junior high enroll­
ment shows 33 more pupils than in 
1937, Cor a total of 350, R. B. Stibbs in­
formed the scliool board.
On Friday. October 14. the Kelowna 
schools Wore closed to allow the teaeh- 










^oME. o f T iIe La r g e r  
PJLAr/7$ a r e .
CAPABLE OF DEVOURIMq 
ANIMALS A-S LARqE 
A$ A R A - f  /
iM 1930 Pe r u  
ISSUED FOR.
! T « t  6TH Fa n -A v u l r ic a H 
ClIlLD WELFARECOMCRESS;
6TAMPS V/EREWROK<<L,y>
' 1>dibJ*Y«»v «v*nl —_______PRIKTe p  7.1!i CoHqRCSS .■
INTERNATIONAL WAR SCARE PLAYED 
HAVOC WITH APPLE MARKET IN OLD 
COUNTRY BUT VALUES RECOVER
■'Uiidei- tlie Sp.anish /'overmnent 
lliere lias never been any hindraiiee 
to Bible .society worli in Siiaiii," de- 
elared (lie Jitw, Nelson Ilarkness in 
the I'eaehland United ehureli on Wed­
nesday evening. S)ieaking of (lie work 
of the Brilisli and Foreign Bible .So­
ciety, wliieli lie rejiresents, Mr. Ilark­
ness gave a summary of jiresent day 
eonditioiis whieli was foilowi'd by a 
series (d l.aiitern slides dejiietiiig 
scenes in Spain and tlie work of dis­
tribution of Bibles tliei’e.
After being introduced by tlie presi­
dent of tile local society, 11. Harrington 
who noted the eomrneinoration this 
.year of the 400 years of the open Bible 
in Groat Britain, Mr. Harkne.ss 
tlie year 1937 .as the bigge.st year tliey 
had ever liad. In tliat year, 12 new 
tran.siations liad bemi made with tlie 
present number of translations now 
being 1,015.
Referring to war torn Spain, he 
stated that being a very backward 
country. Sjiain was now going Ihrougli 
what France had in tlie revolution. 
Spain liad never before been caught 
in the socia.l and economic reform 
movement, and now tlie peasants were 
rising up and demanding their place 
and a share in the wealth. With Gen­
eral Franco and the insurgents were 
the landowners and industrialists, 
wjfh the peasants and the workers on 
the side of the government. Spain 
had no public school .system and forty- 
five per cent of the people bould nei 
ther read or write. O f the total taxes
ir c H e s jS S
c- '
start The Day KIglit With
“ HYMN TIME"




EKI. — 8,30 ajm.
Robin Hood
: F iO U R
er did not attend the convention, then 
class continued as usual. The usual 
permi.ssion for attendance at the con­
vention was granted on Wednesday by 
the Kolowna school board.
Use of the junior high auditorium 
for a concert by the boys’ band was 
granted by the school board last week 
at the rental of $15.
M dntosh SUp from Original H igh Levels but Still Com- S r f e r / p c ? ' c l , S  wStISS
................  "  '  W . B. Gornall Reveals in Report '^ l . r  S
at kL-nd ot September— B. C. Boxed Apples Arrive in wealth of these churches.
Increasing: Quantities When, in 1931 a republic form of
^  government was set up, a system of
reform was begun, but this met with
THROUGH
SLEBPIMGSHH
o im o inTh e  crisis in the International political situation has been the opposition from the wealthy landown- 
orevailinp^ tonic o f the week. anH w ar nrenaratinne nnd nr-fi.rHioc said that the Spanishpre.vailing topic of the week, and' war preparations and activities government ‘"wa" 'o p p o S  ? e h S  
in connection with air raid precautions have preoccupied the minds but when in 1936 the United FrontA  warnine from the f 1 irn i  m  u  n   tt     i    i  
that the new street signs fn thn '^sHfnni everyone, declares the fruit market report number : 4, issued by government was established, the Bible 
... Gornall, London,-Eng., on September 30th. In conse- representatives had gone ev-
<1
area should not be tampered with was vjun.an, ximg., yjn oc jjic iiiu c i ouiri. xn co se- ' '^
ordered passed along to the principals quence the markets have been listless, buyers being interested only g o v e r n m e n t \ h ^ e  ^4?s''SembeJs* of 
% i e ‘q i’S lo n  Cf requirements of the moment, not knowing what tomorrow parliament only 16 were Communistic
by the school board and it was decided When the crisis was at its height " ----------------- - Tradng^ the hundred years of thediiE* II ukjciuea vviicii lilt? Gi WHS HI 1LS H i ai oi p* f o Fm rIrAr?
to continue the principal adopted in the ma-x'ket would have fallen to ex- prices ranging from 17/6 to 20/-. Cox Bible in Spain he recounted the storv
allowing any re- tremely low levels if importers had Orange realized lower values than-in of George Borrow who had started the 
bate If a pupil does not join until one attempted to force sales,, but they London, but the situation is more or work 100 yeTrs a^^
or two months have elapsed. This fee wisely withdrew any fruit capable o f less expected. -the book S e n  hv R o r r Z
is an annual one and although pupils being held, and only sold varieties McIntosh and Wealthy from Nova Bible in Splhi’’ ^  
aie allowed to pay on a, monthly basis, which were in a forward state of ma- Scotia and Ontario were, in favor with account of^ this work ^
estimated as turity, or other fruit for which a fairly the buyers and some good prices were Pictures were Thown of the- beauti-
WL-i.. , . ■ ,,, „  reasonable price could be obtained, received, but Domestics lacking color ful palaces, churches and buildings
m-mini school The peak of the crisis is now passed registered appreciably lower values. • for which Spain had be^n nSed iS
Floyd Caza and the tension has been relieved, but Liverpool appears to have been less showed the Bible House in M^dHd
met with an accident and received with what rapidity the market will affected by the influence of the Inter- which was open every dav'but one
medical attention the trustees learned recover to normal it; is impossible to tional crisis than London, and au?- with faitMur On
say. Unfortunately some damage has lion catalogues ihdicate a much great- one occasion a bomb had faflen on
f  Undoubtedly effedted, a fairly, ,er clearance of aHe fruit offered for the roof of this building ^ b 4 \  had
at Karnloops, the Kelowna delegates large volume of fruit which should sale at auction or immediately after- not exploded . ®
consumption has yet wards, and only a comparatively few  ' He appealed for support for the 
S S e s  ° r  arrivals are be- items were passed, whereas in London work to send the Bibles in every part
centres relative to grading of pupils, ginning to accumulate with further no bids were received for a consider- of the world Chinese he said are 
The trend in the elementary schools cargoes now afloat expected within able volume of fruit. the greatest Bible reading neonle In
a pupil the class of the next few days. Quality of fruit. The first sale of Nova Scotian apples the w oH ^ people m
work he or she will be able to accom- however, has been on the whole quite shipped direct to Manchester occurreH .. ________ ' ■
plish and not endeavor to hold the good, and should demand quick re- on September 22nd when narf tho u... 1, 1 - x,. ,
student back with work too difficult turn to normal with the passing of cargo ex ss. “Manchester Citizen” was  ^ er in the New Yorker: In the
for him ta accomplish, simply because the crisis, financial returns may not offered at auction. Demand was not PO^tical campaign this year, the Re-
other pupils who are brighter are able be altogether unsatisfactory. brisk and many lots, particularly Blen- P^.biicans have comfortable positions
, London received a fairly large cargo beim, remained unsold at the nrice ^s spectators. They just sit around
m +nf ailiTients have been re- o f Scotians at the beginning of the levels demanded. Gravenstein com- doping that the right kind of Demo- 
+ scnoois mis year to date, week comprising 24,980 barrels and P^^sed the g(:eater part of the sale and beat the wrong ones.
?ie’s monthr McKen- 9,340 half barrels' A  considerable pro- realized No. 1, 14/- to 16^ D om lstfcl ---------------- -^---- -----------— -----—
— y report. portion consisted of Gravensteiris that, 12/6 to 13/6. The remainder of the l^rio barrelled apples of good quality,----*1 - - - J*. - e> ---- -.1  ot l-nv-kl 1 T* wv-.to
from OMflniKifln poinis
For your comfort, and con­
venience, Canadian National 
operates a through sleeping 
car every MONDAY, WED­
NESDAY and FRJDAY to 
the East. You awake next 
morning on the smart, air-con­
ditioned CONTINENTAL 
LIMITED . . the direct 





A. J. Hughea. Ageo*
Hione 330. Kelonma
V-6»4a
FlrA ^  j  a 01 C ravenstein m m 0 0 m D u
ed renewed at ■>' “  P® '"* ' “ S" Wf*. on Septembe"27th » “ * are very limited. WoU
meeting weeks October ^ e re  in a rather forward condition de- pravensteins showed a decline up to River and Alexandra of large size and
Miss j  L McLenaghen sunervisor landing immediate sale. The- first V6 and a fairly large proportion of P?orer quality are finding a sale only
nf hnmp or-Anornin auction Sale took place on Tuesday the barrels were marked slack ^t considerably lower prices,
the province paid a ^ t iS  r S t l v T o  afternoon', when Gravenstein realized Blenheim ranged somewhat lower Ontario plums are arriving in very 
thp Kelnwna’ somewhat lower values than last than the prices asked for elsewhere variable condition and some shipments
ie?  he week, but the iimited volume of Klb- whUe Wealthy ranged from ! v -  ,o 'o  Glasgow were ripe and ratter
made during the summer holidavf to hnoeed *’®*‘  P“ ''*  » '
the home economics class room Ovel  ^ realized the best marks. Emperor and Claudes were in demand, around 12/6
SowdeS c S l t o ^ w i r r  ed 1“  f /  E '"* ”  '"'^w ise low in P «  f s l f  hamper, with Grand Dukes
ever and Mrs T  Treadaold trifstl^ heims at about the same level. Cox value and Italian prunes two to three shill-
told the school board thtt Mlsc Mp ’ Crange in half barrels sold fairly well, _ Hull also had its first- sale of Nova lower. Damsons were also wasty.
Lenaghln i^stts^ 17/-. with Domestic S co rn s  of the season and the balance The market for pears shows no
teacher will have to be emnl oved* “Thyra S” not signs of recovery and values are at n^ a mining town in Southen 
sides the regular instructress. ’ The bulk of this cargo was offered °®nvered in London was first offered very low levels. Howell and Flemish desia, some of the residents were
There are 100 home economic c la s s e s  when the European crisis was September 22nd, but the sale was Beairty have arrived in ripe and wasty growling about a few hours’ cessation
in B.C.. 24 more than were in force height, and only a small pert completed until the 29th. The ^nd a considerable quantity ibe municipal water supply,
last year. changed hands. Gravensteins, due to consisted mainly of Graven- reported as 'unsaleable. D’Anjous, Grunted an old-timer in the corner:
Mrs. Treadgold, W. Shugg and. rather advanced stage of maturity, and while opening prices were which are expected to bring fair “I remember once, way back in the
Chairman Dave Chapman reported on v'cre sold at the buyer’s ideas of value, ®°™®what higher than in London, they Prices, are finding a very slow demand early days, when the water was cut 
the Kamloops convention, of the B.C. but a very listless demand quickly , considerably before the end per box, according to off for two' days before anyone noticed
school trustees’ association and de.! developed and unsold offerings were fbe sale. Crimson Gravenstein sold grade and size.. it.”
dared that the gathering had been withdrawn. Cox Orange were held to the, margin above the ^ ■ ' ' ' '■ ■ ■ ■
well worthwhile and mr)<7t enli.^htpn- a price range of 14/- to 17/6 for half- ofuinary Gravenstein was rather nar- ^  ~   ^ ~  ^ ~
The Old Days
I   i i  t  i  t rn Rho-
ct xdxi c; ux xi lu x i u xui iiciix
barrels and similar action was takening. ' ucui i u i c Kc
Thanks of the I- l^elowna trustees for with respect to other varieties. A  ra- carp_ ex ss. “Boston City”
the hospitality and careful arrange- ther listless demand still continues, completes the sales of Nova
ment of details at fhe> pnni7P>nHr,r. ic price levels are difficult to determine. *^ ° “ an apples for the week arid prices
“A BANE WHERE SM ALL ACCOUNTS ARE WELCOME**
thosecompare very favorably with 
obtained elsewhere.,
British Coluriibia boxed apples are
t f t il  t t e co ventibn°is ri  l l  r  iffi lt t  t r i  
being extended to the Kamloops ^rid a considerable volume of the s: 
school board. “Dinteldyk” cargo remains unsold.
Incidentally, it was mentioned at Unfortunately, new arrivals of Sco- . .
this convention that Dave Chapman. Bans have been unloaded, the ss. increasing
Avell-known Kelowna school board “Herdis” delivering 15,270 barrels and “ iv arrivals for
chairman, is entering his ninth con- 3.750 half barrels, and the ss. “Beem- amount to
secutive year as a member of the B.C. sterdyk” with 24,600 barrels and 6,350 u boxes. Mc-
association executive, which consti- halves, is expected early next week, nparanpo i^ade an earlier ap-
tutes a record for this province in On the other hand, American arrivals . opened with
length of consecutive service. in the United Kingdom for week end- to ^ fallen
OLD
. . .  and proud of ill
i  t  it  i  f r  - a.-, -L ’a. '-'aT Z -------
ing October 4th show a very definite „ mnroin
decline, being reported at 7,000 bar- ^ased on nflnpc ''Tn
rels and 5,000 hampers, which in total «nint THp fniTp na shipping
is 67v; .and 82% less than the arrivals L
during the two previous weeks re- received on
spectively. Boxed apples, at 44,000
boxes, are 33*/ higher than last week, decline that has
but 26*/ lower than two weeks ago. . P •
This situation should be materially Week Ending Glasgow. Liverpool 
helpful to the prospects for Nova Sept. 16 Ex. Fey. .. 15.07/-
Scotians. Sept. 16 Fancy ...... 13.20/-
The total volume of apples on the Sept. 23 Ex. Fey. .. 13.06/-




WHITE H O RSE
SCOTCH WHISKY
Distilled and Bottled in Scotland
L
26Y2-OZ., $3.25 40-oz., $4.85
This advertisement is not pub- somewhat forwa^  
lished or displayed by the Liquor ^ 3*1601^ ^ 5” ^^ ? 
Control Board or by the Govern- and the firs» 
ment of British Columbia. market we*
estimated at 22,391 barrels and 14,956 S 
boxes, of which Canada supplied near- 
ly 77*/. But total supplies were ove*" 
50% lighter than last week, a fact 
that has undoubtedly materially 
sisted to stabilize the market * 
the prevailing conditions of 
tainty.
Consistently good cargoes 
arriving from Nova Scr 
fruit ex ss. “Havmoy” > 
the reputation created 
this season. Gra*‘ 







30 Ex. Fey. .. 11.92/-
■'•0 : ; Fancy .... 11.42/-
^ealthy, which has been over- 
by the McIntosh is holding 
/ Steady price, and the aver- 
, ?ie Glasgow market reached 
I  Liverpool 8.51/.
IS and Delicious have made 
^C^earance on the Glasgow
N o  matter where 3^ 00 Jive, you 
may do your banking with the 
Bank of Montreal. Write for our 
booklet ”How to Bank by Mail,** 
addressing your request to the 
undermentioned, or any branch.
for the preferred sizes
.-ire
>able prices prevailed, but 
r Delicious 80/100, values
^AZ^fver, ranging from 8/- to 
.♦a vei^  to grade. >
’<^ n are finding a very 
'■Sthe low level of 6/-
BANK OF MONTREAL
E S T A B L IS H E D  1617
Kelowna Branch: D. C. PATERSON, Manager
^  asks a noond^d Gravenstein are
A  hriore genuinely satisfyingOpwer.
' 11 between father and son?” T-^emand for On- 
4, II H father wishes to be corhv
^iS±:==SS:iS l dressed. , \
* ' T H E  F A R M E R  A N D  H I S  B A N  K  • ' — A s k  f o r
\
■ I i i l i i i i i i l i i i i r iilS iilS i/ ili
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C o u r i e r
THE KELOW NA COURIER





R e v i e w
By J. R. A.
A t the time of Ktartinff tliis colurnii, 
1 haven’t the fof'/'iest notion wliut is 
goint; to be in it. Sports activities are 
at a dead end apart from hunting and 
your Go.ssiper is too cross-eyed to do 
much of that. I did liear Doc “Tootli- 
puller" Day remarking the otlier day 
that Maurice Lane has been trying for 
two years to hit a bird and last Sun­
day he finally connected, with Uie re­
sult that his gun burst apart. It’s a 
fairly nice story, and one which hap­
pens to be true. A t least, last Sunday’s 
section, at least. Charles DeMara and 
Gordon Finch w ill vouch for the ver­
acity of the yarn.
• • •
But honestly, what can a fellow 
write about. Baseball is passe. Bas­
ketball has not reared its fearsome 
head to any extent. The badminton 
shuttleers are just getting into their 
stride and just a little early for Coaley 
Campbell to be throwing out what he 
fondly hopes is his chest and challeng­
ing Bill Embrey or Cece Atkinson to 
a duel, along with his wiley co-partner 
in crime, Paul Hayes. O f course, Paul 
w ill have a tough winter now that the 
Lambeth Walk has taken a big bite 
out of his favorite Big Apple. Paul’s 
badminton game is liable to slip so 
l>adly brother Leo will beat him.
Had a frantic phone call from Jim 
Purvis, out Rutland way, on Monday. 
Even if you don’t know Jim, you have 
read or seen his elongated star bro­
ther, Long John, of Province, Stacey’s 
arid now Tooke’s fame. , Jim wants to 
feel the pigskin once more and has 
itchy fingers. ’They say it is a mental 
disease but never mind that for now. 
Your Gossiper had it once but since 
he took to refereeing and other vile 
pasttimes there is not the same allure. 
Every fan knows the reason for that. 
A ll umpires and referees should wear 
glasses, and here is one that doesn’t 
— y^et—despite what Mr. Critial Fan 
has to say.
■Si-'*
KELOWNA CHALLENGE TEAM F A IB  
IN TROPHY RACE ON 18TH HOLE
score A cn vE iv
ATTACKING A l l  
SOCIAl PROBIEIHS
Forced to go all the way to the 36th 
green before victory was hers, Mrs. F. 
J. Mulqueen, of Toronto, won the Can­
adian women’s golf title at Ottawa, by 
defeating Clarrie Tiernan, of Dublin,
Bid for Rose Bowl Failure as 
Two Kelowna Teams Lose Out 
—Last Gasp
Penticton lady golfers still retain 
the coveted rose bowl challenge tro­
phy which designates su|)remacy in 
golf among the various clubs in the 
Okanagan Valley, but it was only by 
the narrowest of margins that tlm 
trophy remained in the south last Sat­
urday as a determined team of Kelow­
na golfers lost out on the eighteenth 
hole.
Mrs. Anne McClymont and Mrs. J. 
C; Kennedy played Miss Evelyn 
Ihomas and Miss Fisher in one com­
bination while Mrs. D. E. Oliver and 
Mrs. A. S. Underhill repiesented K e­
lowna against Mrs. R. McNicoll and 
M is . Robertson in the other bracket. 
Each team played eighteen holes, and 
Penticton ended the play with a mar­
gin of 4 points to 2.
Both foursomes came to the seven­
teenth all square and Penticton was 
able to defeat the Kelowna teams in 
both matches on the eighteenth.
Penticton also triumphed in an in­
ter-club match on the same day, the 
Kelowna golfers being Mrs. P. B. Wil- 
lits, Mrs. C. Owen, Mrs. C. M. DeMara. 
Mrs. R. B. Staples, Mrs. G. E. Wise- 
Cushing and Mrs. A.
Weddell.
Mrs. J. N. Cushing is the handicap 
champion of the Kelowna golf club, 
following her victory on .Thursday 
afternoon last in the finals for the’ 
Hunt cup. She defeated Mrs. A. S. 
Underhill in the last round.
First round play for the captain’s 




Prospects That all of Last Year’s 
B,C. Championships will be Out 
in Force Again
Canadian Glasgow Exhibit Dis 
appointing, Speaker Tells Ro- b ‘ 
tary Club
'I'hat Scotland has a people actively 
attacking the social problems of the 
country and definitely determined to 
produce a race worthy of its ancestors 
was the impression which Dr. W. W. 
MaePherson told the Rotary Club on 
Tuesday, that he brought back from 
his visit to his native heath this sum­
mer.
Canada had definitely failed to cap­
italize upon the Glasgow exhibi ion 
as an opportunity of maldng the Brit­
ish people Canada conscious, was Dr. 
MaePherson’s second point. One heard 
much more of Australia in Scotland 
than of Canada while at the exhibi­
tion the Australia, Irish, South African 
and a number of other exhibits' of Do­
minions and colonies created more 
interest than that of Canada. In his 
opinion the South African exhibit was
Last evening the annual meeting of 
the Kelowna basicetball club was held 
and pre.sagcd a new sea.son which will 
bring forth many fast and furious 
hoop contests for the fans of this dis­
trict. Last year the provincial Senior 
mpionship came to Kelowna 
once more, wliile the Scouts Intermed­
iate Bs captured the Interior title and 
wore unable to travel to Nanaimo for 
the final.
It would appear at this time that all 
of last year’s provincial champions 
would be out in force for tliis season, 
while Jim Purvis, former Summerland 
and Penticton hoopstei-, and who has 
been playing a snappy brand of ball 
at tho coast in the past few years, is 
in Rutland and may be here for the 
winter.
Jim is itching to get his fingers on 
a basketball once more and expects 
to appear for Kelowna at the start of 
the season. He is brother of the fam­
ous Long John” Purvis of Vancouver 
who is signed with Tooke’s this year 
in the senior A  Vancouver loop.
Harold Henderson will be the only 
player missing from the Scouts line­
up, and these lads will be stepping up 
into Intermediate A  grouping. Playerssuperior to the others. It put across from "Va7t ‘ venr“c j ^ m y e r s  
tho point that South AMoa is a tine i T  p '^ S a ^ b r f in f ^ w t . ! '
and attractive country. The Canadian 
exhibit was disappointing being com­
prised chiefly of canned goods. It 
lacked imagination and to top the 
climax the attendant was not well injLi^Luaiif i u ox  l oL o iiuu  a  ^ xt_----- —^ ■ , —*
one up. Miss Tiernan was a member 2® players participated. This competi- ‘-’ountry. For instance
of the British Curtis cup teani. tion was for had but a hazy idea of the fieo-
i l l  '
In this office we have a linotype 
operator who is a steady publicity ag­
ent for the badminton and tennis 
clubs. Every week he is bothering 
me with stories of his own prowess or 
some new activity at the tennis or 
badminton clubs, according to the 
season. People say he' is fairly good, 
but I  haven’t bothered to find out. This 
week he informs me with some pride 
■that the shuttle club has about twenty 
new members lined up, which is good 
news for any such organization. After 
many years of service, R. Seale has 
dropped out of the secretaryship of 
the badmintonites and Bob Willis has- 
been appointed in his stead, with Len 
Richards as treasurer. Mr. Seale will 
be missed by the racquet wielders as 
he was a steady, reliable sort who al­
ways carried out his duties faithfully. 
A  fine accomplishment, that.
ti   f r beginners and for those 
with handicaps of 36 and over.
In the hidden hole competition, 
played in connection with the captain’s 
cup, Mrs. Gough and' Miss Mary Rat- 
tenbury tied, with Mrs. Gough win­
ning the toss.
Next Saturday, besides the monthly 
medal play, a special attraction is due 
for the Kelowna lady golfers, as L. A.
SERGT. MACDONALD WINS SWEEP
La^  Sunday Sergeant Macdonald 
was the winner of the golf club 
sweepstakes from a fair-sized field, 
shooting an 81 for a net 67. Bill Dob-
net ^^^Ahother^i^^ppn ^  '-n xvei u  ana aaequaie educational institu
e ? a t  tife K u l ™  New Westminster, fathe^ o  ^ tions and libraries all helped in de
Sunday ^  the late “Turk” Lewis, has presented veloping a sound outlook and healthy
the club with six fine golf balls.
___  ____of the geo­
graphical situation of Kelowna.
The speaker dealt with the great- 
Glasgow exhibition for the greater 
part of his talk but he did refer to 
the happy, healthy attitude of the 
young people of the country. Social 
security through the unemployment
make for a strong squad.
There is plenty of young talent 
coming up in the schools to feed these 
teams for some years to come. The 
ball club is still in the “red” finan­
cially, but has reduced its debt by 
some $200 in the past year. It is hoped 
that this year w ill see the back debt 
wiped out and the club placed on a 
stronger financial basis.
Already, Tobke’s have asked to come 
to Kelowna for the annual Boxing Day 
attraction while other strong teams 
will be lined up within a' short time.---- — --.-r---./------- ***i>-<j ujL/  nu i
msurahee, splendid recreational facil- Practice w ill probably start early next 
ities d d t - month.
handicap competition w ill *be^  ruri off 
to decide the winners of these special 
prizes, two of the balls going to the 
lady scoring the lowest net handicap 
count and four others going to the 
next four in order of low not scores.
DONATES GOLF BALL PRIZES
L. A. Lewis, well-known New West­
minster sportsman, has donated half 
a dozen golf balls to the men’s section 
of the Kelowna golf club, which w ill 
be competed for next Sunday in the 
weekly sweepstake competition. Two 
balls will go to the golfers with the 
two best gross scores and the four
----  a K/ig xvyiiuwiiig xiuiii me others to the next four best net scores.
Kelowna district for their hockey dis- Competitors may play their match any 
M r Linotyne Onerator ha^ also fr®^®’ ^  bigger following than time on Sunday, Captain Harry Todd
w S e r t^ ^  some Mfling' d e t S
te m in s  Inter-dub matches which the ? r a S  Jr m ; i h e T T L h ; ”^ r i°
fta t °th T v ’have’’ amhfhon’’ x  .J®®™® valence of the licenced Dren.ises in that they have ambitions to visit sur- Vernon which provides an added in ­
centive.
minds and bodies.
a pretty mean shuttle in these parts, 
and 'what with the odd Canadian 
champion or two in our midst we can 
afford to be nonchalant.
“How will hockey in the north Ok­
anagan effect basketball • in Kelowna 
this winter” was one question asked 
this writer a short time ago. Person­
ally, I believe it will have an effect 
on the gate receipts the same as last 
year, but the drain should be no 
greater. This year the novelty. w ill 
wear off and it is doubtful if as many 
persons will make the trip in the 
tough weather. However, Vernon will 
still have bi followin from th
The Camera Enthusiast
A  ten-yearrold boy rushed into the 
shop. ,
“Father’s being chased by a bull,” 
he cried.
“What can I  do about it?” asked ihe 
shopkeeper.
“Put a new roll of film in my cam­
era.”
reams
rounding villages like Vernon and 
Penticton and clean them off the face 
of the map. It has been done before 
and may happen again. Who am I  to
As was said at the beginning o f this 




judge. However, they generally wield say, and having said it, w ill conclude.
“Crrenville” Company 13S8 
“Keep Watch”
Orders for parade:
There will , be the usual voluntary 
parade at Headquarters on Friday, Oc­
tober 21, at 7.30 p.m. The Ship’s Com­
pany will also parade at Headquarters 
on Tuesciay, October 25, at 7.30 p.m. 




Duty Watch for this week: Port.
One of the highlights of the concert 
to be presented by Sea Cadets on
P A T  O’BRIEN is the sort of person 
you’d know would smoke a pipe. He 
does it with a gusto and so do his
ELECTBIC TUNING— Model 96K
A  6-tube, 3-baiid Superheterodyne with RCA V ia o c  
Electric 'Tuning and the finest domestic and 
foreign reception. Speoal Victrola Pnsh-Buttoa 
Swkefa for Victor Record Plairer wUch rou can 
attach t o  your radio and hear 
records through year loud speaker
v e s s  a  
S u t t o n





•  Electric Tuning
e  Straight-Iane Dial
O Foreign and Domes­
tic Reception
O Special Victrola 
Push-Button for 
RCA Victor Record 
Player Attachment
•  ETorr Value Higher 
O Evetr M ee Lower
Thursday, November 3, w ill be a four four best pals—Jimmy Cagney, Frank 
reel motion picture entitled, “Life in McHugh, Spencer Tracy and Allen 
the Canadian Navy.” This picture will Jenkins. “We five,” says Pat, “are the 
be projected on a large screen. No muggs of Hollywood.” Mavoumeen, 
doubt it should prove both educational his daughter, has not yet passed the 
to those who plan a career at sea and age when she wants to blow out the 
entertaining to the general public. The match when daddy lights his pipe— 
concert will be given in the Kelowna his “dudeen” he calls it—-for, though 
armoury on Thursday, November 3, at American-born and staunchly Ameri- 
aOO p.m. Proceeds w ill be added to can, he has a feeling for the misty 
Corps funds and will serve to buy new Green Isle—the fight and the fun of 
uniforms and equipment. it and the glamor—and no one knows
_______ ___________ better than Mavoumeen that the best
WINS SHETLAND PONY time to ask him for a story about the
Roy Lobo, who visited here with Lo- “Little People” is just before her bed- 
bo’s amateur hour, was the winner on, time when he sits puffing away at 
Saturday of the Shetland pony given his pipe with that faraway look in 
away in a prize drawing by the Elks’ the two eyes of him. Pat’s next pic- 
lodge. 'The lucky ticket was drawn ture is Warners’ “Garden of the 




C. E, Weeks Leaving Shortly-— 
Church to be Repaired Soon
Benvoulin will lose one of its old 
• timers in the person of Mr. C. E. 
Weeks, who has resided there for over 
thirty years, and is soon to leave for 
the Coast where he has purchased 
property in Burnaby. Mr. Weeks has 
always taken an active part in the 
life of the community, and has served 
as trustee on the Benvoulin school 
board, while Mrs. Weeks has been a 
valued member of the W.A. for many 
years. .
« * «
There was a good representation 
from this district at the school teachers 
convention which was held in Pentic­
ton last week. Miss Reid and Miss 
Henderson of Mission Creek school, 
Miss Lang and Miss Peterman from 
the Benvoulin school, also Mr. Frank 
Snowsell, Mr. Ed. Gleve and Miss Ivy  
Gleve who reside in this district.
Rev. Ashford of Summerland w ill 
address the Benvoulin congregation 
next Sunday, ■ the occasion being the 
forty-sixth anniversary of the Church. 
Col. Moody gave an interesting report 
of the meeting of the Presbytery last 
Sunday which was held in Revelstoke 
last week.
A  meeting of the board of church 
stewards was held on Tuesday night at 
the home of Mrs. A. Reid. Plans were 
discussed for the repair work, which is 
necessary on the Church. This w ill 





Phone 493 LIMITED Bernard Ave.
the OPENING of the
S tu d io s
GLENN AVENUE
We invite our many customers and friends to an 
exhibition of the new
ETCHCRAFT PHOTOGRAPHY
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27th, at 3 p.m.
McEWAN -  PHOTOGRAPHER
TEA SERVED from 4.00 to 5.30 p.m.
12-Ip
The have 65,000 deaths from cancer 
in Great Britain annually. Each year 
since England began her records of 
mortality cancer has shown an in­
creased mortality. Notwithstanding 
this apparent increase in cancer it is 
not believed that the increase is an 
actual one. , The explanation is that 
increased length of life (fifteen years 
more than a generation ago) the better 
ability of the, doctors to diagnose can­
cer and the improved records of the 
present day reveal cancer to an ex­
tent not found in former times. In a 
word we are finding more cancer cases 
than our grandfathers or our fathers 
found.
Lady Barrett a noted woman doctor, 
gave statistics of the London Clancer 
Clinic. She pointed out that of early 
cancer cases treated five years ago, 83 
per cent are alive and well today; of 
patients treated later when the disease 
was more advanced 65 per cent still 
survive. Of all the patients treated, 
35 per cent were alive and well at the 
end of five years. These figures in­
dicate that if patients could be induc­
ed to seek treatment in the early 





Assisted by Mrs. F. 'rutt, Miss M. Scott, Mr. W. Brediii and 
Mr. Henry Tutt — Mrs. A. J. Pritchard, accompanist.
Junior High Auditorium. FRIDAY. Oct. 28. 8 p.m. prompt
General Admission. 25c — Children. 15c
A  bumper house is predicted for tho boy.s at their first of a series 
of throe concerts, and everybody is advised to be there in pood time 
and avoid disappointment as there are no feservod scats.
AN EN’J’IRELY NEW PROGRAM — EVERYBODY WELCOME 
No children under 14 admitted without parents. 12-2c
"•What,” asks a noonday orator, “ is 
more genuinely satisfying than a tie 
between father and son?” Two ties— 





BOARD OF TRADE ROOMS, 8 p.m.
A ll persons interested in any branch of the drama, acting, direction 
stage management costuming’ make-up, scenery, lighting, etc., are 
invited to attend this meeting, and also others who do not wish to 
take mi active part in any branch of dramatic work but wish to see 
this effort furthered.
The success of this community effort depends upon 
YOUR attendance at this meeting.
12-20—Ic
The Event o f  the Year!
TWENTY-THIRD ANNUAL
FIREM EN’S B A L L
Thursday, November 17 th
ROYAL ANNE HOTEL
Music by
P E T T  M A N ’S I M P E R I A L S
Bigger and Better than ever !
12-19—2c
Y.S.L.A. ANNUITIES
SAVE $17,50 per month for 118 months.
for 240 months,
V ^  and $665.00 in cash;
OR $25.00 per month for 118 months.
MAXIMUM APPLICATION in any one year which will be 
accepted from any client is a Savings Plan calling for a 
monthly payment of $70.00.
Sponsors:-—
YORKSHIRE SAVINGS AND LOAN ASS.
Yorkshire Building, Vancouver, B.C.
Apply now at:
E. M. Carruthers & Son, Ltd.
Phone 127 Bernard Ave.




DI S T I L L C D  A N D  B O T T L E D  IN S C O T L A N D
__ __________________ ___ PV WILLIAM GRANT AND SONS LIMITED _____
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia
f^AGE SIX TH E KELOW NA COURIER TllUKSDAY, OCTOBElt 150, 1030
South OkiuiaKini IMomiinciit Works
i i i :a i >k t ( ) n i :s a n d
IMONIJMKNTK
Jmixii'ti’d and native r.i'iiMltc or 
iniu hk- SalLsIactiun 'j;u;iratitcod 
III /Jiii'es.




PREMIER WELCOMES GOVERNOR-GENERAL FARM ERS’ IN S TITU TE
ON HIS RETURN W ANTS ENQ UIRY
JO SEPH  ROSSI
CONTRACTOR
Plastcriiij,’; and Masonry 
Oflicc; - - D. Chapman Barn
U .G U ID I& O R S I
(ioiitructors for 
I'liASTIlKINC, STUCCO aiul 
MASONRY WORK 
Rlioiio 4!M-L OR G3I-L
f  KELOWNA EURNITURE CO. |  
LTD.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS 
Day Phono, 33; Nii-;hl, 502 & 70 
KELOWNA, B. C.
Prom Pa/'e 1. CoUmm 1 
ici:an ha;; ariacn |•(r.;^ ■dinJ; Uie sendiin; 
Ilf n'licl' cars to prairie points and 
many complaints a.; to abuse;; of (lie 
priviliT.e liave beiai heard.
Wire I''roin Alberta 
When Alberta lirsl started to re- 
(liiesl relief ears this year. oin> shii)- 
per in the Kelowna district received 
the following teleiparn from Ihe loea) 
secretary of the United Farmers of Al- 
b(;rta in one rliidriet: "Ha.s been an- 
iionneeil over radio and press that 
growers in li.C. are donatlii)' 1.5 to 30 
cars free aptiles foi’ Alberta. Jn Ibis 
entire district vvitli possibly one or 
h\'o exceptions this is not warranted 
and will desliaiy market and sales of 
Macs and winters. We' are doin;; what 
Wo can to prc;vent Mood of apples simi­
lar to last year and it would be ap- 
nreciated if you could Influence shi)i- 
piM's to make sure they are shippjnj' 
to points wlieii' actually reciuired." 
Movement of api l^es over the siiiKle- 
k m;ency has not been p'ood this 
past week, flue in iiart to the mild 
V eatlier prevailiin' on the prairies. 
W'lien the paiverimif'nt orders are re­
ceived aiul (he (li’st fi-eezc-up occur.s 
on the nrairies. the board members ex­
pect a bi^ increase in movement.
Fancy face and fill .Jonathans were 
ro-quoted at 70 cents per box by the 
board Ibis vveelv, as it was found lliat
piiiSi'
ift t 'l District Meeting at Nanaimo 




I , ''■* *.w ‘ if ,1-
I ; j ' '
'It' ‘
A district mectinj; of Fanners’ In­
stitutes, held in Nanaimo on Monday, 
went on record as apiaoviii/; a thor- 
oupli investij;ation into tlie aliened 
combine in truit marketinj'.
Proof of how widesineatl tlie inter­
est is in this combine eliarne was 
fortlicominn at the convention on Van­
couver Island wlien tlie dele/;at«.'s ex­
pressed their disapproval of utiy mere 
‘'lireliminary inveslinalion." and asked 
that the probe* be a tliorouf'li one.
Absfmcf' of tlie lion, K. C. MacDon­
ald, ministei- of anrleullure, from their 
Farmers' Institute sessions, Wi’is a rc- 
nrettable matter, the eonvention stated 
in a resolution. But at (lie same time 
tlie mini.sler’;; iiresencf' in the Okanu- 
iianan at the time of tlie start of the 
preliminary Investi/'ation was com­
mented upon favorabl.v. Tlie follow­
ing resolution was pas.sed and con­
veyed by wire to Dr. MacDonald in 
Vernon; *
“That while renretting his absence 
wo heartily commend llic action of 
Hon. K. C. MacDonald in being pre­
sent in Okanagan Valley when mar­
keting of B.C. products is under in­
vestigation and that the following re­
solution be sent him by telegraph. 
“Whereas this institute unanimously
M ONUM ENTS
t Sand Blast Lettering VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Established 1910
Local agents: Kelowna Furniture Co,
endorses the demand for full inves- 
Sun-tanned and appearing in excellent health after spending the summer tigation by federal government under
about tliirly per cent of the Jonathans in Great Britain, the governor-general, Lord Tweedsmuir, was welcomed back combines investigation act therefore
will have to be sold domestic this to Ottawa by Premier Mackenzie King.
year because of larger sizes. It is tliat ------ ------  -...... . . ..............- - ........... ....
the trade.cspecially on the Vancouver
Britain*s Changing Emp ire
be it resolved that minister of agri­
culture be asked to demand that in­
vestigation be thorough and not just a 
preliminary investigation.’’
STOCKS -  BONDS
Oil Royalties—Mining Stocks 
J. N. CUSHING
Okanagan Manager
W. F. IRWIN & CO., LTD.
Phone 469 - - Kelowna, B.C.
market, has taken to this olTer well 
and a good movement of largo sized 
Jonathans re,sulted.
Some excellent export business to 
Brazil has been reported in the past 
two weeks, especially of large-sized 
apples which would not sell readily on
any other markets. More than fifty The Dictator States have much to for that further development without Kamloops for a number of
cars are expected to roll to South answer for, but, as happens frequently which . neither trade nor defense can , down from the cab of
America some bookings being made in this strange world, their actions be maintained, namely, the increase of class engine to commence his
LINK WITH EARLY
DAYS IS SEVERED
When Walter Boyd, who has been 
in passenger service between Revel-
Britain was said, before the World and the development of industries 49- r.
Tar tn he Kmnire-cnn.spimis! Rritish ann non +u„ rm nnn nnn __ comotive pulled the first passenger
train into Winnipeg in 1882.
To Accompany Royalty
C leans Dirty Hands
-More About-
PHEASANTS  
N O T SO
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gets underway they myster-season
iously disappear.
At least, that is the consensus of op­
inion of a great many hunters who 
toured I the Kelowna district since Sat­
urday. Some hunters have been for­
tunate. have run into favorite haunts 
and have .obtained their limit. But 
most of the hunting parties did not 
bag their limit on the opening day. 
Some members of parties did. but the 
number of parties whose members all 
shot four pheasants each were few and 
far between.
Hen pheasants, which may not be 
shot without fear of a penalty, are 
plentiful to the extreme in the dis­
trict, but the cock birds are not.
Ducks are said to be' more plentiful 
this season than for years past and 
hunters are bagging many of the fine 
malards as dusk settles down over 
the sloughs.
Bag limit for pheasants is four dail.y 
and 15 for the season. The pheasant 
season lasts until November 15.
Hotel accommodation was crowded 
to capacitj' over the week-end to 
house the many -visiting hunters who 
arrived for opening shots. In the 
southern part of the Valley, it is said, 
that several provincial policemen were 
sent in to guard again.st those who 
might become hogs and attempt to 
shoot too many of the birds.
For the first three days, on Satur­
day. Sunday and Monday, the open 
hours were from 12 o’clock noon until 
4 p.m., but for the rest of the open 
season shooting hours are from 7 a.m. 
to 4 p.m.
direct with importers in that country have had helpful effects. One of these man power in the Dominion countries. a link with the early
and others through New York agents, is the new impulse to Empire develop-^ * * * days of the Canadian Pacific Railway
Large sized Delicious are being util- mont which has moved the people of Despite all that has been done de-  ^ ‘ ® father, the
i7.ed for . these orders, averaging 72s. the British Commonwealth in recent spite the improvements in communi- R eve lS lS j ^w S f th ^  eneM
to ’ 25s. years. , cations, the advance of natural science was the engineer on the
The export market to the Old Coun- rit i   i , f r  t  ' rl  
try is continuing at a rapid rate and War, to be E pire-conscious; British 000,000 of the 70,000,000 white popula 
was much firmer Wednesday morning imperialism w'as even blamed by some tion of the British Empire still remain 
than it had been for several days, for that calamity; and in terms of congregated in the British Isles. Can- 
Jonathan were quoted anywhere from movement of population to the Domin- ada, with an area of 3,500,000 square 
10s 9d to 13s 6d. McIntosh were not ions, Britons at that time were cer- miles, maintains a population of only 
so high in price but had strengthened, tainly not mindful of opportunities. 10,400,000; Australia, with 3 000 000 
Advertising Campaign But all the activities of those days square miles, only 6,700,000: New Zea-
Early next month the fruit board and haphazard when com- land, with 105,000 square miles, 1,500,-
will undertake its advertising cam- with the massiw, deliberate in- OOO; and South Africa, with 472,000
paign from Vancouver to Winnipeg, present tirne. square miles, 9,500,000. It is a stag-
with window display competitions be- Whereas in 1913 the Empire growed, gering refiection that at the same time 
ing featured. Radio advertising cam- or less of its own England, with only 51,000 square miles
paigns are also being planned. This being nurtured and of land, provides work and accommo-
year. in each district, a^  committee of  ^  ^ child. dation for no less than 40,000,000 per-
brokers and jobbers is handling the ■
advertising and determining the best recent danger of agression; ordinary circumstances, so glar-
means to distribute the fruit. The job- w^ere powerful and warlike na-. jpg a maldistribution of people would
bers are adding to the funds provided ambitious for_ wider posse^si^s, probably bring about its own remedy,
b.v the fruit board. long before Adolf Hitler s arrival. The j^^ e present case the reverse is true.
Most of the shippers have agreed to POtent step in the trans- Before the World War, emigration
book orders under the one-desk deal. when Car^da, fj-om the British Isles to the Domin-
and only one or two shippers of any , Africa, Australia, and New Zea- jpns was proceeding at a rate of 285,- 
consequence have not signed the shook themselves free from the oqq persons per annum. In the last
agreement yet. One shipper in the ^pron strings of London and _gamed years it has practically ceased, and 
Kelowna district is expected to - sign complete sovereignty ewer their own there is now a net movement back to
this afternoon.
LAUG HING  LA D Y
territories. From that day onward the England of 8,000 persons each year. 
Empire became, instead of a group of Meanwhile, the birth rate in almost 
Colonies, a union of States, each en- every country in the Empire is falling, 
joying the same independence imhome i „  the United Kingdom it was once 
and foreign affairs as the Mother gg.s per I.OOO; today it is 14.7. In Aus- 
Cpuntry itself.  ^  ^  ^ tralia it has slumped from' 27, to 17.1,
The altered conditions brought new New Zealand from 27 to 16.6.
i
N
and difficult problems in their train. Canada, save for the French Rro-
With independence came a desire on of Quebec, toe decline is no less
the part of the Dominions to conserve Only in South Africa, with a
their resources and at the same time rate of 24.4 per 1,000, is any relief to
to expand their wealth. Their prewar , be found. And when it is realized
role of modest primary producers no that a birth rate of not less than 19.5 
longer sufficed to provide employment P®r 1,000 is needed to keep population 
and a rising standard of living for its present level, the need for action 
their people. Agricultural output had ticcomes rudely apparent. ^
<■ ^
to be widely expanded. At the same It was no wonder that the Duke of
time secondary, industries sprang up, Devonshire, Parliamentary Undersec­
seeking markets in their own coun- ret w  for- State for the Dominions,
The Earl of Clarendon will be a 
member of the royal retinue when
<  v<
'
said the other day in the House of King George and Queen Elizabeth 
The trade of Great Britain, already “We can take it as a fact that visit Canada ^next June - As Lord
feeling the blast of world depression, can populate (the) E m p ir e  Chamberlain, the earl w ilP stage an
was im.mediately affected. Dominion • • • - within a reasonable time, then evenmg court at Government House 
orders, which oncC maintained thou- someone else will populate it for us.’’ f^tawa. It is expected that more than 
sand.s of workers in Birmingham, Fortunately for the Empire, thinking 1.000 persons w ill be. presented to their
Glasgow. Sheffield., and elsewhere. a”  are becoming alarm- majesties. .
v/ere no longer forthcoming; W h ile  *=^^1 prospect and are addressing ---------
-fTt-R---
imports of Dominion produce came to thoughts afresh to the problem, the same thought a few months earlier
England in such quantities that far- ^®. usual in England, the first signs of at the conclusion of the Imperial Con- 
mers there faced ruin. In the E m p ir e  come from outside the Go'll- ference, when he stated in the House
countries agriculturists and industrial- 6^ument, and there has recently been of Commons that the discussions 
ists alike suffered increasing hardshio. formed a new organization pledged to which took place at the (Conference 
The strain became such that the var- brmg Empire development to_the fore- gave no indication that any of the Do- 
lous governments were forced to in- ^rout in British politics. Its beginnings minion Gov^ernments at that time felt 
tervene. Popular opinion in all coun- were notable. ■
tries demanded an unravelling of the ’■U November of ■ last year an un
knot. It was in these circumstances official conference took place in the ration.
able to join the United Kingdom Gov- 
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advantage over tlie Ontario proco.ssnrs 
in competition for the prairie market.”
The eastern paper rejiorts that Mr. 
Dewah told the canners the marketing 
act -would be enforced next session re­
gardless of any opposition and that it 
would be given a fai.r trial. Tiic can­
ners stated that they would not op­
pose the act provided it can be worked 
out on a basis satisfactory to both the 
growers and the canners.
The committee pointed out that 
their competition was not confined to 
Ontario but was interprovincial and 
export as well. Emphasis was placed 
.upon the Quebec situation where low 
labor colds and no marketing act had 
a direct bearing upon Ontario canning 
operations. There are some hundred 
thou.sand persons engaged in the can
■ <4 ‘V
wA' -
ning business in Quebec owing to toe MAFGARET LINDSAY — looks as if
that the Ottawa Conference met in G’l-iUdhall, London, attended by repres- The Ministers’ statements came as a 
1932. <?>''iatives from Canada. Australia, New setback to the delegates, but they per-
. * * * Zealand, and South Africa, by dele- sisted in their efforts, and in July of
The agreement which resulted was gates from nearly every Empire or- this year a further Conference was 
the first major attempt to plan inter- ganization in England, and by some of held at the Empire Exhibition in Glas- 
imperial trade. It was not an unmixed the most prominent figures in British gow. The meeting was again well at- 
success, and many similar efforts have public life. After a vigorous debate, tended and a keen discussion took 
followed, the last of which, affecting resolutions were adopted calling for nlace among members renresenting the 
Australia and Great Britain, took an early re.sumption of Empire mig- Dominions and various influential bod- 
placo a few weeks ago. The outcome ration and urging the Government to ies in Great Britain. The two resolu- 
of tliat Conference can make no better establish a Statutory Authority im- tions of the Guildhall Conference -were 
claim than Ottaw^a to perfection and ,mune from changes of Government, reaffirmed and a third was added set- 
nnalitj. but it foims one more link with definite powers, and charged ting up an Empire Development Coun- 
iri Jhe chain of intiicate agreements powers, and charged with the whole- cil “having for its object the co-ordin- 
\\hich aie giadually legulating the en- time duty, in co-operation with simi- ation of public opinion and effort in 
lire commerce of the Commonwealth, lar bodies in the Overseas Dominions the United Kingdom, the Dominions, 
The political disturbances of the to intiate, consider, and aid in carry- and the Crown Colonies on the im- 
world led in 1935 and subsequent ing into effect schemes for the en- nerative need for Empire develop- 
years to a fresh series of discussions, couragement of all forms of useful ment’’ i^mpire. aeveiop
Dangers grimmer than economic bliz- Empire activities, migration, and de- The new Council w ill be set up in 
zaid \veie now at hand, the peace and velopment upon adequately financed the autumn, and already plans are be- 
the Empire wmre threaten- and properly supervised basis.” ing considered for a vigorous earn­
ed; the long lines of communication The meeting attracted widespread paign. The task before” the Council
were m peril. To the problems of attention in the British and Empire w ill be arduous. A t home the long
rade were now added those of de- press. It was followed a few weeks pause in emigration has dulled men’s 
fense, and they were many and anx- later by a deputation to Mr. Neville minds to the habit of everseas settle- 
lous. 'The Impena Conference of last Cha^ ^^ ^^  ^ the Prime Minister, at ment; toe unique advantages of the 
year.  ^attended by the Prime Ministers which the leader.s. of the Conference social services make the keenest spir-
and leaders of every part of the Em- spoke to the terms of the resolutions, its hesitate before transferring to an-
p.re was concerned almost exclusively H6pes vvere high. other country where few of these
with these and related matters. It is The Prime Minister, however, had benefits exist; and in any ca.se fami-
not knovvn  ^what schemes^emerged little ■ to offer. He made it plain that lies are less ready than before to face 
from the lengthy debates, but they much spadework would have to be the hardshios and hazards of unfam-
vvere no doubt detailed and compre- done before any large-scale enter- ili lr  ? S u K  ^nd hazards of unfam
hensive. , prise could be undertaken: The Gov- • • .
It may fairly be said of the present ernment, he said, recognized the im- In the Dominions, excepting South 










One of the finest groups
we have ever had the
pleasure to present.
Trimmed and untrimmed 
coats of fleeces, nubby ma­
terials and tweed mixtures 
— new details in broad 
shoulders —  with clever 
pleats, set-in and raglan 
sleeves, casual and slash 
pockets; shown in the lat­
est fall colors.
Sizes 14 to 44. 




Well cut, colorful and becoming- 
striped, floral, dotted or figured.
Sizes 14 to 42. Special ........ 95c
Drindl Frocks
Another group of these fascinating 
drindl, elastic shirring at the waist, 
full skirt and puff sleeves. Bright 
colors. Sizes 16 to 20. 2 d
Special
Blouses in Silks and Sheers
Lovely silk and sheer blouses styled 
with high-tied necklines and tailored, 
collars that look so nice—tucked fronts 
and button trim—white and a wide 
variety of colors, both long and short 
sleeves. Values to $4.95.
Special, each ........ . $2.95
Fumerton’s
Limited
“WHERE CASH BEATS CREDIT”
DON’T FORGET the Boys’ Band Concert in the Junior 
High School Auditorium, Friday, October 28th
Riverside Drive
W e  have a most attractive home for sale, 
consisting of a two-bedroom, stucco bungalow.
This house is quite ne'w and in excellent condition inside 
and out. The grounds are'beautiful. Don’t fail to see this
F U L L  PRICE Z. .. ■ 1 *3,300 00
M cTA V IS H  &  W H ILLIS , L IM IT E D
Real Estate r Insurance
L e c t u r e
SPEAKER: CYRIL U R G E , VANCOUVER
Subject:— “ Our Changing World and Scientific Control.” 
I.O.O.F. Temple —- Kelowna
FR ID A Y , OCTOBER 21, 8 P .M .
ADMISSION—Students, 10c; Adults, 25c.
11-2C—19-lc
ANGLICAN CHURCH
BAZAAR AND FUN FAIR
at the I.O.O.F. H ALL 
Friday, November 4th, at 7 p.m.
Saturday, November 5th, at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. 
BARGAINS — AMUSEM ENTS — REFRESH M ENTS
ll-2c—19-2C
; -----  rare rainy days—that never been so carefully surveyed, so Dominions is every wav Dossible Itwat; courage new, entrant-5 :^n Jnnp- a-5 thpir ----------------------- -------- -^----------- :------  -  ---------
a?id^ToiVsequently^\h^^ Ontario^^cm'ner make a visitor thfnk he^waT'enjoy^ng developed. The essential, however, that any such present citizens remain idle; they as- the world’s econoinic problems of the pelled to lay their heads together for
—  — • - 3 y g efforts of our, imperial statesmen in scheme must have the full co-opera- sort,'too, that without an enlarged and present time. Yet 'they must be over- the establishment of 'wide, construc-is forced to compete for tlie rest of one oi the sunniest days of his young these directions have been vigorous tion of the
the markets in the Dominion and Eu- the clever Iowa girl who made and decisive prnmeni« nna +i-.ic __ j . •T.. i.,*f— __ Ti„,.. ,________ hnr n.-nv ----- - u...... . oocisive. emmenis, and this co-operation for at present seems impossible) there is vive.
various Dominion Gov- guaranteed market in England (which come if the British Empire is to sur- tive schemes calculated to bring about 
rone In the latter market Italv has her way into the movfes bv wav"n f , u j  *u  ^ c - er ti  f r t rese t see s i ssi le) t ere is vive. It w ill be for the Development a better distribution of population and
T  decidSi advanS L  d i r  London-will be stored to t L  wmm f 'r  n /  regretted that the time being was not available. no place for a greater population. CouncU so tq instruct public opinion a sounder basis of national and imper-
f r e i i l f f S s t r S  tower faboi ers’ mu.sical ‘‘c ir d S i  of the M^on ” f- J"'"' nothing Mr. Malcolm MacDonald, the then To , overcome these objections w ill in all parts of the Commonwealth that ial security.-Christian Seience Moni-
ireigm  costs and lowei laboi costs. «.^araen ot tnc Moon.. constructive has emerged to provide Dominions Secretary, had expressed not be easy, for they go to the root o f the various governments will be com- tor.
oc"roui;H THE KELOW NA COURIER PAGIS SEVEN
AlIZE
Classified Advertisements
TH E IR  MAJESTIES TO  V IS IT  CANADA B IR TH S
First Iwcnly-llve words, llfty cents; 
luldltloiud words one cent each.
If Coj)y is accompanied by casli or ac- 
coiini is i^aid witldn two wcclcs from 
date of i.ssue, a discount of twcnty- 
llvc ccnls will be made. 'I’hus a 
twi.'iily-dVC word advcitiscmcnt ac- 
I’ompanicd by cash or paid within 
two weeks costs tvv(.'id,y-llve cents.
JVlininunn ctiar,[;c, 25 camts.
When it is desired that r(.'|)lies be ad­
dressed to a b(jx at The Courier 
Ofllee, an additional chai';;e of ten 
ci'iits is made.
E.aeh initial and jtroiip of nut more 
than live ll;'ures counl.s as one word.
Advertisements for this column should 
be in The Couriei' Ofllce not later 




^ L D  rAI'ERS—Useful for many pur-
LE poses besides lighting llres. Courier 
Ofllce, Water Street. 16-tf
sun|mon|tues|wedTHU FRI SAT
''Ak.* 1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
'.iV
<10 -''ai 25 26 27 28 29
IN  M E M O R IA M
IN LOVING MEMORY of RosulyiulBa r g a in —The best clieup ear buy -in town. Good rubber, two tires I n ■ • r 
brand new. Brakes newly relined. Up- n em n l mrn °
holstery /rood; all ^lass intact. Reply
Box 22G, Courier. 12-2c G»d saw the road was gettmK
...................  . .... ......  And the hills were hard to climb,
Mo d e r n  h o u s e  for .sale—in good So He closed your weary eyelids renair. 7'moms and hath. 291 Pen- whispered ‘Peace be thineV’
Bill, Don. Dorothy, Hilda and Dad.
12-lc
CARD OF THANKS
r ii ir. 'ro   b t ,  - 
dozi Street. .$2,300. Reshinyled and 
liainted this spring. As an investment 
will easily yield eight per cent on pre­
sent rental return. Chas Shayler. 
Phone 'f65L. 12-lp
.SIM1VION.S ■-At the Kelowna general 
hospital on Salurday, October 11, 1930, 
to Mr. and Mrs. William Simmons; 
Rutland, a son.
PE'J'FRSON - At tin* Kelowna gi'ueral 
hospital on Saturday, October 15, 
1!)30, to Mr. and Mrs. John Peterson, 
Kelowna, a dau/;hlei'.
STRAlNCiER - At the Kelowna gen- 
«ral hospital on Suiulay, October 1(1, 
19311, to Mr. and Mrs. Michael Stran- 
inger, Kelowma, a daughter.
GORSE—At the Kelowna general hos­
pital on Tuesday, October 1(1, 19311, 
to Ml'S. Alfred Gorse and the late 
Alfred Gorse, Kelowna, a son.
M ARRIAGES
MeINNES-BRUMME'r—At Okanogan, 
Wash., Sunday, October 2, 19311, Alta 
Louise Brummet, third daughter of 
Lewis N. Brummet, Vegreville, Alta., 
to John Meinnes, youngest son of 
Mrs. Alex MeJnnes and the late Alex 
MeInnes, Kelowna.
GREEN-CHASE—At the Baptist par- 
, sonage, 193 Leon Avenue, Kelowna, 
on Saturday, October 15, 1938,
Della May Chase, Rutland, to George 
Fiedcrick Carl Green, Kelowna. Rev. 
H. P. Humphreys officiating.
TUCKER-EDSTROM—At the Seventh 
Day Adventist church, Kelowna, on 
Sunday, October IG, 1938, Miss Emily 
Edstrom, only daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Edstrom, Vernon road, to W il­
fred Tucker, son of the late Mr. and 
Mrs. John Tucker, Benvoulin. Rev. 
Wilson of Port Haney, officiating.
Accepting an invitation issued by Prime Minister Mackenzie King, the 
_____ ________________ _____  Queen will visit Canada early next summer, it was announced in a
Mim e o g r a p h  and copy sheets, * statement issued from Balmoral Castle, Scotland. Princess Elizabeth andnewsprint size 8i/,xll Suitable W  Charles M. Princess Margaret are not expected to accompany their parents, who w ill spend
for school and office use. Packed in VBarnes wish to thank their many three weeks in the Dominion.
DEATHS
1,000’s. To be cleared out at a special
rice. Phone 96. The Courier Office. ^  Dr. Underhill and staff of the Kel-
_______________________ _^______________ ovvna General Hospital for their many
»OR SALE—Gurnsey Heiffer, fresh, l^indnesses during their recent sad be-





Ga s  STOMACH can cause you muchinconvenience. Sufferers are turn­
ing to WILDER’S STCDMACH POW­
DER. At your di'uggist’s. 50c and $1.00.
BW2Fo r  SALE—Six steam engineering
books, covering engines, boilers, cal­





From Page 1, Column 5
A. W. GRAY GIVES 
INTERPRETATION 
OF SALES ACT
MRS. C. M'. BARNES—At the Kelowna 
general hospital, Friday, October 14, 
1938, Mrs. Charles M. Barnes, 73, 
Kelowna. Funeral service from K el­
owna Furniture Co. pai'lor, Saturday, 
October 15, 1938, 2 p.m., Rev. W. W. 
McPherson officiating. Interment 
in Kelowna cemetery.
Re m e m b e r  the date, Thursday, No- ______vember 3rd. Kelowna Sea Cadets’ three senior high captains, while 
Concert and Picture at the Armoury Morrison, Bruce Fraser and Ern- S>ays bingle Grower Must Pay
____S S g y iS g '.  ^  Auditor if He Demands
OUMMAGE SALE—Saturday, Oct. 29 f^ ’orn Harvey to Roweliffe avenue on Statement from Shipper 
chest indicator, mechanical drawings; Orange Hall. Doors open 9.00 a.m. Richter street. , ,, ~
bound in real leather, .perfect condition. Sponsored by the Junior Auxiliary to equipped with a.whice There have been many opinion's ex-
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Avenue. 19-lp JPECIAL ANO UNCEMENT painted yellow with large black let- cerning the sales on consignment act were demoralizing efforts at stable Keep ters S T  O P painted on. When the under which four Okanagan growers biarketing. Now th^ compaints have
Fo r  SALE—%  acre of orchard with ‘-' Thursday, Nov. 17th open for the pupils are gathered on the sidewalk are demanding statements from their stopped.4-roomed frame house, on corner Annual Supper at the Rutland Com- and the traffic has eased down, the shippers dating • back, in some cases Haskins agrees that, pior to the
•of Glenmore Road. Nice home, close to munity Hall. Program arid dancing, paddle signals traffic to stop and the three years. One of the main stick- of the single agency plan,
city. Apply M. Prisching. 18-2p Tickets 50c. 19-lc pupils are allowed to cross the street, lers was who is to pay, for the auditor very critical. “I  have
■ Any infractions by pupils are to be who will check the shippers’ books for never seen it more ragged,” he stated
reported by the patrol members, while armwovc on Wednesdav. “And it was verv evi-E BUY, WE SELL all second-hand





the g owers. - ~ - y y
motorists who evade traffic regula- First of all it was stated the ship dent that something radical would have
lions will be reported by the captains
. to the teacher in charge of the'patrol. Then, admits that the period, of one
equipment, Sam Brown belts . .. week of operating under the single a-
to be done.”
MAKE an English wool nig, no frame, ^OMMERCIAL Traveller or gency plan, gives insufficient time tono clipping. Wool, $1.50 lb. Write enced Salesman to handle exclusive and paddles. wore donated by the jun- ' “f ‘ " j  !■"* “ l l . S ' ? ’ ! ' ’. ' g t j u u y  piaii,
P.O. Box 271, Victoria, B.C. 16-4p line of advertising calendars, and nov- ior board of trade, while a large num- „ ® the growers pool. If g statement on results of the ex-
-  cities in Okanagan Valley. Excellent ber of persons and firms have contrib- grovver askea a shipper^to provide griment.
______ _ X-_________________ ___ ____ ■____ . , . ■ , . . . .  a n  a i ld l t P d  5?tafpmp»nf tV»«, doQ l o fHe a v y  wrapping paper, large sheets; opportunity for spare time earnings, uted towards the inauguration of the audited statement for the deal of ideal for putting under liholeum. Give details of regular occupation, ex- patrol. The Empress theatre has don-- would be quite con-
carpets, etc. Make good, cheap insulat- perience. etc., 
Jng material. Large bundle for 25c. At Courier, 
the Courier Office, Water St. 17i-tf------------------
in letter, to Box 240, ated free tickets to the patrol mem- 
12-4c bers.
Members of Patrols
En j o y  l if e  and eat what you like.Forget your stomach. Take WILD- Clagget, P.O. Box 705. 
ER’S STOMACH POWDER. 50c and
growers in 1935 are with hirh today, 
________  ________ and the shipper would have a merry
W ANTED—Work of any kind by day __  , ‘   ^ endeavoring to collect auditor’s
or hour, including sewing. Mrs. , Members of the patrols are as fol- fees from that particular pool of
12-lp  ^ c • . , . . „  ' , . t:- -D growers.
Senior high—Patrol A, E. Ryan, cap- However, A. W. Gray, a member of
“There’s hardly time yet,” he said,
celvabte .bat „o „a  the ^ ip p era ' IS a
good one. One week’s operations are 
inconclusive. But I repeat that the- 
plan can’t do anything but straighten 
out our difficulties.”
Meanwhile the Board realizes that
$1.00 from your druggist.
POSITION W ANTED
W '
TANTED-Work as housemaid or
nursemaid. Experienced, aged 21, 
references. Apply Box 241, Courier.
12-lp
JAPANESE girl would like house
work. Low wage. P.O. Box 960, 
City.
BWI IS/ANTED—Position as housekeeper lain. R. Pearcey, Jack Perry, Len the standard contract committee who everything must be done to surmount 
_  VV for widower or bachelor, in re-. . ^ e .  Bob Hume; Patrol B, George initiated an enquiry into the workings many difficulties at present con- 
spectable home, or cook in small res- Patterson, captain, (^ . Atkinson, G. qf the sales on consignment act, has t^e^^ting the valley s truit trade. And 
taurant. tea room or hospital. Write, Ho^by. Milton Bailey, Murray Brown: found a still different answer. If all gratification that such evid-
P.O. Box 214, Vernon. 12-lp Patrol C, Floyd Caza, captain, Rex ^^6 growers in a particular pool de- regarding the
Marshall, Arthur Hughes-Games, Bert j^gg^ an audited statement of the operation of the scheme in its first 
Hume, A. PoJla^. . shippers’ transactions, then the ship- prornising. The many com-
Junior high-Patrol A, Jack Morn- per pays the auditor and charges the from the prairies seem to be
son captain, Cohn Brown.  ^Renato pgyg^gnt against the whole pool.
Guidi, Jack C9nway. Murdo Macdon- But if one grower asks for an audited
NOTICE
In its campaign to get the fruit
TENDERS
onway. ^
A C H E L O R S F o r  classy laundry aid; Patrol B.* Bruce Fraser, captain. the Board is at once getting
work try the Kelowna Steam Jack Noel, John de Montreuil, Buster ^ Grower in nue<5tion M r to the problem ,of advertising
Laundry; repair^ made free of charge. Ellis MotayKayama; Patrol G Ernest ^ray determfnes after consultation
i l P  Phone 123. 11-tfc Gordon, captain, Jam^s Black Jack ^j^h a solicitor. There is no actual .
— ^ ^ -------------------------- --------------  Noonan, John Barrat, Phil Weddell. Hause which determines this surmise Exerting as much pressure as pos-
^ R .  MATHISON, dentist, Willits' Unfortunately Floyd Caza could noL the most logical which can f
U  Block, tcleohone 89. _ ^ c  be p re ^ jt  be drawn frote the act, Mr. Gray steles. IS
FOR FIRE TRUCK WHEELS 
AND TIRES
Tenders will be received by the un­
dersigned not later than November 5th. 
1938. for supplying four new size 
wheels, tires and tubes installed on 
PcUggles fire truck.
the patrol system on Monday, and his • msHn n stnHv nf the greater, crop on the prairies and anlapp wn<s tpmnnrarilv tnkpn hv Hnv , * '-^ray nas maae  ^ a siuay oi .xne. imswincr in hnsinpssA it isO IBELLNPHOTO studiofor.yourKo- place was te porarily taken by Guy 3gies‘ on consignment‘act and intends fn e r a l  upswing in business.^ iri is
“  dak finishing. Prompt and efficient . . . , to prenare-an address which will, en- but the fact lemains that buying
service, in before 9 a.m.i out at 5 p.m. Following opening remarks by +v,q nirrViUrrn+c, .r>f iTCT-.-rMrc- 1® tardy. Relief has been cut off in
Ask ' for 'our'FREE enlargement' card' school board Chairman^ Dave Chap- c lT iS ^ in  ^ t L ^ S S ^ r e ie m ^ i7 t ? t h l  ® consider-
oo.ffp man, who spoke of the fine co-opera- .lu- • + ■ ^ ' • + n- able purchasing. A  farmer who reaps“ c. growers this winter in a more mtellig- ^ ^
For particulars and specificatimis, ap- r  "Heating a'n'd Sheet M eta l'W o i'k - Accord gave the pupils
ply to the undersigned or Fred Gore, at 
Fire Hall. . ■ '








ARE W EDDED HERE
his relief money.
tion, of the police, city and junior ^^^orm  foV%hriav^^^^^  ^ necessarily stands much
OR A SQUARE DEAL in Plumbing, ^Qard in making this patrol possible. also states that s iL e  his too, and he is paying off his
'Constable Ira Secor  gave t e ils ' . ' f  ^ ^  ^ ^ debts with the' money he earns— ,
a thorough grounding in traffic pro- committee began to voice a few  opm-  ^ bought apples with
tection and ri^ hat the police expected concerning shippers’ failure to
of them sales' on consignment
The students are expected to walk act, that he has discovered a number 
on the sidewalks at all times, he stat- f/ cases .in which the . giower has 
ed. whether it be in front of the school threatened to make application under 
property and in the school zones or ^  statement and the
on Bernard avenue. The roads are for shipper has quelled any further inves-
LAND REGISTRY ACT 
(Section 160)
IN THE MATTER OF Lot 152 Map
498 Osoyoos Division Yale District.
PROOF having been filed in my Of­
fice of the loss of Certificate of title 
No. 52845F to the above mentioned 
lands in the name of John Metcalfe 
and bearing date 9th October. 1929:
motor and bicycle' traffic, he' pointed tigation by settling with the grower fpr 
out. and the schoolboy traffic patroL ^ couple of cents , per box over his
CITRUS TA R IFF  
RUM O R PERTURBS  
VA LLEY GROWERS
Emily Edstrom Becomes Bride of system means to educate the youth of ^^ °P-
TTT-if___3 ___ _ today to know and obey traffic rules.Wilfred Tucker at Seventh Day Bicycles, he continued, are to be
Adventist Church ridden as close to the right hand curb 
IS possible. No more than two bi-
HUNTERS FIN ED  IN  
VERNO N COURT
Duty May Come Off Citrus Fruits 
in December, Report States
A  rather disquieting rumor has pen­
etrated fruit circles this week. The 
tariff usually goes off the citrus fruits
The Seventh Day Adventist church cycles can be ridden abreast and bi- 
\vas the scene of a prettj" wedding on c.ycles are expected to obey stop sign
Sunday, October 16th. when Miss Em- regulations as well as motor traffic. ____  ______
ily Edstrom. onlj' daughter of Mr. Constable Secord warned the young- Kelowna Man-Among Those who from the United States at the turn of 
, „ „ „ „ „ „  Edstrom. of Vernon, became stors that if the regulations are not . , . , „  i ri- the year. There is a large crop of or-
I HEK.^LY Giv e  n o t ic e  of mj m- bride of Wilfred Tucker, son of obeyed bicycles will be confiscated for Violated Huflting Regulations aggeg etc threatening the Canadian
l^e  Mr. . ----- -- markets this season and when January
to usuc to the. said John Benvoulin, Rev. Wilson of Port Corp. B. W. Smijtho, in charge of 
Metcalfe a .provisional Ceitihcate of Banev travelling here to officiate, 
title in lieu of such lost certificate. Any
Cheapness
Aftermath of tho pheasant season 1, 1939, comes around, it will not mean 
the highway patrol operations for this opening, occurred in Vernon police altogether happy date for the Oh-
is not always “ V A LU E”. Wc always aim lo 
give value for every dollar you s}>eiid in our 
store, yet we keep our merchandise on a level 
with your rc(]uiremcnls and your purse.




Grown at Arinslrong, B.C. 
tender and quick O  Ihs. 
cooking...............
CANNED PEAS
Sieve 5, Standard 2’s; -|
wonderful value; per tin X v C
DRY GREEN PEAS 
r 3 25cExcellent in soup O  lbs or as a vegetable
CANNED FR U IT
PLUMS ami GREENGAGES
Local paelt in heavy 
syrup; 16 oz. tins; each
Hallowe’en
CANDY
Fresh stock now on display. 
A nice assortrhent and all real 
value—Prepare novv for that 
Hallowe’en Party.
FLOIR We have just received a shipment that we bought when the market was at its lowest ' level. We’ll pass the saving on to you.
Gordon’s Grocery





Reserve Friday, Oct. 28th for Kelowna Boys’ Band Concert in Junior
High School Auditorium: "
mmssasMBa
T H E  C O R P O R A T IO N  O F  T H E  C IT Y  
O F K E L O W N A
1st, 1939
Notice is hereby given tiiat a Court 
of Revision will be held on Thi^rsday, 
November lOth, 1938, at ten o’clock in 
the forenoon, at the Council Chamber, 
Kelowna, B.C., for the purpose of hearing 
and determining any appliciation to strike 
out the name of any person which has 
been improperly placed upon the Muni­
cipal Voters’ List, 1939, or to place on 
such list the name of any person impro­
perly omitted from same.
G. H. D U N N ,
City Clerk.
Kelowna, B.G.,
October 19th, 1938. ' 12-3c
For Sale or Rent
FU LLY M ODERN
B O AM D IM ®  H O U SE
Within 3 minutes from Post Office.
BEING SOLD AT H A LF COST 
as closing out an estate.
E. M. CARRUTHERS & S0.N LTD.
Phone 127 Bernard Ave.
the undersigned.
DATED at the Land Registry Office. 




Five men, T. E. deWolf, S. J. Stocks, this year. As yet there is no definite jfjns when he was interviewed this
information on the matter, but it is -week. PLAN MUNICIPAL BALL-M orange bMssoni. She cairied a stressed an important slogan for the b . L. Morrow and L. Boultbee, all of n o  “I consider this one very en- -o^  , ■,
bouquet of pink and while carnations, children to always bear in mind: “ I am Vancouver and F G deWolf o f  V e r -  something that very definitely adds to couraeine noint” ^ - Penticton s reeve and council are
Miss Alyce Weilland was brides- careful because it is smart to be safe:” „ „ „  miiltv tn chontino- Ihe - ■• ----
D
22nd who look-
g T . non, pleaded guilty to shooting five the marketing worries. importance'of which’'L m o 1 'be‘^under^
maid and chose rose pink taffeta for Mayor O. L  Jones then spoke short- pheasants each on the opening Adding to optimism, on the other estimated.” noi oe unoei of the poor children of the Penticton
her gown with a pink bouquet. , y^ on the history attached to the Sam afternoon and were fined SIO and .side of the picture, is the fact that ' district. Last year about $300 was raas-
The bridegroom w as supported 'oy Brown belt and presented the six cap- gf 7(5 costs apiece apple prices in the state of Washing-  ^  ^ --------  ed in this manner.
tains with their equipment. Shooting after 4 o’clock in the after- ton are definitely better. Shippers _  ^C.P.R. OFFICIALS HERE ----- -------------- _ _ _ _ _
. j  V,-*  ^ ------ - noon cost E. G. Harvey of Kelowna have stated that this may mean a C. E. Blaney, of Vancouver, travel FAILED TO ACCOUNT FOR FUNDS
-—  -------------------------- -----ed very sweet in pink and white were table was centred by a four-tier wed- and Walter K. Sproule, of Vancouver chance at certain export markets, for passenger agent of the C.P.R., Travers
Imported Ivy the Misses Marlyn Ritchey and Shu- ding cake. $11.75 each for fines and costs. ’ certain grades and varieties, which Coleman, publicity dept., C.P.R., W. H. For failing to account for insurance
Boston Iv.v is native to the Orient ley Miller. * The happy couple, who were the 'W. (ij. Dodds, of Armstrong, appear- has hitherto been denied the Okana- Fletcher, of Vancouver, assistant f o r  Premium funds, Frank A. Sadler was
and was probably brought to New About one hundred guests attended recipients of many lovely and useful ed in Armstrong police court, and gan. eign freight agent of the C.P.R., have remanded in Penticton police court on
England by Yankee traders returning Uie^reception ^held at Uie home of the presents, will reside in the East Ke- was fined $10 for carrying loaded fire- The rise in Washington prices was been business visitors in this city Monday for sentence^ He^was found 
. T I A  U,., orms lu HU automoblle. particularly emphasized by Mr. Has- during the past week. ...............  . . . -  -
ate of first publication: September bis brother. ^ Edney Tucker. 
I. 1938. 8-5c g;be two tiny tlpwey girls.
from China and Japan. bride’s parents and the diriing-room Towna district. guilty by Magistrate G. A. McLelland.
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FOR THESE COLD MORNINGS—
why not try a hot, riourisliiiig dish of
P U R ITY  OR ROBIN HO O D
Quick or Slow Cookinj.;
ROLLED OATS
We aii‘ Af'ciils for;
The Parnous DR. H ESS Stock and Poultry Feeds
A rciiLs for:
S H E R W I N - W I L L I A M S  P A I N T S  
A N D  V A R N I S H E S
KELOWNA GROWERS’ 
EXCHANGE
The lIou.se of Service and Quality 
t I'Yec City Deiivery Phono 29
PO N T  rOllGET Itoys’ Band Concert—Junior lliRii, Friday, Oct. 28




RUTLAND DELEGATE TO HFTH W .L  BUTTER BARGAINSM A N Y HUNTERS  
OPEN SEASON
A T  GLENMORE CONVENTION REPORTS TO MEETING;
Pheasants TJIavc Now  Sought 
Cover— Col. Moodic Gives the 
Presbytery Report
.Jud/'ing from Uio deluj c^ of slio(.s 
itroiiiid Glciimoi’c on I lie .siroko of 
tvvolvo on .Snliirdiiy noon, it would al­
most s('t!in as llioujdi Um himtors had 
already taken .aim and weia> I'eady to 
lire when Uu; clock slruek, Pheasanl.s 
are no loiif'er wnlkiiif! and feeding 
leisurely out in the open, hut, instead, 
if one is seen at all. it is running for 
cover nnd safety.
IMPRESSED W im  QUEBEC WOMAN
__________________ ' ^
M r s .  M .  K i d d  I n t e r e s t in g  S p e a k e r  A t  R u t la n d  W o m e n ’s  
In s t i t u t e  M e e t in g — A .  K ;  L o y d  H e a d s  C o m m it t e e  to  
P r o v i d e  S w im m in g  P o o l  f o r  D i s t r i c t
At Muni real price;; advanced almost
r ’ M F v rT k  showed
“ dierease of over 4 million i)onnds in
tairphis slocks of huUer. Itargains in 
this lood necessity may soon he n 
Ihinj; t)f (h(> past, at leas! until next 
sprinp l^ ritp's summer prass iuid abun­
dant mill; flow apain.
The Octobi'r l.s| report of tlie Do­
minion IJuiean of Statistics, pivini; 
holdings of ereamery biilter in Can­
ada has caused (he markets to g.o up.
f r
T o  T h in k
o f  W i n t e r  
C o m fo r t
COAL—
A  wide selection from the best fields of Western Canada.
FIREPROOF IN SU LA TIO N —
We recommend three outstand-Save on your winter fuel bill, 
ing brands—
GYPROC WOOL INSULEX ZONOLITE
W m . H A U G  /a S O N
Phone 66 Since 1892 Kelowna
DON’T FORGET Boys’ Band Concert—Junior High, Friday, Oc\. 28
Th e  Wom en’s Institute held its first meeting of the new season on 
Thursday afternoon, with an attendance of twenty-two mem­
bers. The chair was taken by the president, Mrs. W . Sharpe, and 
• • * in addition to routine matters, appointment of convenors of the nc-
Col. w. H. Moodie of East Kelowna cessary committees to look after the refreshments for the forthcom- 
gave a very interesting talk at the j[f,g community SUppcr was attended to.




First of W inter Concert Scries to 
be Presented Next Week
church service on Sunday morning. 
He spoke on the work of the amiiiul 
meeting of the Presbytery, which he 
attended at Ilcwelstoke last week. llev. 
W. It. Ashford of Summerland will 
.speak at the service next Sunday, on 
the work of Murine Mi.ssions, while 
Hev. A. C. Pound will take the .ser­
vice at Summerland.
4* 4<
Miss Barbara Moubray was taken
This firs
since summer, Mrs. M. Kidd, tlie de­
legate to the fifth Biennial convention 
of B.C. Women’s Institutes, held in 
Vancouver, .Inly 6lh to 8th inclusive, 
gave a detailed report of that gather­
ing, Mrs. Kidd’s report proved inter­
esting and was much appreciated by 
the members. The Rutland delegate 
was particularly impressed with thei.vxior> X^ CIIUJUK* AVJtUUUlU WHS llllvCfl VVUft jl-ZUi L1V..U1UL 1,X 111 i X CbldUU WILII llU
suddenly ill last Friday morning and personality and charm of the Quebec 
rushed to the hospital, where she un- representative, Miss Hazel McCain, 
derwent an operation for aijpendicitis, teacher of home economics at McDon- 
Ihe same day. She is at present get- aid College, Quebec, and .superintend- 
ting along nicely. ent of Quebec Women’s Institutes.
* * * . Miss McCain brought a message from
Mrs. Janies Clark, now of Winfield the Institutes of the eastern province, 
but formerly of Glenmore, is a patient and proved a very interesting speaker, 
m the Kelowna hospital. She is pro- —' - - ■
grossing favorably.
4* i(t
Mr. James Loudoun of Victoria is a 
guest at the homo of his cousin Mr. 
A. H. Loudoun, having arrived on 
Thursday last.
4i 4i 4i
Mr. and Mrs. E. Woodward motored 
down from Kamloops on Friday last,
Lovers of band music are already 
anticipating the concert to be present-
Thrcc delegates were present from October 28th, b.y the Ke-
the Peace River Block. Their district iowna Boy's Band. This young organi- 
contains no loss than 21 branches of zation has proved its ability during
 ^ membership the past summer and next week makes
Di\ K. C. MacDonald, minister of public with the first of
agriculture. Dr. G. M. Weir, minister  ^ series of winter concerts, 
of education, Dean Clement of the Lack of funds to purchase the ncces- 
U.B.C., Judge Helen McGill and Dr. sary music has deterred the progress
For Sale
A T  A  BARG AIN  PRICE OF $2,500.00
M D O L R N  b r i c k  b u n g a l o w , containing dining and 
living rooms, four bedrooms, bathroom and hot water 
heating. Tw o and one half acres of land,
TW^O A R D  O N E -H A L F  A C R E S  of first class vegetable 
land for sale close to town, either with or without a 
small four roomed house.
For further particulars apply Real Estate Department.
O KANAG AN INVESTM ENTS CO. LT D .
Real Estate, Insurance, Stocks and Bonds
Phone 98 Kelowna, B.C. Phone 332
D O N ’T  F O R G E T  the Boys’ Band Concert in the Junior 
High School Auditorium, Friday, October 28th
□ 11 iv i rri  . , , * , i   t rr  t  r r
and were guests at the home of their H- E. Young, provincial health officer ^
nmisins Mr .inr? Mrc TVT r» wUcr.., were among the speakers to address . vuuui,n luiias navecousins r. and rs. M. D. Wilson un 
til Monday, when they returned home the convention.
WESTBANK
ATTENTION!
R A D I O  O W N E R S  O F  K E L O W N A  ?
Pliofic 77S
F O R  A  N E W  S E R V I C E  F O R  Y O U
I Y O U R  R A D IO  T U B E S  V  
T E S T E D  F R E E  '
u u ii  been acquired to enable the organiza-
Mrs. H. McGregor, of Penticton, pie • i^on to present an entirely new pre­
sident of the convention, reported that gram when it makes its appearance 
there were thirty Institutes in the Sal- riext week.
mon Arm-Okanagan district, with a "rhe youngsters have been practising
-------  total membership of 727. These In- assidously and only the finishing touch-
Mrs. S. K. MacKay received word stitutes had between them raised th*i es are necessary to whip the various
on Saturday that her father Mr. Jones sum of $8,839.60, practically all of selections into shape for a public per-
had passed away at his home at Ken- which had been spent in Uie local formance. A  number of local artists 
ton, Manitoba. areas for community purposes. will assist the youngsters and provide
_ . Several speakers stressed the good variety, to the program. These in-
• Mrs. L. D. Hitchener is mourning work done in many communities in elude H. Tutt who w ill render a vocal
the loss of her father Mr. Atkins, who the way of bringing the many races solo, Mrs. F. Tutt and Miss M. Scott
passed away at Vancouver last Wed- and creeds together. In this connec- who will render a vocal duet and W.
tion it was interesting to note that on Bredin who w ill give a reading,
the Wednesday evening an entertain- The program as at present lined up 
ment was given, called “Canadian includes:
Mosiacs’’, with items by a Crotian or- _ __ i, mu •
chestra dances bv a Swedish fflrouD ^  Canada, march. The Flying Squad-
f  sonE by T k o L l s e  T en o f S  a A  Night in Tripoli; vo-
C h iS e  r c o o m S X  a^ecitatton by S,„ru1°Vh
a Chinese girl a dance by a Yugo- S Z f r c h  Tannhaus-
Slav ^roim anH a Qonp’ hv a Sf»rh7an marcn, Okay, waltz, Hesitation; VO-Slav group, and a song by a Serbian ^al duet, Mrs. F. Tutt and Miss M.
The final event of the convention
wac an pniovahlf» hanmiet at the Van*: "^^^^^uers Ragtime Band; waltz,
S i v l r  hSel at the Van- q  sole Mip; reading, Mr. W. Bredin;
A hearty vote of thanks was extend- CrRer^’n^^^”^^  ^ from Mignon; march, 
ed to Mrs. Kidd for her excellent re­
port. ' — ■■■ " ------
Mrs. A. Loosemoi’e reported upon ____
the outcome of a raffle held in aid of 
the Kelowna hospital. The prize.
nesday..
Mrs. C. J. Tolhurst returned on Sat­
urday from a months’ visit to the 
coast. ''
Mrs. M. A. Hewlett and her daugh­
ter Miss Grace Hewlett left last week 
for a visit to the States and Vancou­
ver.
4t’ *
Mr. Adrian Reece who has been 
seriously ill in Kelowna hospital, is 
making good progress towards recov- 
' ery.
Mrs. T. Wells arrived by car from 
Nelson to visit her parents Mr. and 
Mrs. Henry Parker.
' . ♦ ■ 4s. 4» .
“ M E N  A T  W O R K !”
The most cheerful sign on the road
' k ' k
M EN  AT  W ORK” is an encouraging, cheerful 
sign upon the highway.
It is the happiest sign on the business highway too.
Business enterprise, making wise use of banking 
service, is the mainspring of employment.
The contractor responsible for that '"Men at Work” 
S®ts the job of building that stretch of highway 
by being the lowest responsible tenderer.
N ot always does he have the ready money to buy all the
^ t^iterialsy pay tcages and build it out of his own resources.
H e goes to the bank and, having assets and a good reputa­
tion, he negotiates such advances as he may need.
He orders materials, sets men 
to  work. As the job proceeds, 
engineers’ certificates enable him 
t o  collect from those with whom 
he contracted, and the work
In your own home before your eyes with latest type equipment. 
Take advantage of this offer and insure your full enjoyment of your 
Avinter radio entertainment. Phone anytime for thic service.
ELECTRIC SALES & SERVICE
P H O N E  775
x?^ ,r Tj,,__ T-i , , ,  n i\.eio n ix i ±n ,
twelve tickets to the Empress Theatre.Harvest Thanksgiving service in St. 
George’s Church on Sunday evening, 
there was a large congregation every 
seat being filled. The church was 
beautifully decorated by Mesdames 
Washington Brown, Hoskins and 
Drought.
The ,A s Have It Unpremeditated
Almost all the alphabets of the Lord Russell, the English magistrate, 
world, no matter how unlike they may was once listening to a gUb. shiftv- 
an other ways, have A  as their first eyed prisoner protest his innocence.
Although appearances were against
the man, he was putting up a pretty 
good case, and was insisting to his 
Lordship that he was the soul of 
honor and had never committed a 
crime.
* A t length, failing to hear the last 
few  words of a remark the prisoner 
made. Lord Russell inquired, “What 
was your last sentence?”
“Six months hard labor, m’Lord,” 
was the instant reply.
THURSDAY, OCT. 20th 





DAYS IN  
Kelowna
OPEN FROM 10 a..m.
TO 10 pan.
Oon’t Miss 
A  Day !
A  Spectacular Exhibition of Modern Household Merchandise,
Appliances.
Furniture, and Electrical
S E E  T H E  K IT C H E N  A N D  B A T H R O O M  O F
I.O .O .F. H A LL
Free!
T O D A Y
3
Free! Free!
1st Prize — TRI-LITE FLOOR LAMP — value $15.00 
2nd Prize — SET of DINNERWARE — value $7.50 
3rd Prize — PIECE of CUT GLASS — value $5.00
C O U P O N S  F R E E  T O  A L L -^G e t yours any day this week at either:-
Loane’s Hardware 
Stockweirs Ltd. - .
Kelowna Hardware Co., Ltd.
Y O U R  SPO N SO R S
Phone 95 
Phone 3Z4  
Phone 44
was won by Mrs. Andy Kitsch, arid 
the raffle netted o^er $18.00.
The meeting closed with the serving 
of refreshments to the members. '
Mrs., C. H. Gatley, and son Lome 
Gatley,, of Flin FlOh, Manitoba, are 
visitors at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
R. B. McLeod.
*  *  *
F. L. Fitzpatrick returned on Satur­
day from a short business trip to 
Edmonton, Alta.
• • • . '
Desire Swimming Pool
The desirability of providing swim­
ming facilities for the young people of 
the district has been diseussed for 
some time, and now the matter is be­
ing given serious consideration by a 
local committee, of which A. K. Loyd 
is acting chairman, and D. McDougaf 
secretary. A  moving spirit in the en­
terprise is Capt. C. R. Bull, M.LA., 
who has already made a cash contri­
bution to the subscription list that is 
being opened. The committee met on 
Friday evening last at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. McDougall, and plans 
were made to hold a general meeting 
at a later date. The proposal is to 
construct a concrete swimming pool 
near the community hall, to be sup­
plied with water from the B.M.I.D.. 
ditch that runs through the property. 
At present this property is in the 
hands of the Kelowna board of trade, 
but it is hoped to make arrangements 
to acquire sufficient ground for the 
purpose.  ^ Present at the initial com­
mittee meeting were, A. K. Loyd, D. 
McDougal, Capt. Bull, M.L.A., E. Mug- 
ford, Earl Hardie, A. W. Grav, Mrs.
D. McDougal and Mrs. A. W. Gray.
Earl Hardie and a party of six made 
a round trip by car on Sunday via 
McCulloch, Rock Creek. Osoyoos and 
Penticton, taking eight hours for the 
journey.
• 4«. . 41
Construction has commenced on the 
addition of a chancel vestry to St. 
Aidans (Anglican) church, the, work 
being undertaken by Mr. Maranda, a 
Kelowna contractor.
*  *  *
Rev. W. R. Ashford, o^ Summerland, 
will occupy the pulpit at the United 
church on Sunday evening next. Rev. 
Ashford was formerly on the coast 
mission boat “Sky Pilot” , and will 
speak of his work there. Mrs. R. w; 
Corner of Glenmore •’was present at 
the service on Sunday last and favored 






To expedite the movement of the 
fruit the local firm of McLean & Fitz­
patrick Ltd., has been shipping some 
of the crop to its Oliver house to be 
packed, the crop in that district being 
light.
*  *  *
Mr. and Mrs. E. Mugford travelled 
by car to Naramata on Sunday last to 
visit Rev. and Mrs. A. McMillan.
New York State Journal: The really 
successful automobile salesman is one 
who can make you take out your own 
fountain pen to sign on the dotted 
line.
® Lucky Lager is a per­
fectly balanced beer in every 
respect. It  is neither too 
bitter nor too sweet . . . too 
heavy nor too light. That’ s 
why it is British Columbia’s 
Most popular lager beer.
PHONE 224 
for Free Home 
Delivery 
_  COAST




This advertisement is not published 
or displayed by the Liquor Control 
Board or by the Government of 
British Columbia.
goes on.
The highway finished, the 
hank is repaid. Such repayments 
enable the bank to supply credit 
“ to other responsible borrowers. 
A  manufacturer gets a large 
order, with an early time limit 
, for delivery. With only a hun­
dred men, his factory cannot 
turn out the articles within the 
time required. With more men 
he can do it-—but he lacks 
sufficient cash.
Operating his factory, as a 
going concern, with a profitable 
order and having a reputation 
for integrity, he asks the bank 
to lend him what he needs to 
pay wages.
The bank makes him a loan. 
He takes on more men. They 
get wages. The goods are turned 
out, delivered and paid for. The 
manufacturer repays the bank 
with the agreed interest.
He has his profit and can 
spend some money developing 
new business to keep his men 
employed.
How does a bank make these 
advances —  where does the 
money come from ?
B anks, having branches  
throughout Canada, mobilize 
the surplus fimds of millions of 
depositors, large and small, and, 
based upon them, make credit 
available throughout the coun­
try as may be required.
Millions of little sums repre­
sent the toil, production and 
lifetime savings of Canadians—  
your fellow-citizens.
Safeguarding these deposits is 
the b a ^ ’s first care. .
Deposits of $1,000 or less—  
most of them much less— are 
owned by  3,770,000 out of 
Canada’s 4,084,000 savings de­
positors. The total of all bank 
savings deposits in Canada is 
nearly $1,584,000,000; the aver­
age savings deposit in a bank 
is only $387.
Wisely safeguarded by Cana­
da’s chartered banks these de­
posits furnish credit that kcfsps 
"men at work” when used by 
Canadian business and industry 
— producing new realizable
Wealth from Canada’s great, re­
sources. The country and all its 
people benefit.
In the field of business de­
posits, out of an average of
660.000 "current”  accounts,
596.000 amount to $1,000 or 
less.
Savings deposits are, primari­
ly, the basis on which hanks can 
make loans.
Only the confidence of the 
people and their willingness to 
leave their money on deposit, 
enable a bank to lend money 
and— a^t small profit-margin to 
itself— serve the community.
We have mentioned the con­
tractor and the manufacturer. 
The same process stimulates ; 
employment throughout the 
whole fabric of production, in­
dustry and commerce.
Loans to agriculture and for 
marketing agricultural products , 
totalled in 1937, $88,294,000—  
9.0 per cent, of all ordinary bank 
loans shown on the return to the 
Minister of Finance, October 
31st, 1937.
Of this sum $57,490,000 went 
to farmers, cattlemen and fruit 
raisers and $30,804,000 to grain 
dealers, seed merchants and 
grain exporters.
Other bank loans went to 
municipalities and school dis­
tricts; wholesalers, retailers, 
manufacturers of and dealers in 
lumber,. pulp and other forest 
products; fi^ierment fish pack­
ers and curers; public utilities 
including transportation com-
Sanies; stockbrokers and bond- ealers; provincial govern­
ments; mining men; churches, 
parishes; hospitals; and to chari­
table and religious institutions.
Canada’s chartered banks de­
fend and protect the safety of 
the funds of depositors— the 
millions of thrifty souls we have 
described, whose life-savings 
they entrust to their hanks.
N o  Canadian  depositor, 
through the w orld -shak ing  
events of recent years, has had 
to fear for the safety of a single 
dollar lodged with Canada’s 
ehartered banks.
The funds of depositors arc 
their own —  not a pool from 
which everybody may draw at 




Your local branch bank manager will be glad to talk bank­
ing with you. He will be glad to answer your questions, 
from  the standpoint o f his own experience. The next article 
in  this series will appear in this newspaper. Watch for it.
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It's No Surprise Tbat 
YouVc Constipated!
I f coiisUpiitlon )mn you bo(^ (;cil 
down no you fool tired, ounk, nil 
pliiyod out-lt'H tlnio you u;;Iccd 
yoiir.-iolf ooiMO <iuo;iUon;il
W/i(it have i/ou had to cat 
latcl}/? ,Ju?;t iiiout, hn'iid, oirkM. 
IKilatooM? It';; no (;urprli;i; youVo 
coii.';U|)iit(!d I 'I’lio ciiiinci'.'i uro 
you don’t Kot enou!;h "bulk." And 
"bulk" doir.n't mcim a lot of food. 
It'o a kind of food Unit l;;p't con- 
uumod In tho body, but loaveii a 
i;oft "bulky" nia.'i;; In Mu: Intoa- 
tlnoa and liolpa a bowel move­
ment.
If till;; la what you lack, your 
ticket la crisp crunchy KolloRit'a 
All-Bran for brcakfa.at ovory day. 
It  contains the “bulk” you need 
plun Nnturc'o irrcat Intestinal 
tonle. vitamin B,.
Eat All-Bran every day, drink 
plenty of water, and take a now 
lease on life I All-Bran l.a made by 
Kcllogfi In London, Ontario. Sold 
by every grocer.
THE CHURCHES
CANADIAN P A V IL IO N  TO BE ERECTED A T  W O RLD FA IR
THE U N ITED  CMUHCII OF 
CANADA
I'iiiil Uiiilrd, riiriicr Niclilcr .St. un<t llrnmm 
Avenue
Mini'.lor; Kcv. VV, VV. M fl’her.soii, 
M.A.. D.Tl).
()i;;ani!;l and Choir Leader:
C.yril S. !VIo:.:.op. A.T.C.M.. 1,.T.C.L.
II a.111. Coiniiniiiion Service.






Tlii.s Society i.s a liranch of The 
Mother C liurcli, 'Flie First tiinrrcli of 
( lirist, .Scienti.sJ. in Boston, Ma.saacliu- 
sctis. .‘Services: .Sunday, II a.m.;, Sun­
day S( bool, y.45 a.in.; first and third 
VVednesdays, Testimony Meeting, 8 
p ill keaditiK Kooni open Wcdnc.sday 
and Saturday afternooms, 3 to 5 p.rn.
Mm
SALE OF SHRUBS AND TREES FOR  
FA LL PLANTING
Itllt. IlOIVli', OWNICIC—You eaii't alTord to miss tlii.s opportiinity. 
Our lai'Ke seleettoii of Nliriibs and Irees Is olTered at greatly reiiueed . 
Iiriee.s to iiialie le tin for new sloeli.
Al.so. we are hooking orders now for .'piiii", didivery 
and will proeine any tree or slinili yon want.
Don't fornet, too that we have a large assortment of best pimuirable
DIJ'I’CII ItllLlbS.
R IC HTER  STREET GREENHOUSES
r.O. BOX 117 — _  IMIONE KH I2-Ife
DON'T FOltGET Boys* Baml Coiieert—Junior lligl., I''rlday, Oct. U8
H t i  ■%: A
EMPRESS THEATRE ”'7,';:.%;'."?^ "
ROBERT MONTGOMERY and VIRGINIA BRUCE
in the play that electrified Broadway!
Yellow Jack 9 9
.'iincric.a s drainalie eoiuiiiesl of yellow fever now irninorlalized
on the screen!
iJ R E lU D E  ra C O n Q U E S f
;„y;; T H €  E D I T O R S  O F  T I M E  
B R I N G  Y O B
■■sflit^RRAMAsIIiesSTORY'BeHIND 
^ T H €  H E A D L I N E S !  . . . .
Ihe CiUiadiun exhibits til the New York Worlds Fairs will be iioused in the Cunadiuii pavilion a drawing 
of whieh is shown, above. Tho building w ill be constructed on Presidential Row South and w ill include an 80-foot 
relleeling pool wliich may be seen at the right.
MAKING C A N A D A
A|Bettcr Place in Which to Live and W ork
A Scries of Letters from Distinguished Canadians on Vital Problems 
Alfecting tlic Future Welfare of Canada
^Specia lly  Written for Canadian Weekly Newspapers Association,
1ST RUTLAND 
TROOP
“Do a good turn daily!”
------------ .
Orders for tho week ending October 
22nd. 1938:
Dear Mr. Editor; chilv rm , .e , , , rrf,' • The tioop will partidc in the com-
With reference to your enquiry ask- There is no doubt that there are munity hall on Friday at 7 45 nm 
ing what endeavor I vvould recom- certain measures of lieipful individual sharp, in full uniform i
mend to the six hundred editors of character which can only be carried D iHv Pnfmi, !
rural weekly newspapers spread ac- oi-it by Government, such, for example, ii tj-^  ’ ^ ‘^ ’^Sai-oos.
ross Canada with their six million Old Age Pensions. A  measure of Fall Hike:
readers to make Canada a better place this kind should not be looked upon The annual fall hike will be held on
in which to live and work, I believe ^s a matter of charity but as a mat- Saturday and Sunday next, October 
that a campaign to inculcate a spirit ter of benefit for the State as a whole. 22nd and 23rd, the destination being 
of self-reliance would be most of On the other hand, there is no doubt Munson’s Cabin. The start w ill be 
beneficial character. that many able bodied people have made from the school field at 9.30 a.m.
Discovery and invention have come to rely upon Government for Wear Scout hat, shirt, scarf, belt.' 
brought about new economic condi- subsistence as well as assistance in a Long pants or overalls permissable if  
tions and even new moral concepts, great variety of ways. I believe that you do not have breeches. Shorts op- 
More and more responsibility has been well directed and continuous cam- tional. Lists will be issued at the 
placed upon Government. In the early paign upon the subject of self reliance meeting on Friday, detailing the sup- 
days of the depression many people would be beneficial both to the indiv- plies to be taken, 
disliked acceptance of Governmetit re- idual and to the State. ♦ ♦ *
lief, but relief, like vice, has come to Wishing the weekly press, every There was an attendance of 20 at the 
be embraced. I well remember the success, I beg to remain, meeting on Friday last, which was
time, and perhaps you do also, when faithfullv vom-c good for the. first of the season. In ad-
people were ashamed to appeal to the y y , dition there was one new recruit in
Government for personal assistance. J. D. PATTULLO, attendance. Troop Leader Maurice
Now it is becoming a Government Premier of British Columbia., ^oames was out, to the meeting, but it
— - .----- -^---- . , learned with regret that he expects
turning such will be found very help- L V d ^ f f i J c L S u r g r g
fu'tu^Ms °rbrgl STeM-urfaS fhggS” ”
many garden insects, which will be The week of October 8th to 15th '
f
PA Y ATTENTIO N TO  
GARDENS IN  FA LL







NOW GET YOUR HOME READY FOR W I N T E R
I I TfVKRFl? ^  better home requires better lumber. We
have it at money-saving prices.
S. M. Simpson, Ltd.
QUALITY LUMBER AND BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES
Phones: Gen. Office, 312 - M ill Office, 313.
aCllLCCt
FOR BEST RESULTS>'’™|“  common m  autumn and rttenW n 'w arglw nTo 'lh lsgn
-------  ^ ^e^ds to put g^JJ?eve^^^^
Much Can be Done in Autumn to ^he land m better heart, promoting a fire is discovered, includ/ng re s c S S  
Reduce ^nsect Population in l ^ i ^ g  w S ,  «
At this season of the year when the S  over ih e r e 'd ^ y ^ L ^ h fe g S  oA'he' t°h the points^covered. In this
natural beauty of the flower garden most destructive borers are^ tn he were adjudged the best,
is fading, one’s ; thought turn to next found adhering to such nlants The patrol  ^ competition got
year and the formation of plans for gathering and burnine ma^ ce-? ^^ay to a_ good start, with the Seals
improving both the annual and peren- cocoons, webs and nests o f  shrubs! l^aSSSig- Following is the
nial border. When any improvement ornamental trees or adhering to fen-
IS under consideratmn, there naturally ces, garden furniture and buildings is . Ptsr
comes into mind those, factors which, strongly recommended. In this way lantaron.;........ ..................... ”•••....
this year, interfered with the produc- the numbers of such common insects °  - ............. : 90
the first thought will include the many cabbage worms, etc., w ill be very ®^^vers ..................... .....................  63
difi:erent insects which were often a .materially reduced. In the autumn, " 7 7 7 : ------------------- ---------^-------------------
trial and contributed towards making ornamental trees and shrubs, as well P’ ^ted m the .district, only a few  late
j  ^  comparative wilderness, as fruit trees and bushes of all kinds remaining early this week;
It should be realized that much can must be carefully examined for the water-core made an ap-
be done in the autumn to reduce the presence of dead twigs, branches and in some orchards, affecting
insect population of the following canes. When found, these should be ^^heious and other winter apples. '
year. There are numerous \vays of dut off and burned, as insects com- moisture seems to have been
doing this, but perhaps the destruc- monly hibernate within, hidden away greater this year than usual, in
hon. of plant refuse, preferably, by m tunnels or cavities formed there spite of the dry ’
burning is the one most productive of while feeding. _ _ _ _ _
lesults. Many of the most common Such practices, coming under the
insect species pass the winter under- general heading of garden sanitation,
neath debris; lying m the fields and will be found most beneficial not only 
gardens.^ The tarnished plant bug, in reducing the number of insects pre- 
that arch enemy of some of the most sent but in promoting the general well 
cherished flowers, is among the num- being of the garden, 
ber'. The destruction of refuse also 
kills those insects that pass the w in­
ter as pupae inside the stems or in 
cocoons attached to leaves and stalks.
Insect eggs laid on different parts of 
the plant will also be destroyed by
this very useful practice. Cutworms general meeting of St. Andrew’s
of many species hibernate in the egg Parish Guild was held at the Bellevue 
stage, the eggs being deposited on hotel on Thursday, when plans for 
standing grass and weeds. Pulling and various activities during the winter
were discussed. It was decided that 
the Mission school rather than the 
community hall should be used for a
DRESSED FILLETS 
OF HADDOCK
■ 1 cup o f milk
Vi cup of flour
1 tablespoon of mustard
2 cups of grated old Cana­
dian cheese
2 tablespoons of butter 
fresh ch'opped parsley 
Prepare a white sauce with 
the butter, the flour, the 
mustard, and the milk; add 
the grated cheese, season. 
Wipe the flilets with a damp 
cloth, cut in individual 
pieces, cover each piece with 
the cheese mixture, sprinkle 
with chopped parsley, place 
on well buttered oven dish, 
and cook 20 minutes in 
moderate oven. Fillets of 
any other kind of Canadian 
Fish may be used instead of 
Haddock fillets.' ’ ’
I
T h e  k id d ie s ’ eyes will sparkle when yon 
bring in an appetizing platter of Fish. It’s a 
dish fit for si king, with its delicious, palate­
pleasing flavour . , . yet so inexpensive that 
you win have money left over for extra meal­
time treats.
You can enjoy Canadian Fish and Shellfish all 
the year ’round — over 60 different kinds — 
fresh, frozen, smoked, dried, canned or pickl­
ed . . .  as often as you wish. Many tempting 
recipes make it easy for you to offer delightful 
variety to hearty appetites.
DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES, OUAWA
Please send me your free Booklet, "ZOO Tempting 
Fish Recipes .










(Please Print letters Plainly)
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— ADDS NEW  BEAUTY
and luxury to old time dependability!
------OFFERS the strongest challenge in
Dodge history to cars in the lowest-price 
field.
-----HAS the new steering column gear,—




P l 3 t m o u t h
— IS SO B EA U TIFU L
You won’t believe it’s a low priced car.
——^Ha s  new beauty—new distinctive styl­
ing—longer wheelbase—new perfected re­
mote control gear shifting.
-SEE the new safety signal speedometer.
Only a few of the many outstanding new 
factors.
SEE THEM FOR Y O U RSELF AT
BEGG MOTOR CO.. LTD.
Bernard Avenue Phone 232 Kelowna, B.C.
card party arranged for local welfare, 
because of the former location’s better 
heating facilities; sewing bees, how­
ever, during the winter w ill be held 
in the hall. About a dozen members 
attended the meeting.
• * •
Harvest Thanksgiving service will 
take place at St. Andrew’s church 
n,ext Sunday, offerings of fruit and 
vegetables w ill be sent to the Kelowna 
hospital after the service.
. *
Sunday school was resumed October 
9th but there , has been only a small 
attendance for the past two weeks.
The Mission school was open only 
three days last week between Thanks­
giving Day and Friday, on which day 
the teachers’ convention was held.
♦ • •
Miss Barbara Collett returned from
her holiday at the coast last Thursday.
* ♦ *
Mr. J. C. Clarance came up from 
Horse Creek last Saturday and is 
spending several days here for the 
pheasant shooting.
Mr. P. Murdoch recently purchased 
about 40 acres of lakeshore property, 
including the well-known Packer’s 
beach, a favored spot for fishing off 
the rocks.
♦ • •
The shooting fights on the property 
of Mr. Hector Johns in the Mission 
have been leased to Mr. J. Hale.
Mr. T. Apsey is much improved in 
health since his return from Vancou­
ver, where he underwent an operation.♦ • »
Apple picking is practically com- I
NO HUNTING”
SIGNS
Clearly printecJ on pure
HEAVY LINEN
The signs will withstand rain and wind and remain in position for a long time.
Also printed on Heavy Cardboard i
For sale by
THE KELOWNA COURIER
W A T E R  ST. P H O N E  96
P A G E  T E N
ymrnmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
THE KELOW NA COURIER ’J’lIUUSnAY, (J(’T( )iw;i{ 20. loan
L I G H T
U P
W IT !!''
O G D E N ' S
life.
Alderman G . A . McKay
YouMI beam with delight at the friendly flqvoor o f this 
grand-tasting cigarette tobacco ! O gden 's Fine Cut has 
lighted the w ay to more enjoyable smohing for roll-your- 
owners everywheTe. W hy not learn for yourself how 
O gdon 's stands high above thorn all when it comes to 
giving satisfaction? G et a  package today— choose the 
best papers— "Chantecler*- or "V o g u e "— and light up 




Tlii.s \v(M'k, Ttii‘ Cuiiricr’.s man of the 
liuiii'. one wlio ha.s been in the .spot- 
li/:hl, of Kelowna’.s biisine.ss and .'ioeial 
life for nioi'i? than tliirt.v yr-ar.s is a 
tbin, Ki'i’.v-liaii’ed. wiry individual who 
is known to all and stnulry a.s "A lex” .
Ceonje Alexandin- MclC i^y (Irsl joined 
tin- bii.siiu-.s.s life of tlur coinnumity in 
1!)(KJ and lu? ha.s been a propeilin/* 
force behind the steady comnuinily 
;;rowlh for tin* past (piai'ter c('nttii‘y.
Alex is retired now and spends paid 
of his time tlshin/^ . Me has worked 
hard and conscientioiisl.v all his life 
and has well earned his days of com- 
l)arative leisure. Me has been a /.;ood 
business man, and with his partm'r. 
the late P. B. Willits. built ui) one of 
the most enteriirisiip' druy businesses 
in the Interior of iliis province. He 
has dellnite views on the business as­
pects of life and does not hesitate to 
tell them. ,
Altliough born in Ontario, it was at 
the .youthful aj'e of 1;/. years that he 
came west with his parents, to Mani­
toba. He has spent only a few months 
in the east since that time but can 
tell you some amusing stories concern­
ing the dilferences in business life and 
outlook between the east and the west.
To exemplify his ideas he tells of a 
trip he made east. There he found on 
one fine Saturday afternoon every 
business and professional man in a 
small community bowling. Alex was 
astounded and asked one of the most block on Bernard avenue, which still 
prominent men there how such busi­
ness proprietors could take an after­






Alliiirs ami events gain momentum 
at Kelowna hif;h thi.s week, as clubs 
and athletics b»'/;in to function. Mem­
bership is lar;',«‘ in chili.s this yt'ar, no 
doubt due to a wcll-organi/.ed .system 
of choice.
« « «
The publications club, under direc­
tion of P. Kitley. has elected Jim Cle­
ment and Maud Cretin for tlui olfices 
of prcsidi'iit and secri'tar.v-treasurer re- 
spi.'ctively. with other olficers to be 
elected soon. This club's function is 
to iMiblish the school paiier and get 
out the annual, as well as to loolc after 
news items in this papc'r. It appcsirs 
the *'hig shots” of the inib club have 
something on their hands.
ifi «
A corresijondcnce club! Well, here's 
something that has distinct advantages 
of it.s own. Under the direction of 
Miss Sibley, this club is alliliati'd with 
an international corresiiondcncc club 
that oilers members in over a hund­
red clill'erent countries.
Meinbershii) has been given to stu­
dents of Junior matric in a Frciich 
correspondence club, enabling these 
people to gain French pen-pals. No 
doubt these stubs will mean a few 
foreign stamps for our hosihtal box.
* * •
Under the direction of J. Logie, the 
photograpliy club met on Tuesday fur 
its organization. Announcement .was 
made to the effect that Mr. Whit ham 
would be giving a talk to this club on 
Thursday.
I''raiikciistchis
"Wc must dominaic uiir inacliincs or 
they ' may tloiuinatc us. Albng ' witli 
this I'liallcngc cniiu's a waining a 
challi'iigc in the Ircmciidous human 
energy rcica.scd and saved a warning 
because of the present confusion, all 
loo prevalent, as to what it has been 
rideasi-d for.''- -Miss Floi .^e Davison,
lU'foiiiicr
“ In a way, every poet is a reformer, 
trying to rescue a world from llu' sin 
of ugliness.” -Le Baron Cooke.
V/
As this goes to press, we hear that 
Miss M. Cunliffe has organized a dra­
matic club to put on the annual school
POot,
Wise Use of Time
“One hears a great deal nowadays 
about the profitable or intelligent use 
o f  leisure. The wise use of quarter- 
hours has decided victory or defeat 
for many battles; similarly, the wise 
use of quarter-hours has been the
principal deciding factor in the suc­
cess or failure of many a man or 
woman.”
Tlie Man
“I never see your name in the pa­
pers,” remarked a constituent to the
ever make a speech'/”
“Certainly,” replied the M. P. “Look 
here. Here is a full report of the 
Prime Minister’s speech, and at the 
end you will notice in brackets the 
word ‘murmurs.’ Well—I was the 
man who murmured.”
eron. >H i|i *{«
Time is given to all clubs on Tues­
days each week during school hours.
4< H* *
We believe that Miss Gale, Mr. Logic 
and Mr. Cameron will be looking after 
all of the schools’ sports activities this
rv:=f: Money that Stays at 
Home... and Builds!
Last year the Oil Companies of British Columbia paid these taxes:
Sales Tax    __ ____.................... $1,083,880
Provincial, Corporate, Municipal and 
School Taxes. . 179»12. 0
houses the business of P. B. Willits &
Co. Ltd., was erected.
__ _______ ______ ___ _ _ __ Alex can still remember the first You will also hear n^  re about
the week. The answer was: “My store day’s business over done, on January current events club under the dir- 
has been established for 100 years. The 1. 1906, for it amounted to exactly ection of Mr. Chapman, and the
original capital is intact and i f  I make $1.G.'5. For many years he and P. B. science club whose leader is Mr. Cam-
a profit at the end of the year I draw Willits were the only attendants in
it out. In the west, where you come the store and they took their turns
__________________________ young man, if you get $2,5 in the washing floors, scrubbing windows
"• •" " ■' ■ bank that there isn’t a draft against and doing all the other menial jobs
member for the division. “Don’t you y°^. it out and take'a trip to connected with operating a business.
California or buy a car. You never Since coming to Kelowna, Mr. Mc- 
know the difference between capital Kay has been active in so many vari- 
and profit.” ous civic affairs that their nufnber is
To this, A lex responded that wes- legion. Since 1930 he has been a mem- year, 
tern people at least know how to live her of the city council and is acting * * *
and do not wait until they have re- mayor whenever Mayor O. L. Jones number of defeats have been in-
tired to enjoy life and see the world, is absent. He is representative of the flicted upon the senior football teaip of
Despite the fact that he is a western city council on the Kelowna Hospital iate. Pressure on the three Kawahar-
man and has lived with western ideas Society board. as by the plucky junior forwards re-
for so long, A lex is considered a sue- n vV ’ suited in near-breakdown. After all
cessful business man, having been able .^/ivic Kccora things we said about them,
to retire at the age of 55. He admits M:r. McKay was a member of the they will probably put'up a good
many mistakes in his business life, but board of trade throughout his entire battle on behalf of their tepm to gain
his Scotch father from Inverness in- business career, and Was for many supremacy!
stilled many basic ideas into him that years chairman of the retail merchants i. i i * x * * • - j ,  ,
have served him well in his varied bureau. He is Okanagan representa- . should like to remind high school 
career. tive on the B.C. Hospital Nurses’ as- students of the coming mter-class
George Alexander McKay first saw sociation, and is a member .' of the track meet, in the hope that this year s
the light of day at Eden Grove, On- Health Association of Canada advisory *^®®t will piove as successful as last 
tario, a small place which he believes council. years. * * ,
to be near Guelph, although he is not . For the past few years^he has been ' a  game perhaps not as-well known 
quite sure. In 1882, before he was two an active Rotanan in Kelowna and most in Kelowna is cricket The 
years old. A lex was taken by his par- has attended many important cohven- Kelowna junior team about half of
ents to southern Manitoba, where Mr. tions, including the international con- ^^ ich  are high school students, gave
McKay S r , was the first merchant to vention m San Francisco this year. decisive defeat to" the Penticton team 
enter the territory. Goods for the Me- Some years back he was a school 
Kay store were brought 125 miles by board member, from 1917 to 1919, and 
ox cart from Emerson and it was a at one time was lecturer to the nurses’ 
long journey. Railroads Were unheard training school at the Kelowna gen- 




Money still vanishes from pock­
ets without leaving a trace— even 
when you do not really intend to 
spend it, But keep on letting your 
cash disappear in this way and 
you’ll always feel “ broke” . Much 
better is the plan to place the 
money you don’t intend to spend 
in the Post Office Savings Bank. 
Don’t wait for a lump sum to 
start an account. You can begin 
with a dollar. Stick to your plan to 
save regularly and look what 
you’ll have in a year! Your depos- , 
its in the Post Office Savings 
Bank will earn 2 per cent, com- 
potmd interest. Withdrawals may 
be made whenever you need ready 
cash. A, Post Office savings ac­
count is so easy to keep going and 
gives you a sure start toward in­
dependence. Begin at once to cul­
tivate the habit of thrift. I7L
ALL BRANCHES OF POST OFFICE 
SAVINGS BANK ARE OPEN 
DURING POST OFFICE HOURS
on October 9.
Students may have been disturbed 
from their sense of contentment by the 
thought of the coming October exams.
First Business Venture He is a past master of .. St. George’s Indeed, some of them have already ap- Masonic lodge and is a member of the peared.
41 « B '
On Tuesday of last week, Constable 
Secord took the boys on the traffic
.,263,000
♦This figure does not include 7-cent 
Provincial Road Tax on gasoline or 
V^-cent per gallon tax on Fuel-Oil.
And last year the Oil Companies spent in British Columbia:
Direct Payrolls ....
Supplies Purchased................. . . ..
Freight Within the Province........
$6,860,696




Figures ordinarily make dull reading. But we ask you to consider 
for a moment what this Eight Million Dollars means.
It  is half the annual output of our fisheries industry in B.C. It  
exceeds in value our annual production of copper; it is three millions 
more than our yield of silver. I t  is nearly double the value of our 
Okanagan apple crop.
A  large share of tbis Eight Million Dollars goes to support the 
machinery of government, but more than $6,800,000, you will observe, 
flows into the commercial lifestream of the province, creating employ­
ment, paying good wages, buying supplies of all kinds, providing work 
for railway and transport men-—in fact, stimulating business every­
where and making better times. /"
The petroleum industry is vital— creative— in tune with the times. 
It must have a fair reward for its accomplishments if it is not to be 
hampered or restricted in its service.
P E TR O LE U M  INDUSTRIES  
O F  BRITISH C O L U M B IA
There is nothing pretentious about Royal Arch chapter.’ Ever since 1905 
A lex McKay. He admits of only a he has been a member of the Kelowna 
public school education with a mini- club and is one of the oldest members 
mum of frills. But at the early age of of that institution, from a standpoint patrol out on the street corner and ex- 
16 he left home and trudged to Win- o f continuous membership, in Kelow- plained general duties. Two of the 
nipeg, where his first job was in a na today. three patrols were given more detail-
customs brokerage business.. In 1897 Harking back for a moment to 1906,' information on Thursday morning, 
he was apprenticed as a drug clerk at Mr; McKay w ill remind you that he Captains of the Patrol were appoint- 
the munificent salary of $4 per week, was a member of the first survey as follows; Team A, Eugene Ryan; 
For two years he made this weekly party which ever investigated the Team B, George Patterson; Team' C, 
stipend and paid out $4 in board and foothills for available irrigation water l^loyd Caza. Duties of captains are to 
room. “And it .was darned good board, supply. This party was in the moun- supervise the work of the team and to 
too,” he adds. His father provided tains seven days by pack train; to con- report on infractions of any rules, 
him wifli clothes for the first two duct the first survey. Students are warned that patrol
years and allowed him $1 per week, . __* members are obliged to use their
which was a lot of spending money in 
those days'.
A t the age of 21, in 1901, Mr. McKay in sports. In his younger years foot- tempted to put them to use in a differ- 
graduated as a qualified druggist and ball was his forte, and he still carries ent manner, accomplishing their wish- 
joined J. C. Gordon, who was then the the marks on the calf o f his leg where, es to the discomfort of “offenders.” 
best known druggist in "Western Can- a big strapping Indian from Elkhill * * *
ada. Alex McKay adds with a smile Indian school ran the spikes of his The patrol wish to thank the Ke- 
that the business was purely one o f shoe. The whole back of his leg was Towna Basketball club and the man­
dispensing drugs at that time. ripped and^  he. was laid up for four agement of the EmpressTheatre for
Until 1904 A lex McKay was chief months, he reminisces. Since coming their kind courtesies to them. Keep 
dispenser, for J. C. Gordon, and long to Kelowna he has been a charter an eye on your tickets, “patrollers”— 
were the hours he worked, generally member of the Kelowna golf club and they are greatly coveted, 
from 8 o’clock in the morning until has been active in curling and bowl- Certain young ladies are “ swingin'- 
one or one-thirty the follow ing. morn- ing. He prides himself on playing a it” along Richter street sidewalks, ac- 
ing. Every fourth Sunday he was al- rnean game of cribbage, and held the cording to reports from a gentleman 
lowed off, plus two nights each week city championship for some time until who was caught in the midst of one 
and every fourth holiday. He was re- the ladies took up the game and de- o f their dizzy dances. Perhaps this is 




Sport. Enthusiast' “paddles” to control traffic; but that,
Mr. McKay has long been interested when occasion arises, they may be
I Cysts o f Endameba histoly­
tica.(a cause o f amoebic dy­
sentery). Just one o f the 
thousands o f dangerous or­
ganisms that lurk In unclean 
outhouses.
month for his salary of $60 per month, 
and if the business went over that am­
ount he was paid a commission.
Comes to Kelowna
In the spring of 1904 he suffered a 
nervous breakdown and was forced to 
take a holiday. He journeyed to El 
Paso, Texas, and up the west coast, 
landing in Kelowna on July 12, 1903. 
A fter a carefree sumfmer. he went 
back to Winnipeg and joined the Gor­
don firm . in the fall, but the next 
spring the doctor ordered him to hike 
out for the mountains and stay there 
as his health would not stand the low 
altitude. '
So back ; he came to Kelowna and 
that year purchased Mrs. B. F. Boyce’s 
interests in the drug business of Boyce 
and Willits. ^
Family
On June 3, 1908, Mr. McKay mar- 
I’ied Vera Holman of Winnipeg, and 
he has one married daughter, who re­
sides in Winnipeg, and a son, Georjge, 
at horne in Kelowna. He didn’t want 
us to mention this, but he has been a 
grandfather for the past eight years, 
and is really secretly very proud of 
the fact.
Scout Commissioner s 
Corner
an aftermath of the school party. Well, 
keep up the spirit, girls, we see you 
are keeping in practice for the Christ­
mas dance.
♦ ♦ ♦
Among the junior matrics there are 
some who have not fogotten—shall we 
call it—er—horseplay. Well, some say 
the. junior matrics are all the same! 
(Senior matrics please overlook).
■ •  *  *
The teachers’ convention held on 
Friday last in Penticton was the oc­
casion for a holida.y for high school, 
students,, but not for the teachers, eh 
what? -
Next week, High School Highlights 
brings you all the nows,-so watch this 
column for “recent developments.”
“R.S.M.”I have good news for the 1st Kelow-
January 1, 1906 was the na Pack of Wolf Cubs for I have now -----— ------------------— — ^ ^ -----------
start of a partnership which was uni- found them a Cubmaster in the per- first rall-v of the season toT-nm-mw ei/e 
que m western Canada annals, as it son of Mr. J. W. C. McKergow, U o  ^Ing at 7 oVlock a n ^ v v ^
?e^rs “in that time T T ^ W i l i i t f  mS 7 -  f  the 1st Grande stand, most of their sixers have . stp-
BRITISH AMERICAN OIL, CO. ETBU 
B.C. FUEL COMPANY LTD.
HOME OH. mSTBIBUTORS LTD. 
IMPERIAL OIL LTD.
SHELL OIL CO. OF B.C. LTD. 
SIGNAL OIL CO. LTD.
STANDARD OIL OO. OF'B.C. LTD. 
TEXAS OO. OF CANADA LTD.
UNION on . OO. OF CANADA LTD.
' ®
Tins is one o f a senes o f (tdvertisements telling yott about the services m A 
operations o f the Petroleum Industries o f British Columbia.
some thirty others still on the roll,
i - '= p - > - ^ ;n T ;o 'T „ o w - ;c t  th e 's ;ou tm a ;;« 'k S ' „ ? ‘V S
declares* Mr. McKay and with half a Columbia to live. It is very interest-
of this achievement.
It was fiin managing a business in 
those days, in many respects. I f  P. B. 
w’as away from the store and an im-
this troop was, and prpbably still is, are not going to take in more recruits 
the Reverend Mr.'.Frank Stanton, who than their allotted strength which 
.was the founder of the 1st Rutland ^ust not, except under special cir-
portanr baseball or lacrosse match s S n  I  “  b f  very I m T o "k o lw  t'h T  A ?
the%tore"lp?n“ '’nd wJtch °the ram ? ‘hey have reached their total
When he r S n e d  T ?  wnnfrt ^  strength those in the waiting list will
d^mes nickels a^d on tht ^o^now that his old have to await their turns for vacan-mmes, mcKeis ana quarters on the Troop, the , 1st Rutlands, have never cies in the nacks
^  customers who ceased to carry on since he left them, it is hoped that patrol leaders from
change behind ’ Such was the honestv Scoutmaster forthcoming conference at Salmon
S  the pioneers Stanton’s assistant succeeded him and Arm on Saturday and Sunday, Nov-
f r  . K good work ember 12. and 13:-lst, 2nd and 3rd
That first start by McKay & Willits and we most sincerely wish both the Kamloops 1st Salmon Arm 1st and 
was made in the building now known 1st Rutlands and the 1st Grande S  S l s t o k e  Is?  ^and ^ d  Vernon 
as the Holmwood board residence on Lignes many more long years of good 1st Rutland, 1st Kelowna, 1st East 
Ellis street and remained the drug scouting. lot
business site until 1913 when the brick The 1st Kelowna Pack is holding its UctoZ, 1st Olfve? S d  L t  Osoy?osf^^^ '^^
p o in
an d  m isery
Keep outhouses sani­
tary with Gillettes Lye 
Destroys contents.. 
banishes odors
UN C LE A N  outhouses are a per i l  to your  f a m i l y ’ s 
health! Keep your outhouse 
clean and sanitary by using 
Gillett’s Pure Flake Lye regu­
larly. Just sprinkle half a tin of 
Gillett’s over contents once a 
week. Used full strength, it 
quickly destroys contents . . , 
banishes odors as it  cleans.
Gillett’s Lye makes dozens ol 
messy household tasks easy. 
Frees clogged drains . . . cleans 
' ugly yellow stains from toilet 
bowls ,. . ■whisks dirt and grease 
from pots and pans. Will not ■ 
harm enamel or plurnbing. Keep 
Gillett’s Lye always handy. 
Buy a tin from 
your grocer to­
day.
♦ Never dissolve lye 
in hot water. The 
action o f the lye 





-G ille tt ’s Lye Booklet
^ y e s  dozens o f ways to make chores and 
housework easier. W rite to : Standard 
Brands Ltd ., . Fraser Ave. &  L iberty  S t„  , 
Toronto, Ont. ' '
...
7<r‘ '7
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oilCoM.'itruction Iuim coimiiuiicod 
l ’<ii(lo/.i .'ilivol of ii MOW buiUiin/; (o 
lioiiso llio (Irm of TToiuJi'old’ii Paint 
Shop, 'I’Ik- old fi aino iHiildlii/l ha.s boon 
lorn down and Uio ni-w Htructuio will 
bo of oomont and brioli. 'J’lio biiildinj; 
will bo O l i o  add a half storoy,s in 
lioij;ld.
H i t h e r
Mr. "llarno.v” lloiil of Ponticton wub 
a visitor in Kolowiiu on Saturday.
• • •
Miss Until Fisbor of Vancouver was 
a wook-(*nd vi.sitor In Kelowna.
•IRLSJ^ADIES, ^
LEARN THE MOLEIl METHOD 
OF BEAUTY CULTURE 
A PLEASANT PROFITABLE 
PROFESSION FOR GIRLS 
Learn under recojinized Moler mast­
er Instructors. To earn more, enroll 
now with the Moler School that gets 
best results.
Train by same Moler system as 
taught to thousands of most success­
ful hairdressing graduate.s woi’klng 
ill New York, Chicago, Hollywood 
Paris and world’s largest cities.
Visit us before joining any school. 
Practical, expert trajning guaran­
teed—"The University of Beauty 
Culture.”
MOLER HAIRDRESSING SCHOOL 
Enroll now. Reasonable rates.
W. Hastings. Trln,O A O   0 0 0 7  
Vancouver B. C. CtCtOi,
B. Gooch, Manager all Moler B. C. 
Schools.
M i.ss Lillian Reid of Kamloops was 
a vi.sitor in Kelowna on Saturday and 
.Sunda.y.
•' « *
P. W. Gn.'i'iiwa.y and son of Prlnco 
Albert visited in town for several 
d.iys last vvei'k.
Miss Marjorie Millar of Kamloojis 
is visiting with friends in town at 
present. Mi.ss Millar was on the stall 
of the Kelowna general liosjiital for a 
number of years.
Mr. ami Mrs. James Purvis attended 
Mart Kenney's dance at Vernon on 
Friday evening.
* * *
C. A. Whitelock of tlie Cnnard 
Steamsliii) Company at Vancouver was 
a visitor in Kelowna last week.
« *
Mrs. Eleanor Elms of Vancouver left 
toilay for the coast after a wi'ek’s
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Elms.
>»■
Miss Gertrmle Reid of Kamloops 






Friends Gather at Royal Anne to 
OlTer Congratulations to Mr. 
and Mrs. J. Galbraith
J. M. Macrae, general freight agent 
lor llp' Canaelian National Railwa.ys 
in Vancouver was a business visitor in 
Kidowna last week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Galbraith celebrated 
their I wenty-llfth wetlding anniver- 
sar.y last Thursday evening at the 
Ro.yal Anne hotel at a dinner jiarty 
aiul bridge when a number of their 
friends gatiiered to olfer congratula- 
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Johnson were tions. 
visitors to Kamloojis over the week- Mr. and Mrs. Galbraith were mar-
ried by Rev. Alec Dunn twenty-five 
Mi^  ^ n/r..,!i i • .< " "  Oetober IJtb, 1913, at
to Verm,i m “ .'"n/i Church in Kelowna
' ♦ * * dinner table, strewn with flower
Mrs. Dayton Williams has as her was centred with a miniature
guest at (Hesent lier sister, Mrs K f‘"v  banked by bronze-
A. l.ewis, of New Westminster 
visiting his dauf!li(i>r-in-law, Mrs.
Tofigham of Elyria, Ohio. eolored chrysanthemum.s, while at one 
end was the tiered wedding cake and
. ......  ...... .................. . w. wus u lovely silver bowl con-
uealty Lc’wis for .soveral days this visitor in Kelowna on Saturday to at- ^^ einiiig twenty-five Talisman rosebuds, 
....... ................ ..... ' '■ '■ ' ........... .............................  the gift of Mi.ss Ella Nairn, Mrs







week, having arrived for tlie opening 
of the plieasant sea,son. Mrs. Lewis 
entertained tliree tables of bridge in 
liis lioiior during Mr. Lewis’ stay liere.
' K* * t
Mr. and Mrs. A. E, North of Kam- 
ioops are in pension at tlie Willow 
Jnii.
C. J. Frcdepickson of Prince George 
was a \’isitor in Koluvyna over the 
vveek-encl attending the U.B C. Alumni 
dinner. Mr. Frederickson was' prin­
cipal of the junior liigh school here 
several years ago.
Mr. and Mrs. T. A, Stevenson and 
Miss M. Stevenson of Vancouver are 
guests at the Willow Inn at present.
tdnd the U.B C  Alumni dinner.
* * •
W. E. Haskins and O. W. Hombling 
returned on Saturday from a visit to 




BAKEASY— 2 25 c
PEANUT 
; B U T T E R .... 4 't'l;, 49c
MOTHER’S 
: COCOA ....... 2 It 35 c
; K. G. CO FFEE—
• SWANS DOWN— O Q k g *
; Cake Flour ...........
• GR. NUT 
; FLA K ES 12 ‘’"‘t21c
\ PORK and BEANS— ^
16 oz. tins: .3 for ....
PEAS— 3 29c
SOUPS—
Veg., Tom. 3 25c
M ALKIN’S
T E A ;.. ......... 2 ' 99c
JE L L O — i5 19c
RINSO— i 45c
Members of the Kelowna Young Wo­
men's club held a social evening at 
the Royal Anne on Tuesday evening 
to prepare plans for their forthcoming 
show at the Empress theatre.
• * *
R. P. Brown of Penticton 
week-end visitor to Kelowna.
♦ • *
from Nelson on Sunday to spend 
few days on a hunting trip.
•  *  •
Attorney-General Gordon S. Wismer 
of Vancouver was a visitor in Kelow­
na this week.
4i ♦ *
Miss Agnes Lott of Summoriand was 
a visitor in Kelowna, during the past 
week.
* ♦ >»«
Miss Florence McCarthy was hos­
tess at her home on Bernard avenue 
on Tuesday night to ten friends
Gal­
braith's sister. Favors at each place 
consisted of silver thimbles for the 
ladies and silver llower holders for 
the men.
Mr. and Mrs. Galbraith were pre- 
Kelowna sented witli a solid silver teapot from
 ^* 1 i'
honor of Mrs. C. E. “Bobbie^’ Friend* 
who celebrated her birthday.
their assembled friends and a bouquet 
of twenty-live carnations.
ColTce was served in the rotunda 
after dinner and the remainder of the 
evening was spent playing bridge. 
Mrs. Howard Ryan won the ladies’ 
prize while Mr. D. K. Gordon was 
winner of the men’s prize.
’rhe guests included Mayor and Mrs. 
O. L. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. D. Chap­
man, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Jackson, Mr. 
and Mrs. Wm. Murray, Mr. and Mrs. 
R Whillis, Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Dore, 
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. McEwan, Mr. and' 
Mrs. A. J. Jones, Mr. and Mrs. D. K. 
Gordon, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Casorso,
Smart New Handbags
A  bag can make or mar a costume, 
as^  many of us have discovered ere 
this. Here are three of the newest 
bags sketched in Paris. The first is 
a drossy bag of black suede. The rib­
bon of black satin that is tied around 
it forms the handles—one front and
was a FORMER KELOWNA 
MAN WRITES TO 
TALK ABOUT PIE
T. R. Hall, of the provincial normal 
school staff, Vancouver, and formerly 
of Kelowna when he was inspector of 
schools in this district, visited Kelow- -------
m J- Sends Message from
T H T n c* * * Port Orchard, Wash., Describ-.Judge J. D. Swanson .s a visitor to
Mrs. Rattenbury, Miss Mary Ratten- ^^naies-one iront am
bury, Miss Ella Nairn, Mr. Roy Haug, through which the arm is slip-
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Ryan and Maf- m
ter Alistaire Galbraith. ornamental touch. Next is an un-
Prior to the dinner a cocktail party antelope with
was held in the rotunda of the hotel haR whfrh n n ii f  rnnaJl which pulls the zipper on top is
Kelowna this week conducting the 
monthly County court session.
.This is National Apple Week in the ______ ______
Col. W. J. Brown, inspector of ex- States and to commemorate „  , tx i -r,
else for western Canada, w;as a visitor this week the Wenatqhee chamber of Popular Winnipeg Woman to Kelowna Young Women’s Glub 
to Kelowna on Monday from Wihni- has arranged to bake the Conduct Cooking School Here to Stage Show to Raise Funds '




of tortoise shell; The "third bag is 
young and amusing. It is of black 
suede with a tubular gold handle.
PLAN FOR FALL 
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
p g.
r-iice+v. V- + ' .1* TTT-„ pie will be ten feet across, a foot thick “Made-in-Canada dishes” will be the The Kelowna Young Women’s club
thK will contain 25 boxes of apples, theme of a ll ' Cooking School sessions held its regular supper meeting on
Nnrtli TCn Supply scfv- to be Conducted by Mrs. Madeline Day Wednesday, October 12, at the Royal
North., Kamloops; Mr. and Mrs. T. A. mgs for 2,000 persons. at the "Parade of the Foods,” which Anne hotel. • ’  ^ rtoyai
Stevenson and daughter, Vancouver; A  tractor will be used to pull the opens at the Empress Theatre, Ke- The tables were decorated with a
gan KanrlooD^^T^r^'Mn^^ thP an outdoor one at lowna, Thursday, November 3rd, at lovely arrangement of autumn fruits
fo ijv ir  ^  city park, and girls in -modern- 1.45. p.m., and Friday, November 4th, and flowers. Miss Audrhy MacLeod
couvei, C. M. Roop. New Westminster; istic bakers costumes” will roll out at 1.45 p.m. led the community singing with Mrs
D. O Rourke, Calgary; H. Meaken. the flough with six-foot rolling pins. ' Mrs. Day has just brought to a sue- Kay McKergow at the piano.
Ihe. pie will be cut after school cessful conclusion a three-day “Can- The cliib plans to sponsor a show 
nqurs .so that school children may adian Cookery School” in Vancouver, at the Empress theatre on Wednesday,, 
lorm a crowd background for camera- where the Orpheum Theatre w a s  . November 2, to raise money for the 
men, c. Hunter Martin, secretary of packed to capacity at each session annual children’s Christmas party. An 
vv^natenees chamber of commerce de- with women, eager to learn new ways excellent show has been chosen.
/- ■ 1 . brighten up the winter menu and Miss Josephine McLachlan was ap-
details make housekeeping easier. A graduate pointed to take over the duties of
..... ..........  Mills, of Port Orchard, in domestic science and household ecr sheriff for this year. Plans for a din-
Sibley. Trail; Miss J "L McLena^iieh^^ received a copy onomics of the University of Chicago J^ er dance were left over until after
Victoria; A. Jeffries, Toronto; M te  Carl CoSe^f'■„/™ Hete“  ‘’ ' S n S ;  S .  X " *  h a f ' S  S
D. O'Rourke, Calgary; H. Meaken, 
Vancouver;. Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Hunt. 
Revelstoke; A; J. McLuckie, Vernon; 
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. M. McAllister, Van­
couver; Mr and Mrs. J. IT. Cave, Van­
couver; Frank Parry, Calgary; M. 
Welsh. Vancouver.
* * *
Guests registered at the Royal Anne 
hotel this week include: Miss G. D.
S C O T T ’S 
E M U  L S I O
53' / 9 8 '
I!







Muriel Campbell KamiooDs"-' Mrs*'“ r  Mrs. Day has been con^ructinT‘‘Coo^ ^^ ^^  the Proper planning of"*suchTn
E. McDougan and d ™ S r  Vancou-' H lr“ lTe of K e lJ w L  “ “ O “ /  Schools Uoat arc different” in Can- affair.
v'er; J. Pattinson. Cranbrook- Miss As- Mr «  f • making her headquar- Miss Josephine McLachlan told of
nes Lott. Suinme^and Mr Inwn; nia L Winnipeg for the past four f^er recent trip to Cuba this summer
a  w  A in  a rrm c f ;rr+<=r-oc+lr,„----------- - ------
G. H. Bettes,^Vancouver; C. A, White- of his sister. Mrs. Millie. In Aufiust 
T r- Miss 1918, he returned to Kelowna and opV
Tr c  ^ Mrs. ened a meat market in partnershin paying tribute to the housewives
K. S. Vaughan. Vancouver; C. P. with A. il. Davy. Later he ran a jit- ’ ' '' ~ “
Many Canadian Recipes
in a rnost interesting manner and was - 
thoroughly enjoyed by all those 
present.
Cut l er ’ ney- and still later managed the old 
Ve^nm;- T n V -  ^^apple. Royal hotel. For the past thirteen
^ Gordon years he was employed at the Bremer-
L Rei d’ G.  ^ and ton navy yard; and is now retired on
L. Reid. Kamloops C. J. Frederickson. a total disability pension following a
Prince George; Miss J, McGregor; stroke last December. - ^
Penticton; Mr. and Mrs. P. A; Berrat. of age.
Mr. Mills enquired concerning TheHedley; Mr. and Mrs. J, C. Howell, Victoria; P. S. Trucky, K. G. Wood­
ford, W. P. McCarthy, M. J. Wilcox, 
all. of Seattle; Mr. and Mrs. M. W. 
Brazier. Spokane; J. Hunt, Nelson; 
Judge Swanson. Kamloops;. A. Bosa. 
Powell River; W. R. Long, Penticton.
KELOWNA MAN IN 
STATES CEREMONY
throughout the Dominion, Mrs. Day 
stated; “I have • received hundreds of 
their choicest recipes' from Western 
Canadian women. Recipes which have 
been changed a little, perhaps, to ad- 
c them to the needs of the average 
He is 65 years family- But they are Canadian re­
cipes for Canadian families, and as
_ _________ ^ such I am offering them with assur-
Courier subscription rate “as I sure ance that they'll be successful. Each 
like to hear how things are going in and every one has been tested over 
Kelowna, as well as all the old timers, and over again—and all have been se- 
Please extend my best wishes to all lected to meet the needs of women 
remaining friends.” running their homes on the average
-__  ' moderate budget.”
Among the many interesting and in­
structive features of "The Parade of 
the Foods” w ill be the presenting of
USE
YOUTH STUDY CLUB
W ILL MEET AG AIN  ....... ...........
“Canada Today” a book published ^^ a^uerous, generous Food Hampers, all
iS_!•_ thfi Hi«hpc rirpnarprl Viv TV/T-rc *nrnr -r*TrtVi +this year, by Prof. F. R, Scott, Profes 
sor of Civil Law at McGill University 
will be the study assignment for thisAU-, T „ -D ^ e  XT ^  i-ii  bi. u  i t lOr tmAlta Douise Erummet of Vegre- winters work at the Youth Christian
yille Married to John Meinnes, Study Club. This volume was pre- 
Kelowna ..
the dishes prepared by Mrs. Day right 
on the. stage, and several valuable 
gifts.
- ■ , ____ d____■
sented as Canada’s case at the second 
J____  unofficial British Commonwealth re-
A  pretty wedding was solemnized at lS ‘ °SentemKer 
Okanogan. Wash.', on Simclav. October ’" ■ ■ tended this conference accompanied
“P IN K Y ” BAYMEB RETURNS FROM 
VERNON HOSPITAL
E. R. “Pink” Raymer, who met with 
an unfortunate accident at Vernon six 
weeks ago, when a freight car ran 
over his foot and crushed it so severe-in the Presbyterian clinrch when u o  a c i OT 17~ t—•—---i—  ^ j,,o u u >-j. o cu n, u ie- 
Alta Louise Brummet. third daughter University of ly the member had to be amputated,
of T.f'wit.- Tvr Brummet of Vegreville The executive of has returned to Kelowna greatly re-
’ the study club has decided that the covered in health. He is able to meet
Le is N. , ______
Alta., was united in marriage to John 
McInnes,
twi  Lcu IH ill dll Jcl2G  Oli y-> y-w 4-! Ai.*- ‘111.  ^ lo a yifc; LU eet
youngest son of Mrs. .Alex ^^®tmgs this year -will be held on the his old friends and although he has to 
and the late Alex McInnes fourth Saturday evenings walk on crutches at present, he in-
Noca Bolter
For 15 yeans co-operative 
dairy farmers of the , Ok­
anagan V^alley have pro­
tected their customers 
through pasteurizing the 
cretim. -
McInnes  t  l t  l  I , 
of Kelowna. Rev. Newhouse officiated.
Miss Vera Brummet, sister of the 
bride, was bridesmaid and Alex Mc­
Innes brother of the groom, was best 
man, ^
After a honeymoon spent in the 
States, the happy couple will make 
their home in Kelowna.
of each month at the home of the Pre­
sident, Mrs. G. D. Herbert, the first 
meeting taking place on October 29. 
New applications for membership will 
be accepted by the , secretary. Miss 
Evelyn Henderson.
tends to have an artificial foot fitted 
soon.
If the elbows are solidly planted on 
the table, a quarter of a watermelon 
can be a balanced meal.
Every pound of Noca 




&  CO.. LTD.
THE^|{e /? C a i£  DRUG STORE
iPhone 19 We Deliver
ELKS LODGE ADDS 
SEVEN MEMBERS
• f.
Out of $1,000 Expenditure on Car­
nival Only $200 Spent Out of 
City
Seven new members were installed 
in the Kelowna Elks lodge at the Mon­
day evening meeting held in the I. O. 
O. F. hall. Installing officers were Ex­
alted Ruler Fred Williams, Past Mas­
ter C. E. Friend and H. F. Chapin.
In a report by Ed NefF? carnival 
committee chairman, it was revealed 
that the annual Elks carnivtil, held at 
the Scout hall for three days recently, 
realized a net profit of about $300. Out 
of the $1,000 expenses, less than $200 
had been spent out of the city for 
merchandise, Mr. Neff reported.
KELOWNA YOUNG WOMEN’S CLUB
-----presents ——
CONSTANCE BEN N ETT - and CARY GRANT
in
TOPPER
with Roland Young and Billie Burke.
EMPRESS THEATRE
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2
You 11 be seeing things—and howling your head off—as three stars 
and a trick camera go riotous in this merriest laugh show.
Admission, 40c — Matinee at 2.30 p.m. —Two Shows, 7 and 9 p.m.
These may be inspected 
at the creamery in V e r­
non, B. C .,. at any time 
by anyone.
B E SAFE
Always ask for NOCA
Right Bag Adds to Ap|Dcar- 
aiice of Costume













g s i  4 9 lbs.
BAKEASY 1 lb. cartons (limit 3) Each ..............................
LUX SOAP Per bar (limit 3)
COFFEE “ ‘Highway” brand; fresh roasted |  tfji and fresh ground; per lb.........  l ^ C
MARMALADE , Aylmer, pure orange 32 ounce jar ...............
TOMATOES Aylmer (2’s sq.) tins 17c
MINT CANDY Asst’d centres; AfterDinner, Caramels, lb.
G. B. CORN— E a c r ^ ^ ’ .“"1. 10c
TEXAS GRAPEFRUIT. 3 ” 25c
SWEET POTATOES- 3 19c
ORANGES- 2
KARO SYRUP—2 lb. tins; each
PEAS—Aylmer ‘“Honeydrop” Sieve 3; 17 oz.
! 45c
..............  17c
tin .......  14c
W ALNUTS—Light amber pieces; per lb. .............. 27c
CREAM of W HEAT— p^er package ...............  21c
HEINZ A SST ’D SOUPS—large tins .............  14c
M E A  T  D E P A R T M E N T
STEAKS— p„ 22c
BOLOGNA— 18c'
RUMP ROAST- p„p.„„. 18c
BLADE RIB ROAST- p„ p.„„. 14c
SIDE PO RK; per lb.
SH O ULDER ROAST of PO RK; per lb. ..... ..—....19c-20c
We  ^Reserve the right to limit Safeway Stores lAd.
Fine Cooking School
and a Splendid Lecturer
Y o u  w i l l  e n j o y
M r s ,  M a d e l i n e  D a y
This is No Amateur
But is Canada’s finest Cooking School Programme. 
Mrs. Day lectures the largest Cooking Schools in 
Canada. Her School at Vancouver this week, 
sponsored by the Vancouver Sun, was an out­
standing success. This season Mrs. Day has con­
ducted demonstrations in all important^ cities in 
Western Canada. '
SH E NOW BRINGS “CANADIAN COOKERY” TO
IC E E G W H A
EMPRESS THEATRE -  2 DAYS ONLY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY




Doors open at 1 p.m.
-and an entirely new Programme each day.
Make up a party—Plan to attend 
all sessions—You’ll enjoy it.
GENEROUS FOOD HAMPERS
and other attractive Gifts at each Session.
GENERAL ADMISSION -  10 CENTS
PAGE TW ELVE THE KELOW NA COURIER T1!UI{SI)AY, OCTOHKH 20. ll>3«
iu (i s ro ir isM i:N  s of luiuiorous .slioi t J. G.
Ciiiiiiiiii;liain niul W. H. lJuUor of tin.' 
Iw o  liunchi'd sportsiMcii iiiul .spoi’ts- |{(; /';mic commisaioii, cotirliKlrd the 
women fropi Vernon, mid variout; ,.vciiin); with .some iMlillant movie
.shots of wil<l life,oUier Interior eentre.s patiiered ;d IIk- 
l iu fJ i.s ' hidl in Vmnon on lVlond;iy for 
the annual );;ime haii(|uet of Uie Ver-* 
non llsti and /(ame iirotecli ve a.ssoeia- 
tion. Atloriiey-(!ener;il G. ,S. Wi.smer 
wa.s /'nest, spealcer and praised the 
V«‘rnon <-lul) foi’ it.s activity in de- 
sti'oyinj' crow;
TH E COMMON  
COLD
itl{i:AiC IN K )  MONTI'; LA K K  KTOKK ,, ,, , . , r nI f  tlie HUm total of .sidleriii);, mcon-
On Wcdne.'iday eveniiif; a fitorc at vcnience, sequelae and economic loss 
Moida- I.aUe, II.C., wan broken into and from coiiiinon cold.s be obtained, it 
a lar/;e (piantily of mercliandise, most- would at once elevate tlie.se iiifcction.s 
'I'raver.s (toleman. C. I.v in worii .sliirt.s of various descrip- from the Irivi.al into the ranlt of the
SPREAD G O S PE  OF DEMOCRACY 
TEACHERS ARE URGED A T  THEIR 
ANNUAL CONVENTION IN  PENTICTON
P. It. puldicily repre.aml.al i ve. told a tions. was stolen.
D. K. GORDON LIMITED
KMliOWNA
P R O V IS IO N E R S
PHONES: 178 and 170
“OXI'OUD" MINCEMEA'r, SAI/P IIEIIICINGS, 
KONELESS HAET COD. FINNAN DADDIES, 
IIADDIE FIEEETS, IIEKIMNGS,
SAItLE CHUNKS, HALIKUT, COD, CItAB, 
SHKIIVIPS, COOKED MEATS, HAM and , 
BACON, BUTTER and EGGS
SPECIALS FOR F R ID A Y  SA TU R D A Y
SMOKED PACIFIC KIPPERS 
BO N ELESS OVEN ROASTS of VEAL 
LAMB PA TTIES
1938 SPRING CHICKENS FOR ROASTING 
SMOKED BACON SQUARES 
SIRLOIN and “T ” BONE ROASTS of STEER  B E E F
Mushrooms, Cauliflower, Lettuce, Celery, Potatoes, 
Savoy Cabbage, Onions, Carrots, Turnips 
OYSTERS on the Shell and in 8 oz. and 16 oz. jars.
DON’T FORGET the Boys’ Band Concert in the Junior 
High School Auditorium, Friday, October 28th
sei'ious (.iif;i'a;;e;i. Tlie autumn is tlie 
time f<ir colds tlioup.li tliey may occur 
at any tinu; of tlie yisir. Many of us 
have from one to tliree colils a year. 
One attack produces little immunity.
Of Wliiit Does a (tolcl Consist?
It is a prouij of acute infections of 
the mucous (linin;;) membranes of the 
throat and nose, often extendin;' into 
the wiiulpipc and larper bronchi. Tlie 
sinuses, that is the hollow spaces ad-
Speakers at B ig Conference of Valley Teachers Stress 
Need for Which British and Kindred Nations Have 
Stood for Centuries— Vernon Woman Teacher Named 
President
Ad d r e s s i n g  27G teachers registered at the Okanagan conven 
tion, held in Penticton on Friday and Saturday, with a Thurs-
jacent to the iio.se, .uc treciuenlly in- evening public gathering, practically all speakers urged the sol- 
volvcd. the inlcction may be con- ■' , , i r i  .
lined to the no.se when it is called spread the gospel of democracy, and thus to protect the ideals
rhinitis; it may allect the throat as in for which the British and kindred nations have stood for many cen- 
lonsillitis, or as a pliaryiihitis; the turies. The need for this was shown by sundry references to the
bron- break-down of den- cracy in some of the old-world lands, and thecm.u lubes as a bronchitis. . . , _______. ____ _______i _______ i_ i____ j
Cold.s and Druujflits
insiduous campaigns being waged to further such break-downs.
IiLspirath'u Provided
whole can revolve. “ It has been saidThe popular idea that a cold is dueto a draught is scarcely correct. Ex- Inspiration and oiicouragomcnt was • .
posure to draughts, sudden changes of given to the teachers at the general edueation is all haywire’ fpr the
teinj>erature and clnlling of the bod;w gatherings, with siiecialized instruc- reason that it has no jjole of eon-
are predisposing causes of colds, but lion and newer developinenls in cdu- stancy,’’ Mr. Pegg said relative to (hi" 
no cold can originate without the spe- cation in each of the several depart- Religion in its t r n e s i
cilie micro-organism or bug which is menls, given at the smaller depart- , , , . ‘
the es.sontial cause. mental eonferences. At these tlrn'o ' .
The Cause
D O  Y O U R  
W A S H I N G  T H E
EASY
W A Y
E A S Y
W ASHING
M A CH IN E
W EEK
extends from
MONDAY, Oct. 24 to 
SATURDAY, Oct. 29.
During this time Thom­
son Motors is offering 
exceptional buys -----
$89-*“ $ 1 6 5 -““
-
III!




sjjecial representative of 
the EASY WASHER will 
be at our premises for the 
next ten days to conduct 
demonstrations.
T h o m s o n  M o t o r s
Pendozi Street Phone 220 
12-2C—20-lc
Yoo can get it  here!
SUCCOTASH, IN  CANS— .
Just corn with Lima beans; per tin ..............................  ^ iF €/
CANNED FRESH WHITE LIM A  BEANS—
A  novel change in vegetables; per tin .................. ......... iu O t/
ENO’S FRUIT SALTS— 'J Q d *
KABO CORN S Y R U P - r  lb. yf K  ^
The only kind the Quints use...... ....................  tins 4 0 C
WATSON’S ENGLISH CARBOLIC SOAP—
GHIRADELLIS COCOA, in 54 Tins— t
Made by the old, old chocolate makers; each ............. XOC/
^S P E C IA L TH IS  W E E K -
UNGRADED PEAS—
Standard 2’s ..... .......  .............  L f for
M ALK IN ’S BEST VACUUM PACKED COFFEE—
1 lb. tins; per tin ............. ........  ... ........
3 tins q q «   O O L ’
37c
PHONE 214
DON’T FORGET the Boys’ Band Concert in the Junior 
High School Auditorium, Friday, October 28th
were quite a number of experts, in- ‘-'dueation through all its vici.ssitudes. 
c ,  . . .  , . . . eluding some of the leading cduea- 'Toasts Arc Given
Some say that a common cold IS due tionulists of the province. After (h,. fir i^ ir... i r o
to a virus, that is a germ so small „  .. „ rm ,, r-nn,,,..!!ion toast of the evennig,
that it cannot be seen under the mic- • in Iho Ok-inae-ui ! gi ven second,
roscopo. Many dill'erent germs seem ' p^ i, 'md  ^nertSutim department of edueation was
to be associated with colds. Perhaps m i ,Vm i,^?’ Hi^tHcr m n\- McLeod, principal
the cause is a combinatioii of viruses f.-ori -ir for e a s t  ns die Suminerland high school, and
and germs. Common colds may not "area west ’^ ;^“d "“ ded to by Inspector T. G. Carter
be a single disease but rather a group i  a n d  smith  ^ to  ^ The toast to U.B.C. was
of infections which vary in severity "n r e s e n l  at the ses- who spoke of
and catchability. <'1’  ^ boundaiy wore present at the ses inspiration of the institution, re-
Colds arc caught from other per- sions. . , sponso being by Pi-ineipal A. R. Lord,
sons having colds just as diphtheria the first time in the nineteen principal of the provincial noi'mal
is contracted from diphtheria patients, years of the federations history m-school at Vancouver. The university   -  - ---- ---- ----- :
Arctic explorers, exposed to all the this district, a woman d^  ^ pcen named had among its faculty some master boards do without them‘d’’ 
conditions popularly supposed to pro- president. In the elation d^ld teachers, said Mr. Lord, and some t n/r T mn trnx mr. i t i m vi n
duce colds, do not suffer from these Friday afternoon. Miss Hilda L. Cry- others who in addition to being master the toast to the B.C.
ailments until they return to civiliza- derman of the Vernon high school teachers were men who would have a teachers federation, responded to by 
tion and become itifected by coptact staff was named as head influence upon the life of the Burnett, official of the organization,
with their fellows. coming year .The other o f ^  ?• University Toast to the ladies was given by R.
„  .. 1 be named at the first directors meet of B.C. I believe is badly in need of t t. j  j  j   ^ i -n/r* ^ ___
Prevention and Cure to be held in November. It is two things, considerably mm-e morM responded t^o by Miss Cry- t^c custom of some motorists of park-
The two really important matters anticipated that F. T. Marriage of Ke- support for one, and financial support ire  their cars in’ the middle of Ber-
about colds are first, their prevention lowna, secretary treasurer for the past for the other.” juncture of heiy election to the _ .u t  u  ^ j
and second their cure. Prevention seven years, w ill be re-elected to that j  Murray proposed the toast to tho PP^^ident of the Valley league nard avenue between the light stand-
may be summed up in the avoidance post. normal schoo^r?eplv be!ne b l 'm  R m m city by-laws
of those having an infection, especi- Split Into Groups „  of v in c L v e ?  -  gathering were Inspector Mathe- and must be discontinued immediat-
M U ST STOP PA RK IN G  
IN  STREET CENTRE
Provincial Police have stated that
J  XT. n u n  u iv iu c u  VX1V.AX1 aiJLi tiit: it? a u iie rs  OI
t S S s f S ^  b^direc^ S ^ ^ d irM ^  teachers; and J. Gilmour of South will follow. This practice is followed
tact throueh^ kissine the common a +i<^o7 Uen- Africa who brought roars of mirth mostly in front of the post office
drinkine CUD the rofl’er towel n in e s  projmsed a contra-toast with his amusing stories of the colored where traffic is congested at noon
tovs nfnHN finder? The teachers-what would the school schools in the far-off British colony. time,toys, pencils, lingers, food and other .^ j^ c^ial normal school; Dr. D. Buchan- __  .
objects^ contaminated with the fresh of U B C .; Miss M. Agnev/ of Van- 
secretions which carry the disease, couver organizer of the school art 
Vitiated air, draughts, dust, sudden there, and several others,
changes of temperature, exposure to included in the resolutions passed 
cold and wet, overwork, loss of sleep g|^ business sessions, was one in 
and improper food all have some ef- which the teachers instructed dele- 
feet in causing, colds. It must be ad- gates to the Easter convention not to 
mitted on the other hand that the support affiliation of the B C. teachers 
most vigorous will contract colds if federation with the trades and labor 
they receive the infection, while, sonie congress of Canada. Reason given for 
persons are so immune that they ap- this action is stated to be that the 
pear to resist attacks of colds year teachers do not desire to be associated 
a f^r year. , , . , - with the struggle now in progress in
Persons with colds should at once US. between the A.F. of L. and 
go to bed and stay there as long as the C IO  both of which have organ- 
there is any rise of temperature. Me- jzations associated with the Canadian 
thods of cure had best be left to the congress
doctor. Some persons pin their fmth Another resolution called for /the 
to bed, a hot bath and a drink of enlarging of the scope of the present 
whiskey. Others use vaccines. There system of medical inspection in the 
IS one vaccine, .which, taken by schools, while a third, instructed the 
mouth in doses of ten drops once a executive of the Valley body to in­
week, is said to prevent the onset of vestigate the organization and , per- 
a cold and taken daily in the course sonhel of the Canadian Youth Con-
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TH U R SD A Y -  F R ID A Y  -  SA TU R D A Y
October 20-21 22
_ — ------ ----- -----^
E r r o l  F l y n n
Olivia DeHavilland 
Basil Rathbone • Gaude Rains
P«tiic Knowlc* •  Eugene Pallette 
Alan Hale •  Melville Cooper 
Ian Hunter • Una O’Conaor 
IVMiauil by WAKNElt PROS.
AS iM  1. TECHNICOLOR
TH E  PICTURE YO U  
H A V E  BEEN W A IT ­
IN G  TO  SEE HERE !
FOR
M O N D A Y  - T U E S D A Y
October 24th and 25th
gress. before delegates are sent to the 
Youth Congress gatherings. Improve­
ment of text books and courses, and 
also reduction in number and price of 
such books was mooted in another re­
solution passed at the gathering. Effort 
will be made, it was agreed at the 
business sessions to establish unifica­
tion of equipment for all visual educa­
tion work, in order that there may be 




Directed bf MICHAEL CURTIZ tad WILLIAM 
KEIGHLEY * Orifiatl Screeo PUy bf Normao 
Rctllf Ralae «od Setoo L Miller • fiued opoa 
AndcQt Roblo Hood Legend* • Music b f Erich 
Wolfgang Korogold * A First National Picture
— Added Attractions —
“SKY FLIG H T”
(Wednesday and Thursday only)
-  M A TIN E E S -  
W ED. -  FRL -  SAT.
 ^ at 2.30 p.m.
Two complete shows each eve- 
-ning at 7 and 9 p.m.
— REGULAR PRICES —
SATUR. M A TIN EE
mnRiH OF TimE





and ONCE in the EVENING! 
CHAPTER 4 of
PREIUDE TO COnqUEST
;TH €  il E DI T O R S O  F: TI M E 
BR IN G  YOU THE WHOLE 
DRAMATIC STORY BEHIND 
THE HEADLI NES !  . . . . .
At the banquet held on Friday eve­
ning, there were 130 teachers and 
others in attendance. In addition to 
the customary toasts, there were some 
short addresses of special brilliance.
This was particularly true of the 
brief, but pithy address given at the 
banquet by Wellington Pegg, retired 
school principal and superintendent of 
education for the city of Wenatchee, 
Wash. Speaking as one of the visitors, 
Mr. Pegg gave a stirring appeal con­
cerning the needs of the future in 
education.
He said that he had b^en informed 
King George of England was to visit 
Canada, and indicated that he would 
like to see the monarch visit the. U.S. 
“If he does come, we’ll do our share 
in entertaining him, and the British 
Sovereign w ill find a reception never 
equalled in the history of the modern 
world.”
Turning to his main topic, the speak­
er said there were three things / he 
wished to bring to the attention of 
the gathering. First of these was that 
the world is bigger, and yet at the 
same time is smaller. It is bigger be­
cause exploration has expanded its 
boundaries, but by that very fact, be­
cause they are practically no new 
territories to be opened up, the world 
is smaller. The speaker then applied 
this to the world of thought, saying 
that investigations and learning haye 
expanded, but that wisdom has dim­
inished.
The world needs neighborliness, and 
teachers should develop the founda­
tion for this, by teaching tolerance and 
good will, the speaker said. As the 
second point, he said the world is 
richer, and yet poorer. The problems 
of production have been solved, but- 
the problems of distribution remain.
“The need is for an attitude of the 
cool spirit of science so that the ec­
onomic and Social problems of the
OF SMART
SPORT and W IN T E R  
TO G S
FOR
Men, Women, Girls and Boys
— See our Bernard Avenue Windows —
Ski Slacks are no longer worn just for skiing 
—they’re grand for motoring, skating, fishing, 
school wear and dozens of other uses where 
freedom of action, comfort and smart appear­
ance count. ,
A LL  WOOL BLACK MELTON ENSEMBLEh-Jacket trimmed with 
a red plaid mackinaw cloth. Slacks have red cuffs to dJ"! Q  A H  
match jacket trim; zipper fastening :.....  ................ .
'WOMENS PLAINSM AN STYLE JACKET—All wool, large plaids, 
full^ belt, zipper front, fringe on bottom and S O  2 5
across yoke.
WOMEN’S SHORT JACKETS—Button and zipper fronts; dark 
green with emerald trim—brown with fawn trim—navy with candy
stripe trim; also brown with stripe trim. Sizes 14, 16, 18. and 20.
$4.00, $4.50, $5.95, $6.75““$9.25 o
** The Lone
world of today can be intelligently 
handled,’’ Mr. Pegg said.
99 (A L S O - Robert Benchley in 
‘COURTSHIP OF THE NEWT.”
NEWS
The ‘world has become smarter, but 
more doubting, he said, citing the 
third _ of his principles. With all its 
learning it is baffled with what to do 
with it. The learning needs to be in­
tegrated by philosophy or religion, in 
order to provide some central theme, 
some vital principle around which the
WOMEN’S SKI PANTS—In an all wool cloth, knitted cuff to match. 
Dark green, navy, rust, copen, scarlet and dJO R A  and d»-| 




In an all wool cloth in a grand array of colors: 
copen, brown, reseda, navy and brown.
Sizes 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14; at .........  ...........  .....
CHILDREN’S 'I'WO-PIECE SKI SUITS—In plain colors with bright 
collars, pockets and buttons—dark green, navy, brown and maroon. 
Sizes 8, 10, 12 and 14; and ^ g  y g
■%
per suit
CHILDREN’S ONE-PIECE SNOW SUITS—Zipper 
and button fronts. A ll colors and sizes from two 
years to ten years. Priced at
$3.75, $4.00, $5.00, $7.00
65c 
85c
SKI SOX—In all wool, heavy rib; 
orange, red and blue ...................
SKI SOX—In heavier weight; 
blue, red and green . ........ ..........
W I L L  Y O U ?
Many are wearing lighter weight top gar­
ments for skiing these days — and the 
GRENFEIiL CLOTHS, both in men and 
women’s, are really smart and practical. 
Ladies’ Zipper Jacket, blouse ef- ^ 0  5 0
feet. Colo.'s, flame, royal, cream.
D. B. Promts, as above, same 
colors; lilso maroon .......... $10.50 Geo. A. MeiklejLtd.
QUALITY MERCHANDISE
DON’T FORGET Boys’ Band Concert—Junior High, Friday, Oct. 28
